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About the Event

The RWTH Aachen University, and the Chair for Medical Information Technology are pleased to host

the 23rd International Conference on Biomedical Applications of Electrical Impedance Tomography

(EIT2023).

We are happy to invite everyone to the great city of Aachen for the conference and want to thank

for all the support shown by the Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) community for the event.

Aachen is a hub of scientific research and a vibrant city that has a rich history of innovation and

discovery. With its universities, research institutes and industry partnerships, Aachen is the ideal

location to bring together leading experts in the field of EIT. We are honored to host this conference

and look forward to the exchange of ideas, knowledge and experience that it will bring.

The conference gives a platform for investigators in all aspects of EIT and related areas such as bioim-

pedance to converse on common fields of interest, whilst also being an opportunity for the community

to broaden its outlook in clinical applications and new technologies. We are eager to hear about your

contributions to this field and hope that you will make many valuable connections during this event.

We hope you have enjoyable and productive as our guests in Aachen.

EIT 2023 Organizing Committee
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Bedside detection of right-to-left intracardiac shunt 

Huaiwu He1, Long Yun1 and Zhanqi Zhao2 
1 Department of Critical Care Medicine, Peking Union Medical College Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing, 

China, tjmuhhw@126.com 
2 Institute of Technical Medicine, Furtwangen University, Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany  

 

Abstract: An approach to detect right-to-left intracardiac 

shunt based on the center of heart (CoH) was introduced 

determined from the early phase of impedance-time curve 

after hypertonic saline bolus injection. A large shift in 

CoH was observed in a patient with intracardiac shunt 

than in the control patients.  

1 Introduction 

Real-time ventilation images assessed by electrical 

impedance tomography (EIT) have been used to guide 

individual ventilation setting [1]. Recently, the regional 

lung perfusion assessment with saline contrast-enhanced 

EIT is increasingly applied to identify respiratory failure 

etiologies based on the evaluation of ventilation-perfusion 

matching [2-4]. The potential use of saline contrast-

enhanced EIT as ventriculography was not explored yet. 

Clinical case reports showed that the radionuclide 

angiocardiography could be used to detect right-to-left 

shunt with refractory hypoxemia [5, 6]. Based on the first-

pass kinetics theory, we hypothesized that the right 

ventriculography by saline contrast-enhanced EIT might 

be feasible to detect right-to-left shunt in refractory 

hypoxemia. Hereby, we introduce a novel method to 

detect right-to-left intracardiac shunt using EIT. 

 

2 Methods 

Functional EIT (fEIT) showing tidal ventilation 

distribution is calculated by averaging the tidal impedance 

variation images obtained before the saline bolus injection 

[7]. The regions with maximum ventilation (in regard of 

relative impedance change) are identified. The saline 

contrast method was described in detail in our previous 

reports [3, 4]. The time of saline injection lasts ~ 1 s and 

the end of injection is denoted as T0. Saline bolus 

injection causes a significant impedance drop. When such 

drop is identified in the maximum ventilation regions, this 

implies that the saline bolus arrives in the lung regions. 

This time point is denoted as T1. A moving time window 

from T0 to T1 is then constructed with steps of 0.5 s. The 

length of the window is also 0.5 s. The slope of the 

impedance-time curve in each pixel within the time 

window is calculated. The fEIT images of saline entering 

the heart are calculated accordingly using the slope as 

pixel values. For each fEIT images of saline in heart, 

maximum slope is identified. Pixel values that are higher 

than 20% of the maximum are identified as heart region. 

The center of heart (CoH) (right to left) is calculated as 

follows: 

𝐶𝑜𝐻 =
∑(𝑥𝑖 × 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖)

∑𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑖
⁄ × 100% 

where Slopei is the absolute slope of the impedance-time 

curve in the corresponding fEIT image for pixel i, and xi is 

the pixel location in the image whereby left of the image 

(right side of the body) is 0% and the right (left side of the 

body) is 100%. The change of CoH from T0 to T1 

indicates the movement of saline bolus in the heart. For 

patients with right-to-left intracardiac shunt, CoH at T1 

should identify the shift of saline to the left heart.   

To illustrate how this method works in clinical practice, 

we calculated the shift of CoH from T0 to T1 in 10 control 

hypoxic patients without right-to-left shunt. 

3 Results and conclusions 

The shift of CoH between T0 and T1 in the control 

patients without right-to-left shunt was 1.99±1.43%, 

whereas the shift in a 41-year-old male patient with right-

to-left shunt was 8.82%. 

To our best knowledge, this was the first reported 

concept of right ventriculography for bedside right-to-left 

intracardiac shunt with EIT. The 10% NaCl bolus, as an 

EIT contrast agent, passes through right atrium and 

ventricle, the pulmonary circulation, and left atrium and 

ventricle, which produces a dilution curve after bolus 

injection during the apnea period based on the first-pass 

kinetics theory. With the feature that the saline is 

concentrated in the right ventricle before it reaches the 

lung, it could be regarded as a type of right 

ventriculography. The CoH parameter is proposed to 

identify the possible intracardiac right-to-left shunt. If the 

shunt is present, then the saline bolus will arrive in the left 

ventricle at the early stage prior to lung perfusion. As a 

result ， CoH moves to left side in the right-to-left 

intracardiac shunt condition. Hence, the change of CoH 

could be used to assess whether right-to-left intracardiac 

shunt is present, which could provide an additional 

information on the etiology of hypoxemia. 
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Abstract: A wearable device with integrated electrical 
impedance tomography (EIT), lung sound recording and 
accelerometry was developed for advanced pulmonary 
monitoring. Its functionality, safety and user acceptance 
were successfully examined in a pilot clinical investigation 
in healthy subjects.  

1 Introduction 

Current wearable lung monitoring devices typically assess 
only basic respiratory parameters like breathing rate, 
inspiration and expiration times or relative tidal volume. 
This information is not sufficient for the lung function 
assessment of patients suffering from pulmonary diseases 
which requires the use of auscultation, spirometry and lung 
imaging. 

A vest with 19 multimodal sensors was developed for 
the purpose of such advanced monitoring (Fig. 1). It offered 
the measurements of EIT through 256 channels at 40 Hz, 
skin-electrode contact through 16 channels at 40 Hz, chest 
sounds through six channels at 5 kHz and accelerometry 
through one channel at 0.2 Hz. The ability of the wearable 
to record the intended bio-signals, its safety and wearing 
comfort were assessed in a first clinical investigation. 

2 Methods 

The study was conducted on 20 healthy adult subjects aged 
39 ± 12 years (mean ± SD). It was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the Medical Faculty of the Kiel University 
(A104/21) and the German Institute for Drugs and Medical 
Devices (94.1.10-5660-13105). It was registered at the 
German Clinical Trial Registry (DRKS00023703).  

Four vests of different sizes in female and male designs 
were tested. During the examination, the study participants 
performed various breathing patterns (quiet and deep 
breathing, slow and forced full expiration, coughing and 
apnoea) in four different postures according to a 14-step 
study protocol. The safety of the wearable device was 
assessed by the number of adverse events. The subjects 
filled in a questionnaire regarding the properties of the vest 
and the comfort of wearing. The recorded data was 
streamed to a study tablet (the quality of the skin-sensor 
contact, the global EIT and one sound waveform were 
shown on the screen in real-time), uploaded to a back-end 
server and analysed offline. EIT waveforms were examined 
for the presence of baseline drifts, step-like and spike-like 
disturbances and functional ventilation EIT images for 
streak and blob artifacts during each measurement phase. 

 
Figure 1: Wearable multi-sensor medical device for advanced 
respiratory monitoring, a male vest model.   

3 Results 

All 20 subjects completed the full study protocol. The vests 
recorded the data for 934 ± 59 s. Data of two subjects was 
discarded because of technical issues (a broken wire 
between the electrodes). The qualitative and quantitative 
analysis revealed that 89% of EIT waveforms and 
functional EIT images were of good to excellent quality. 
Disturbances occurred mainly during coughing and full 
expiration manoeuvres. Chest acoustic signals with audible 
heart sounds of good to excellent quality were obtained in 
44% to 67% of subjects, depending on the sensor location. 
Accelerometry correctly identified the posture. No adverse 
events occurred. The vests were positively rated in the 
survey, the tactile and thermoregulatory properties of the 
fabric received the highest scores. 

4 Conclusions 

The multi-sensor vests recorded all the intended bio-
signals. The vests were functional, safe and well perceived 
by the users. They outperformed the predecessor model [1] 
with respect to the quality of the EIT and sound recordings 
as well as in the wearing comfort and user friendliness. 

5 Acknowledgements 
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Abstract: In this international study in 108 ventilated 
COVID-19 patients, we demonstrate the feasibility of EIT 
for offering a personalized positive end-expiratory pressure 
(PEEP) adjustment based on the best compromise between 
lung recruitability and the risks of lung overdistention.  

1 Introduction 

Defining lung recruitability is needed for a safe PEEP 
selection in mechanically ventilated patients, but no valid 
method including both recruitability and the risks of 
overdistention exists when defining optimal PEEP level.  
 
Objective: to describe the range of recruitability using EIT, 
the effects of PEEP on recruitability, respiratory mechanics 
and gas exchange, and to describe EIT-based optimal PEEP 
selection. 

2 Methods 
First (interim) analysis, in patients with COVID-19, from 
an ongoing international study (NCT04460859) in 
moderate-severe acute respiratory distress syndrome 
(ARDS). EIT, ventilator data, hemodynamics and blood 
gases were obtained during PEEP titration maneuvers.  

EIT-based optimal PEEP during a decremental PEEP trial 
was defined as the crossing point of the overdistention and 
collapse curves. We also obtained the PEEP level 
associated with the highest respiratory system compliance.  

Recruitability was defined as the amount of modifiable 
lung collapse when increasing PEEP from 6 to 24 cmH2O 
(=ΔCollapse24-6). Patients were classified as low, medium 
or high recruiters based on the tertiles of ΔCollapse24-6. 

3 Results 

In 108 COVID-19 patients, recruitability varied from 0.3% 
to 66.9% and was unrelated to ARDS severity (Table 1). 
R/I ratio was higher in higher recruitable patients and 
correlated with ΔCollapse24-6 (r=0.52, p=0.001).  

Table 1. Patient characteristics  
  Low (n=36) Medium (n=36) High (n=36) p 

BMI, kg/m2 28 [25; 32] 30 [27; 32] 33*# [27; 39] 0.01 
Age, years 65 [58; 70] 61 [54; 65] 55* [46; 63.5] <0.01 
P/F, mmHg  113 [97; 134] 120 [100; 142] 113 [99; 141] 0.91 

R/I ratio 0.6 [0.4; 0.8] 0.8 [0.5; 0.1]* 0.83 [0.7; 1.0]* <0.01 
R/I, recruitment-to-inflation; p<0.05 diff. from *low or #medium group 

The EIT-based crossing point PEEP level differed between 
groups (Fig.1, p<0.05) but achieved similar percentages of 
collapse, overdistention, and respiratory mechanics 
independent of recruitability (Table 2). This approach 
assigned a different PEEP level than the highest compliance 
approach in 81% of patients. 

Table 2. Mechanics at crossing point PEEP 
  Low Medium High p 

Crs, ml/cmH2O 29 [24; 38] 37 [28; 47] 36 [31; 40] 0.05 
ΔPaw, cmH2O 8.2 [7.5; 9.7]  8.6 [7.1; 10.1] 8.4 [7.1; 10.9] 0.92 
Collapse, % 5 [3; 7] 6 [4; 7] 5 [3; 6] 0.22 
Overdistention, % 8 [5; 10] 8 [7; 10] 6 [5; 8] 0.05 

Crs, compliance; ΔPaw, driving pressure (with Vt of 5 ml/kgPBW),  

4 Conclusions 

Recruitability varies widely among COVID-19 patients. 
EIT allows personalizing PEEP setting as a consistent 
compromise between recruitability and distension. 

 
Fig.1. Distribution of collapse and overdistention during the decremental PEEP trial. 
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Abstract: This study emphasizes the significance of 

respiratory monitoring to prevent respiratory 

complications. The study monitored 25 non-intubated 

patients in the PACU using EIT, capnography, and 

hemodynamic monitoring to compare preoperative and 

postoperative recovery after laparoscopic surgery. 

1 Introduction 

Respiratory depression and hypoventilation due to residual 

anesthetics and the use of opioids cause hypoxemia and 

hypercapnia. They may lead to permanent disability or life-

threatening complications, e.g., organ failure, brain 

damage, coma, and death, in the post-anesthesia care unit 

(PACU) [1]. Therefore, respiratory and hemodynamic 

monitoring are required in these situations. Monitoring 

peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) or end-tidal carbon 

dioxide (EtCO2) is commonly used to detect hypoxemia or 

hypercapnia. However, they often trigger false/delayed 

alarms and cause alarm fatigue. In this study, we used an 

EIT system with capnography and hemodynamic system to 

simultaneously measure all tidal volume (TV), respiratory 

rate (RR), ventilation per minute (MV), SpO2 and EtCO2, 

SV, and CO measured all. We focused on developing new 

parameters to evaluate patients' recovery status using 

estimated data.  

2 Methods 

A clinical trial was conducted in PACU on 25 patients who 

underwent laparoscopic surgery after general anesthesia. 

The CapnostreamTM35 (Medtronic, USA) measured SpO2, 

EtCO2 derived from the capnography signal[2]. TV and 

proximal flow were simultaneously measured using an 

electrical impedance tomography (EIT) device (AirTomTM, 

BiLab, Korea) developed for regional lung ventilation 

images. We calculated respiratory functional parameters 

such as global inhomogeneity (GI), dynamic compliance, 

the center of ventilation (CoVxy), and regional ventilation 

delay (RVD) [3-5]. In addition, the EIT device and 

hemodynamic monitor (EV1000, Edwards Lifesciences, 

USA) were measured simultaneously to compare 

hemodynamic changes. 

 
Figure 1. Setup for a clinical study.   

Fig. 1 shows the clinical study setup. The respiratory status 

of each patient was monitored for about 30 minutes after 

being transferred to PACU. During the first half of the 

period, 4 L/min (36% FiO2) of oxygen was provided to each 

patient through an oronasal cannula. The institutional 

review board at Kyung Hee University Hospital approved 

this clinical study protocol (KHUH-2019-08-058-007). Fig. 

2 shows respiratory and hemodynamic signals acquired 

from patient #19 using AirTomTM with CapnostreamTM35 

and EV1000. 

 
Figure 2. Measured respiratory and hemodynamic signals 

in PACU after finishing laparoscopic surgery with general 

anesthesia.(blue: before surgery, grey: during surgery, 

orange: PACU) 

3 Conclusions 

We conducted a study to simultaneously measure 

respiratory and hemodynamic indices to observe changes 

when hypoventilation and respiratory events that may occur 

in a patient perioperative occur. Various indicators, such as 

GI, CoVxy, and dynamic compliance, presented the status 

of each patient in real time. We focus on developing an 

integrated indicator that can evaluate the recovery status of 

patients perioperative. 
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Open source software for analysis of chest EIT data acquired during
spontaneous breathing and respiratory manoevres

Claas Strodthoff1 and Inéz Frerichs1
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Abstract: We present the design process of a new software
for analysis of spontaneous breathing and respiratory ma-
noevres recorded with thoracic EIT. The software is simple
but highly configurable, making it useful for clinicians and
researchers alike.

1 Introduction
EIT is becoming an increasingly popular tool to monitor
and diagnose lung function in mechanically ventilated but
also spontaneously breathing patients [1]. So far, software
solutions to analyze EIT measurements are targeted at re-
searchers working on a specific study [2]. The requirements
for these solutions usually focus on specific devices and par-
ticular clinical questions whereas the user experience and
configurability are of lower importance. Here we present
the design process of a new software for thoracic EIT anal-
ysis. Being aimed at both clinicians and researchers, it is
simple to use but also highly configurable to fit the needs of
different study protocols.

We plan to test this software on data from spontaneously
breathing subjects and to compare the results with other
lung function measurements in an already running clinical
trial.

2 Methods
The software was written in Python using the PyQtGraph
library for fast interactive plotting. For data processing we
used the NumPy and SciPy libraries. Settings are stored as
and read from *.json files to allow full configurability.

3 Core features
□ Reconstruct EIT images using established algorithms
□✓ Load pre-reconstructed EIT images

□✓ Select from a multitude of options: reference interval,
filters, regions of interest, breath detection settings

□✓ Select time intervals and points for analysis with mul-
tiple input options

□✓ Implement numerous analysis parameters/items, see
list of implemented items in table 1

□✓ Output pixel-wise values of all desired items as *.csv
(for research use)

□ Output standardized report with most important find-
ings as *.pdf (for clinical use)

□✓ Configuration file for default values and settings
□✓ Configuration file for analyses and result generation
□ Documentation of features

4 Future features
□ Support for more data formats
□ Integrated visualization/interpretation/aggregation

section
□ Automatic detection of certain time points (e.g. begin

of forced expiration)
□ Make software open source once core functionality is

finished and tested

5 Conclusions
The software envisioned here is a large endeavour. We hope
that the EIT community will profit from this tool but also
hope for community participation to extend its functional-
ity.
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Table 1: Items implemented in the software. Inspiratory measurements analog to expiratory.

item description
pixel-wise values from regular breathing

tidal mean tidal impedance variation ("tidal image")
phase phase shift of pixel signal vs. summed ("global") signal

pixel-wise values from forced respiratory manoevres
FVC forced expiratory vital capacity
FEVx forced expiratory volume in time x
MEFxx mean expiratory flow at xx % of the forced vital capacity expired
MEFxx-yy) mean expiratory flow between xx and yy % of the forced vital capacity expired
tExx time to expire xx % of the vital capacity

values composed of/calculated from the above
FEV1/FVC volume fraction expired after 1 s of forced full expiration
CoVrl; CoVvd centre of ventilation left/righ or ventral/dorsal
CV/GII coefficient of variation/global inhomogeneity index
... ...
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Abstract: Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) enables 

alveolar overdistension (OD) and collapse (CL) calculation 

during a PEEP trial. The effect of dexamethasone and 

tocilizumab on OD, CL and dynamic respiratory system 

compliance (Cdyn) in mechanically ventilated patients with 

coronavirus disease-19 (COVID-19) is described. 

1 Introduction 

It was shown that Cdyn, OD and CL change over time in 

COVID-19 patients [1]. We hypothesise that therapy with 

dexamethasone and tocilizumab improves pulmonary 

function in ventilated patients with COVID-19. This study 

describes the difference between Cdyn, OD and CL at 

optimal PEEP in patients who received no anti-

inflammatory therapy (NoAIT), dexametazone (DEXA) 

and DEXA with tocilizumab (DEX+T) in COVID-19 

patients. 

2 Methods 

This prospective observational study was conducted in 

COVID-19 patients of the MaastriCCht cohort, which has 

been described extensively elsewhere [2]. Optimal EIT-

guided PEEP was determined at a level of CL≤5% during a 

decremental PEEP trial. The level of Cdyn, imported from 

the ventilator, OD and CL at optimal PEEP was compared 

between patients with NoAIT, DEXA and DEXA+T. 

Patients with spontaneous breathing or in prone position 

were excluded (Figure 1). During the COVID-19 pandemic, 

EIT measurements (Pulmovista® 500, Dräger Medical 

GmBH) were performed to support clinical practice. 

2.1 Statistics 

Linear mixed-effects regression with random intercept and 

random slope with time was conducted between the NoAIT, 

DEXA and DEXA+T group and over days since intubation. 

Crude models were adjusted for age, sex and Acute 

Physiology And Chronic Health Evaluation II score to 

investigate potential confounding. 

2.2 Results 

Compared with NoAIT, optimal PEEP was 1.4 cmH2O (-

2.6; -0.2) lower in the DEXA group (p=.023) and increased 

0.1 cmH2O (0.0; 0.2) per day during admission (p=.006). 

The DEXA+T group showed no significant difference in 

optimal PEEP. However, an increase of 0.2 cmH2O (0.1; 

0.4) per day during admission was observed (p=.004). At 

optimal PEEP, Cdyn, OD and CL did not differ statistically 

significant between the three groups. 

 
Figure 1: Number of patients, EIT measurements and treatment 

groups. 

2.3 Discussion 

Concerning pulmonary pathophysiology, Cdyn, OD and 

CL showed that the pattern over time was similar between 

patients who received NoAIT, DEXA and DEXA+T, which 

is in line with a previous report [1]. Therefore, the present 

study did not provide evidence that anti-inflammatory 

therapy improves pulmonary function in mechanically 

ventilated COVID-19 patients. However, this study cannot 

fully rule out the beneficial effect of anti-inflammatory 

treatment. Anti-inflammatory therapy was not used in the 

first pandemic wave which had different viral strains that 

evolved over time, most likely have also influenced these 

outcomes. The small sample size in the DEXA+T group is 

a limitation which makes it hard to make conclusions on the 

effect of the therapy on lung function. Optimal PEEP values 

were lower during the first 10 days of admission in the 

DEXA and DEXA+T group compared to the NoAIT group. 

This indicates less pulmonary support. However, Cdyn, OD 

and CL did not differ between groups. An explanation for 

these results could be that patients were included from 

different waves of the pandemic, in which management of 

COVID-19 changed. 

3 Conclusions 

Optimal PEEP was lower in the DEXA and DEXA+T 

group than in the NoAIT group, implying less severe 

damage. However, Cdyn, OD and CL did not significantly 

differ which implies no beneficial effect of these therapies. 
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Abstract: Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) 

obtained in the thorax can simultaneously monitor end-

expiratory lung volume change (∆EELV) and stroke 

volume change (∆SV). We observed ∆EELV and ∆SV 

when occurring obstructive sleep-breathing disordered 

events for OSA patients. Those were significantly 

associated when comparing ∆EELV with ∆SV during and 

after apnea/hypopnea. High variation of ∆EELV due to the 

severe OSA events induced hemodynamic instability 

during sleep. 

1 Introduction 

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the most common sleep-

related breathing disorder associated with cardiovascular 

morbidity and mortality. Repetitive partial or completed 

occlusion of the upper airway and arousal events with 

hyperventilation generate intrathoracic pressure changes 

causing unstable hemodynamic states during sleep [1]. 

Therefore, ∆EELV affected by upper airway collapsibility 

could associate with hemodynamic variables [2]. In this 

study, we observed the relationship between ∆EELV and 

∆SV caused by respiratory events during sleep. 

2 Methods 

We have monitored ∆EELV and ∆SV for 30 subjects using 

AirTomTM (Bilab, Korea) when undergoing full-night level 

I polysomnography (Embla S7000, Embla Systems, USA) 

(IRB no. 2019-05-094). A certified sleep technician 

manually scored measured PSG data following AASM 

guidelines. The event section of apnea and hypopnea was 

defined according to the PSG analysis. The post-event 

section was determined from the end of each event to a 

maximum of 10 seconds before the next event. In addition, 

we extracted respiratory volume signal (RVS) and cardiac 

volume signal (CVS) from the time series of EIT images 

[3]. After applying a customized motion artifact removal 

algorithm, we detected valleys and peaks of RVS and CVS. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the impedance values at the valleys of 

RVS were defined as the end-expiratory lung impedance 

(EELI). We calculated ∆EELI as the maximum difference 

between EELI during the event and post-event sections. 

∆EELI was converted to ∆EELV using a scale factor (α) 

computed from the spirometry. In addition, we calculated 

stroke volume (SV) from the difference between the peak 

and valley of CVS in each cardiac cycle. Similar to ∆EELV, 

∆SV was defined as the ratio of standard deviation and 

mean of SV values during the event and post-event sections. 

For further analysis, we divide all respiratory events into 

two groups using a threshold of 400 ml ∆EELV. Finally, 

we compared ∆SV calculated from each group using a two-

sample t-test. The statistical analysis was performed using 

the Matlab software (MathWorks, USA).   

3 Results 

Thirty patients have been involved in PSG and EIT 

measurements simultaneously, but two failed to obtain 

them because of the loss of connection during 

measurement. We processed 4779 apnea/hypopnea events 

from 28 patients to assess the relationship between ∆EELV 

and ∆SV. Fig. 2 presents examples of ∆EELV and ∆SV, 

which belong to each group. The ∆EELV calculated for 

patient #9 (P9) was significantly larger than that for patient 

#13 (P13), and the ∆SV for P9 was also prominent when 

comparing the value for P13. As a result of analyzing all 

events, we confirmed that ΔSV varied more significantly in 

the group with a significant change in ΔEELV. 

4 Conclusions 

The results indicated a significant association between 

∆EELV and ∆SV in OSA events. These findings suggest 

that the ∆EELV should be considered when assessing 

hemodynamic instability during the PSG test. 
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Abstract: The objective was to determine the accuracy of 
the respiratory rate (RR) provided by EIT compared to the 
gold standard clinical count of etCO2 capnogram and ECG-
derived bioimpedance RR. The results obtained support the 
EIT device’s claims for RR accuracy with an root mean 
square error smaller than 2 breaths per minute.  

1 Introduction 

Respiratory rate (RR) is considered one of the most 
informative vital signals, such as for predicting patient’s 
deterioration. [1] The gold standard RR measurement in 
intensive care unit (ICU) patients is RR derived from 
monitoring of End Tidal CO2 (etCO2) by capnography. We 
investigated the accuracy of the RR provided by a relatively 
new EIT device LuMon, (Sentec AG, Landquart, 
Switzerland)) in spontaneous breathing healthy volunteers 
and invasively ventilated and spontaneous breathing ICU 
patients. EIT-derived RR was primarily compared to the 
RR from capnography. ECG-derived bioimpedance RR 
(Dräger Infinity M540), which is the reference standard for 
RR monitoring of spontaneously breathing non-intubated 
patients in our ICU was also used for comparison. 

2 Methods 

Twenty healthy volunteers were equipped with an EIT belt 
and ECG electrodes and were asked to breathe through a 
mainstream end-tidal CO2 capnogram at different 
frequencies in the range of 10-40 breaths per minute (BMP) 
for continuous and simultaneous measurement of RR 
derived from EIT (EIT-RR), capnography (Capnogram-
RR) and ECG bioimpedance (Bioimpedance-RR). In 26 
ICU patients, similar measurements were obtained in a 
three-day period surrounding weaning, including 
spontaneous breathing trials, mechanical ventilation and 
spontaneous breathing after extubation. For the selection of 
intervals to be extracted and compared, which is 
particularly relevant in ICU patients with highly variable 
conditions, stable breathing sequences were first selected 
by adapting the algorithm of Haris et al. [2] 

To evaluate agreement between different methods, the 
following analyses were computed: 1.) Correlation and 
regression analysis with estimates of slope and intercept 
along with confidence intervals (CIs) of the estimates, 
considering repeated measurements and using bootstrap 
resampling approach for the confidence intervals; Deming 
and linear regression were used. 2.) ARMS (root mean 
square) accuracy. 3.) Bias and precision with Bland-Altman 
analysis for repeated measurements, using bootstrap 
resampling for the confidence intervals of limits of 
agreement (LOAs).  

3 Results 

The results of the regression analysis of the healthy 
volunteers showed slopes very close to 1 with tight CIs and 
low RMS errors <0.3. The Bland-Altman analysis 
determined a bias less than 0.1 BPM, the LOA including 
their CIs are tight and within ±1 BPM (Table 1). All 
regressions exhibited in the analysis of ICU patients 
resulted in slopes very close to 1 with low RMS-errors <0.5. 
The Bland-Altman analysis resulted in a bias smaller than 
0.14 for all on-ventilator and off-ventilator comparisons 
with LOAs below ± 1.1 BPM (Table 1). RR determination  
was excellent across the range of 10-40 BPM obtained in 
heathy volunteers and patients in the ICU setting.  

4 Conclusion 

During stable breathing periods in healthy volunteers and 
ICU patients, the LuMon EIT device has excellent accuracy 
in monitoring respiratory rate.  
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Table 1: Summary of the Bland-Altman bias and limits of agreement (LOA) for the healthy volunteers and ICU patients. Comparing 
the respiratory rate as measured by EIT (EIT-RR), RR by the etCO2 Capnogram (Capnogram-RR), RR from ECG derived 
bioimpedance measurement from the vital monitor (Bioimpedance-RR).  
Cohort, Ventilator(On/Off), Number(n) Comparison Bias (BPM) SD (BPM) Lower LOA Upper LOA 
Healthy Volunteer (Off), n=20 EIT-RR vs Capnogram-RR -0.007 0.267 -0.531 0.518 
Healthy Volunteer (Off), n=20 Bioimpedance-RR vs Capnogram-RR -0.039 0.202 -0.435 0.357 
ICU patient (On), n=26 EIT-RR vs Capnogram-RR 0.126 0.481 -0.816 1.068 
ICU patient (On), n=26 Bioimpedance-RR vs Capnogram-RR -0.016 0.236 -0.478 0.446 
ICU patient (On), n=26 EIT-RR vs Bioimpedance-RR 0.138 0.490 -0.822 1.099 
ICU patient (Off), n=26 EIT-RR vs Bioimpedance-RR 0.079 0.408 -0.721 0.878 
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Abstract: Here, we train and validate a regression model 
to predict spirometry indicators in lung disease subjects 
using electrical impedance tomography (EIT). Subjects’ 
anthropometric are used to counterweight the change of 
impedance due to body compositions. The results show 
significant correlation between EIT and spirometry.  

1 Introduction 

Spirometry is the gold standard lung function assessment. 
It uses the measured airflow under forced breathing 
scenario to diagnose different obstructive and resistive 
pulmonary diseases. Time-difference electrical impedance 
tomography (tdEIT) provides dynamic changes of the 
conductivity in a cross-section of the thorax.  
Predicting spirometry indicators from EIT conductivity 
measurements can empower the use of EIT in screening 
or/and diagnosing pulmonary diseases. This paper builds 
on our previous study [1] where we show that EIT can 
predict spirometry indicators on healthy subjects. Here, we 
expand our results to lung disease patients. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Data acquisition  

We recruited 70+ subjects, including 24 healthy and 46 
patients with respiratory diseases to perform simultaneous 
spirometry (Vmax 22 Encore system, Carefusion GmbH, 
Germany) and EIT (Mediscan, Gense Technologies Ltd., 
Hong Kong) tests. All experiments are performed with 
subject’s informed consent and following the guidelines 
and regulations approved by the Hong Kong West Cluster 
(IRB/REC No. UW 21-644). The clinical trial is registered 
on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT05346081). Lung disease 
patients include 12 interstitial lung disease (ILD), 10 
asthma, 8 chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 
8 bronchiectasis, and 8 with other diseases including left 
pneumonectomy, lung cancer, lung tumor, 

lymphangioleiomyomatosis, motor neuron disease, heart 
failure and bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome.  

2.2 Data analysis 

EIT voltage measurements are pre-processed and used to 
reconstruct conductivity images using the Newton’s one-
step error reconstructor (NOSER), which are then filtered 
spatially and temporally. A global conductivity-time curve 
is obtained by a weighted sum of the conductivity curves 
at all pixels. Spirometry indicators are computed from the 
conductivity curve following the standardization 
consensus [2], namely, the full vital capacity (FVC), 
forced exhale volume in one second (FEV1) and the 
Tiffeneau-Pinelli index (FEV1/FVC). The indicators 
measured using EIT and subjects’ anthropometrics are 
used to predict the ground truth spirometry indicators 
using a linear regression model. The model parameters are 
obtained from the training data which excluded data for 
testing that comprise all data from 10 randomly selected 
subjects and another 10% of the data from the remaining 
subjects.  

3 Conclusions 

EIT indicators are significantly correlated with spirometry 
both on the train and test sets (Figure 1), indicating its 
potential use for diagnostic screening of pulmonary 
diseases. Furthermore, EIT also provide spatial and 
structural information about lungs’ health and can be used 
for other applications such as liver [3]and kidney [4]. 
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Figure 1: Correlation between measured spirometry indicators and predicted indicators from EIT. 
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Abstract: In the present study, we demonstrated for the 
first time the influences of breathing exercises on regional 
ventilation in healthy and COPD subjects. The influences 
in healthy volunteers were systematic. On the other hand, 
the effects of breathing exercises varied in COPD patients 
with larger inter-subject variations. 

1 Introduction 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a 
prevalent lung disease associated with high mortality. 
Breathing exercises, as part pulmonary rehabilitation, is 
important for COPD patients to improve their quality of 
life [1]. Pursed lip breathing and diaphragmatic breathing 
are two common breathing techniques that help ease the 
COPD symptoms and improve lung functions [2]. 
Although these breathing techniques have been widely 
used in COPD pulmonary rehabilitation programs, the 
effects on regional ventilation were unclear. 

With EIT to assess the regional ventilation and flow 
limitation, we have initiated a study with the intention to 
examine the home breathing exercise effects on ventilation 
inhomogeneity in patients suffering COPD and the 
potential to optimize rehabilitation program for such 
patient group. We hypothesized that the respiratory 
exercises have uniform effects on ventilation in healthy 
subjects but the effects varied in COPD patients. 

2 Methods 

The prospective observational study was approved by 
the ethics committee of the Fourth Military Medical 
University (KY20224101-1). Informed consent was 
obtained from all subjects prior to the study. A total of 30 
healthy volunteers (age, 25.83±0.65 years; height, 
176.9±5.84 cm; weight, 74.77±11.65 kg) and 9 COPD 
patients (age, 68.67±9.71 years; height, 170.11±7.18 cm; 
weight, 68.00±10.69 kg; 4 subjects GOLD-2, 3 GOLD-3 
and 2 GOLD-4) were included. Data were recorded 
continuously during a period of quiet tidal breathing 
followed by (1) diaphragmatic breathing; (2) pursed lip 
breathing with full inhalation; (3) pursed lip combining 
diaphragmatic breathing. A 10-min training session of the 
breathing exercises was conducted for all subjects. The 
EIT examinations were performed while the subjects were 
seated and instructed not to speak or to move their upper 
torso during the data acquisition. The sequence of the 3 
breathing exercises was randomized using machine 
generated random permutation.  

Spatial and temporal ventilation distributions were 
evaluated with EIT, including tidal variation (TV), change 
of end-expiratory lung impedance (EELI), center of 
ventilation (CoV), the global inhomogeneity index (GI) 
and regional ventilation delay (RVD). The exact 

calculation of these parameters were described in the 
consensus paper [3]. 

3 Results  

TV was significantly larger during varous breathing 
exercises compared to quiet tidal breathing, in both 
healthy and COPD subjects (p<0.01). However, for other 
EIT-based parameters, statistical significances were only 
observed in healthy volunteers, not in COPD patients. 
Diaphragmatic breathing alone might not be able to 
decrease functional residual capacity in COPD and the 
effect varied largely from patient to patient (6:3, decrease 
vs. increase). Ventilation distribution moved towards 
ventral regions in healthy during breathing exercises 
(p<0.0001). Although this trend was observed in the 
COPD, however, the differences were not significant. 
Ventilation became more homogeneous when 
diaphragmatic breathing technique was implemented 
(p<0.0001). Again, the improvements were not significant 
in COPD. Regional ventilation delay was relatively high 
in COPD and comparable in various breathing periods.  

4 Discussion and Conclusions  

Pursed lip breathing and diaphragmatic breathing 
techniques are easy to learn, and patients can practice at 
home to ease the symptoms [2]. In the control cohort, we 
found that these breathing exercises can increase lung 
ventilation through active inhalation and exhalation (TV 
and EELI). Besides, ventilation redistributed towards 
ventral regions (CoV) and introduce a slightly higher 
temporal ventilation difference (RVD). Diaphragmatic 
breathing improves ventilation homogeneity while pursed 
lip breathing does not (GI). The impacts of breathing 
exercises were relatively consistent on the healthy subjects 
examined in the study. Although similar trends were 
observed in the COPD patients, the variation of impacts of 
breathing exercises was much larger, which led to 
statistically insignificant results. Some patients benefited 
from diaphragmatic breathing and were able to lower their 
functional residual capacity while the others not. Pursed 
lip breathing on the other hand was able to lower the 
functional residual capacity but not necessary the 
ventilation homogeneity.  The variation of impacts on 
COPD patients could be due to individual pathological 
status.  

The impact of pursed lip and diaphragmatic breathing 
varied in different COPD patients. Breathing exercise may 
need to be individualized to maximize the training 
efficacy. 
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Abstract: Induction of general anaesthesia has a consider-
able impact on the lung. Monitoring induction of anaesthe-
sia from spontaneous breathing until established mechani-
cal ventilation with EIT in obese patients, we found that the
onset of changes induced by mechanical ventilation starts
from the first breath under mechanical ventilation.

1 Introduction
General anaesthesia is undoubtedly a vital part of mod-
ern medicine. Despite this, conditions of the lung change
during general anaesthesia until mechanical ventilation is
established [1]. Particularly, tidal volume is redistributed
from dorsal to ventral areas of the lung, functional residual
capacity reduces and the homogeneity of ventilation distri-
bution degrades. It has already been shown that changes
within the ventilation conditions of the lung occur five to ten
minutes after induction of anaesthesia [2]. These changes
are potentially more harmful for obese patients, since at-
electatic areas can be found in these patients already dur-
ing spontaneous breathing [3]. Using EIT, we monitored
the process of anaesthesia induction in obese patients from
spontaneously breathing to established mechanical ventila-
tion.
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Figure 1: The different phases during induction of anaesthesia
as seen in the global impedance curve extracted from EIT mea-
surements. In the beginning, the patients breathed spontaneously
(SB). After breathing ceased (first apnoe phase, A1), ventilation
was provided via facial mask until the muscle relaxant took ef-
fect (FM). Subsequently, patients were intubated (second apnoe
phase, A2) and mechanically ventilated after endotracheal tube
placement (ET).

2 Methods
We studied 15 lung-healthy obese (body mass index > 30
kg/m2) adult patients. Exclusion criteria were an Ameri-
can Society of Anesthesiologists physical status > III, preg-
nancy, active implants, rapid sequence induction or sus-
pected difficult airway. Patients were equipped with an
electrode belt for EIT measurements and with routine mon-

itoring. Anaesthesia was induced following the standard
protocol of our hospital. This included supine position-
ing with 30◦ elevated upper body. Monitoring via EIT
started with the awake patient breathing spontaneously and
was continued during ventilation via a facial mask and sub-
sequent intubation until mechanical ventilation was estab-
lished Fig. 1.

After image reconstruction (EIT Data Analysis Tool
6.1, Dräger medical, Lübeck, Germany) we calculated the
tidal variation [4] and the global inhomogeneity index [5].
For the phase of spontaneous breathing we used an aver-
age over all breaths while for each mechanical ventilation
phase, we used the first breath only.

3 Results
During spontaneous breathing, regional ventilation mainly
distributed to the ventral part of the lung (56 ± 9 %). Dur-
ing mechanical ventilation the ventral share was further in-
creased (face mask ventilation: 79 ± 8 %; established ven-
tilation via tube: 78 ± 8 %, both cases p < 0.0001).

The global inhomogeneity index was higher during
mask ventilation and intubated ventilation than during
spontaneous breathing (all p < 0.005, Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Global inhomogeneity index during spontaneous
breathing (SB), face mask ventilation (FM) and established ven-
tilation via tube (ET). ∗ marks a significance against SB.

4 Conclusions
Changes in lung ventilation are present with the first breath
after each apnoeic phase in obese patients. The first apnoe
phase of anaesthesia induction had much more impact on
the first breaths than the second apnoe phase in obese pa-
tients.
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Abstract: Here we analysed EIT data from experiments in 
healthy swine models undergoing one or two lung 
mechanical ventilation for 24 hours. We measured the 
heart-to-lung and right-to-left heart transit times of a 10 ml 
bolus of hypertonic saline by EIT and tested their 
correlation with cardiac output measured by 
transpulmonary thermodilution.  

1 Introduction 

Assessing the trend over time of cardiac output is essential 
to guide personalised fluid resuscitation, to verify the 
impact of mechanical ventilation settings and to follow up 
recovery from myocardial injury. Pulmonary artery 
catheters (PAC) remain the clinical gold standard for 
measuring cardiac output, but less invasive monitoring 
should be developed. To date, most systems still require an 
arterial catheter and, possibly, a central line [1]. Here we 
explored the correlation between cardiac output and .the 
transit time (TT) of a hypertonic saline bolus measured by 
electrical impedance tomography (EIT). Significant 
correlation could suggest a potential for less invasive 
monitoring for trends of cardiac output over time by EIT 
plus a central line. 

2 Methods 

The study was approved by the Italian Ministry of Health, 
Rome, Italy (Aut. No. 246/2022-PR, Protocol No. 
568EB.34 (ex 32)). We analysed data from 28 healthy 
swine studied in our laboratory, comprising n=134 
independent cardiac output (CO) measurements performed 
with the thermodilution method (Vigilance, Edwards, US) 
by means of a PAC. Immediately after, EIT data were 
acquired at a 50 Hz sampling frequency (Pulmovista, 
Drager, Germany). An end-inspiratory pause was 
performed and a 10 ml bolus of 5% NaCl was injected via 
jugular central line [2]. These measures were performed 
after 2, 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours of controlled mechanical one-
lung ventilation with tidal volume 7.5 ml/kg (OLV7.5, 
n=46), with tidal volume 15 ml/kg (OLV15, n=58) and two-

lung ventilation with tidal volume 15 ml/kg (n=30). The 
impedance change corresponding to the hypertonic bolus 
flowing through the pulmonary circulation was analysed. 
Baseline drift was subtracted by piecewise linear fitting, as 
previously described [3]. Indicator transit time through lung 
circulation was modelled as a gamma-variate, which was 
fitted to data with the method of moments [4]. The fitted 
curve was then subtracted to data, so that three peaks 
corresponding to saline passage through the right heart 
(RH), the lungs and the left heart (LH) were apparent (Fig. 
1A-B). 
For each of the three peaks the first order temporal moment 
was calculated as in equation (1). 

𝜇′  =  
∑ ∗ ( )

∑  ( )
  (1) 

Z(t) is impedance over time and t is time 

The right heart to lung (TTRH-lung) and the right to left heart 
(TTRH-LH) transit times were calculated as the difference 
between the corresponding moments. 
Coefficients of correlation and p-values were calculated 
from Spearman’s rank correlation. 

3 Results 

Cardiac output ranged between 1.7 and 6.8 l/min. We 
disclosed a significant non-linear correlation between 
cardiac output and both transit times: TTRH-lung (ρ=-0.41; 
p<0.001) and TTRH-LH (ρ=-0.45; p<0.001) (Fig. 1C-D). 

4 Conclusions 

Hypertonic saline transit times measured by EIT are 
correlated with cardiac output and could be used as a less 
invasive measure to assess CO trends over time. 
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Figure 1: A – Impedance change due to the hypertonic saline bolus. Bolus arrival and end time are displayed as orange dashed lines, the estimated drift as an orange solid 
line. B – Impedance after detrending (black line). Blue line is the fitted gamma-variate, passage through the right and left heart are displayed respectively as a red and a 
purple solid line. First temporal moments are identified by vertical dashed lines of corresponding colours. C and D – transit times plotted versus cardiac output measured at 
the PAC, blue dots correspond to controls, red dots to OLV7.5, magenta dots to OLV15 animals (see text).  
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Abstract: We established a pig model for direct breath-by-
breath comparison of mechanical ventilation (MV) with 
phrenic nerve stimulated breathing (PNS) and used EIT to 
support our hypothesis that breaths delivered by PNS yield 
a better prevention of compression atelectasis in dorsal lung 
areas than MV. 

1 Introduction 

MV is a life-saving treatment for critically ill patients in the 
intensive care unit (ICU) with respiratory failure. However, 
MV is associated with several disadvantages, including pre-
ferential ventilation of ventral lung segments, thus resulting 
in dorsal atelectasis. The latter is associated with complica-
tions e.g., increased pneumonic risk, decreased oxygen-in-
take [1]. One possible solution might be active diaphrag-
matic stimulation by PNS. We hypothesize that active 
diaphragmatic contraction may lead to improved 
ventilation of the dorsal lung segments. 

2 Methods 

2.1 General Experimental setup 

Therefore, we established a PNS model in juvenile female 
German landrace pigs (40-50 kilograms) under deep 
general anaesthesia. Two nerve stimulation needles were 
placed bilateral in a minimal invasive, sonographic-guided 
manner transcutaneous in proximity to phrenic nerve. 
Using a custom-built stimulator-ventilator-device, we were 
able to switch between PNS and MV breath-by-breath, 
allowing a direct comparison of the two ventilation 
methods. We maintained a lung-protective ventilation at 4-
6 ml/kg body weight with a constant PEEP of 5 cm H2O. 
EIT (PulmoVista 500, Dräger, Lübeck, Germany) was used 
to investigate ventilation of caudal lung segments.  

2.2 Data analysis 

The geometrical center of the ventilated area in the EIT 
image (CoV) can be described by x and y coordinate pairs 
each between 0 and 1. The y-axis describes the ventro-dor-
sal axis and larger values represent a more dorsally located 
CoV [2]. In the present study, CoV was calculated for 500 
breaths of PSV and MV separately breath-by-breath. Com-
parison between the MV and PNS groups were made by a 
non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U-Test. Significance was 
defined as p < 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed 
using Prism 9.0 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, 
USA). All statistical tests are two-tailed.  

3 Results 

The analysis showed a larger tidal volume fraction in the 
dorsal region (region of interest 3, ROI 3) under PNS in the 

qualitative breath-by-breath comparison (Fig. 1 a, b) and in 
the quantitative CoV analysis a significantly higher y-value 
for both pigs (Fig. 1 c).  

 

Fig. 1: a illustrates sample impedance curves of global and region 
of interest (ROI 2 and 3) breath-by-breath changes between PNS 
and MV ventilation mode. b depicts exemplary tidal images du-
ring maximum inspiration generated for PNS and MV. Ventilated 
lung areas are colored blue. c shows the quantitative analysis of 
geometrical center of the ventilated area (CoV) separately for the 
two pigs. Mean + SD is illustrated. 

4 Conclusions 

EIT seems to be suitable as an evaluation method for direct 
breath-by-breath analysis of different ventilation methods. 
As an example, in this study we were able to illustrate a 
higher fraction of ventilation of dorsal lung segments  and 
a higher CoV y-value during PNS breaths compared to MV.  
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Abstract: Although primary used for monitoring ventila-
tion, Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) can also give
valuable information regarding cardiac activity. In this con-
tribution we show a set of functional images which display
the spatial intensity and relative phase of both the ventila-
tion and the cardiac activity.

1 Introduction
Given the large impedance variation of the lungs during the
respiration, Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is rou-
tinely used to monitor the ventilation of a patient.

However, information associated with the cardiac cy-
cle are also present [1]. These are likely connected with
the volume changes, deformation in the heart, and with the
shifting of structures produced by the cardiac dynamics [1].
Unfortunately, in a standard EIT setup, the intensity of the
cardiac-related signals is much lower than that of the venti-
lation [1].

We propose to separate the ventilation and cardiac-
related signals in EIT through an harmonic analysis [2, 3].

As schematized in the first row of Fig. 1, the impedance
trend at every pixel of a series of EIT images can be ex-
pressed as an amplitude modulation of the harmonics of the
ventilation V and cardiac-related signal C [2, 3].

p(t) =
∑

f∈V∪C
gf (t) cos(2πft)− hf (t) sin(2πft) (1)

where gf (t) and hf (t) are the in-phase and out-of-phase
modulations at the frequency f , respectively, and they can
be expressed through suitable polynomials [4].

Taking independently the frequencies belonging to V
and to C, the ventilation and cardiac-related signal can be
reconstructed separately (see second row of Fig. 1).

From the polynomials gf (t) and hf (t) one can calculate
the amplitude for the ventilation and cardiac-related signal
for every pixel. These amplitudes can be used to construct
two functional images, AV and AC , (third row of Fig. 1)
which respectively map the local magnitude of the ventila-
tion and cardiac activity at every pixel. Similar functional
images are also possible for the phase ϕf .

2 Methods
The reliability of the functional image reconstruction based
on the harmonic separation of the ventilation and cardiac-
related signals was tested on a set of simulated data as well
as on clinical data.

The pixel-wise algorithm was based on the extraction of
the principal component (PCA) of the impedance trends.

3 Results
The functional images, AV and AC , clearly identified the
location of maximal activity for ventilation and cardiac dy-
namics. For the simulated data, AV and AC well matched
the ground truth. For the clinical data, the location of max-
imal activity for the ventilation and for the cardiac activity
fell at the expected position of lungs and heart, respectively.

The phase-related functional images showed clear phase
delay between the region of maximal activity and the sur-
rounding areas. However the interpretation of these images
is at the moment not clear.

Series of images Single pixel trend

Separated ventilation 
signal

Separated cardiac
signal

Ventilation amplitude 
image

Cardiac amplitude 
image

Figure 1: Schematic to represent the procedure to construct EIT
functional images from a series of EIT frames.

4 Conclusions
Through harmonic analysis it is possible to create EIT func-
tional images which display the region of maximal activity
of the ventilation and cardiac dynamics.
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Abstract: In the present study, we explored the ventilation 

variations in infants after pediatric liver transplantation 

with electrical impedance tomography.  

1 Introduction 

Pediatric liver transplantation (PLT) is currently the 

most effective treatment for end-stage liver disease in 

children [1]. The liver and lungs are anatomically 

adjacent, and pulmonary complications are a common and 

major risk factor for postoperative mortality and 

prolonged stay in the intensive care unit (ICU) in PLT 

patients [2,3]. However, due to the limitations of bedside 

respiratory monitoring techniques in children, the 

postoperative respiratory status of PLT recipients is poorly 

studied. 

The present study aimed to describe the physiological 

changes of ventilation variations during controlled 

mechanical ventilation (MV), spontaneous breathing trial 
(SBT), and weaning process and to explore the phenotypic 

pattern of the postoperative ventilatory status after PLT by 

EIT. 

2 Methods 

The prospective observational study was approved by 

the Local Ethics Committee (LY2002-025-B). Informed 

consent was obtained from the patients’ parents prior to 

the study. A total of 5 patients (9.23±2.17 months; height, 

65.23± 6.99 cm; weight, 6.72± 2.98 kg) who were 

transferred to the ICU under postoperative anesthesia were 

included. All patients underwent 5 phases measurements 

with EIT (VenTom-100, MidasMED Biomedical 

Technology, Suzhou, China): 1) MV (Assist-Control 

mode); 2) pressure support ventilation (PSV) of 15/5 

cmH2O; 3) SBT (low-level PSV 12/3 cmH2O for 2h); 4) 

right after weaning; 5) day 2 after weaning. Successful 

SBT was defined as: 1) SPO2≧95%; 2) Exhale tidal 

volume≧5ml/kg (ideal weight); 3) Respiratory rate: 20-

60bpm (<6 months) or 15-45bpm (6 to 24 months). 

Clinical data such as gender, age, Pediatric End Stage 

Liver Disease (PELD) score, and respiratory parameters 

such as the PaO2/FiO2 ratio and vital signs were collected.  

EIT records at 5 phases were collected. The tidal 

impedance variation (TIV) was evaluated. 

3 Results  

The left lung ventilation of all 5 patients was poor on the 

first day of MV after surgery. After extubation, the right 

side ventilation of 3 patients increased compared with that 

before (Fig. 1). However, one patient had extremely 

uneven ventilation distribution after extubation, which 

showed that the left lung ventilation increased and the 

right lung ventilation significantly decreased (Pat. 4, Fig. 

2). We screened the chest X-ray and found that the right 

diaphragm of this patient moved up (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 1. Variations of ventilation distribution between right and 

left lungs after pediatric liver transplantation. X-axis: five phases 

 

 
Figure 2. Representative EIT images of ventilation distributions 

and the Chest X-ray of Patient 4 

4 Discussion and Conclusions  

We conducted ventilation monitoring for the first time 

in infants after PLT. We found that the gas distribution of 

all patients was mainly on the right side and their recovery 

varied from patient to patient. We speculate that due to the 

injury of the left diaphragm caused by PLT, positive 

pressure ventilation would result in higher gas flow into 

the right lung. After the recovery of spontaneous 

respiration, the right diaphragm compensation makes more 

increased ventilation than before. Nevertheless, the current 

findings suggest there is a need for bedside monitoring of 

respiratory recovery after PLT to provide intervention 

promptly.  
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Abstract: Bedside measurement of V̇/Q̇ matching with
EIT has clinical potential. Previous work showed feasibility
in 2D, but 3D lung heterogeneity is significant. We demon-
strate V̇/Q̇ in 3D in data from pigs. Additionally, analysis
software is made available.

1 Introduction
Critically ill patients often have significant alterations in
gas exchange. Regional matching of ventilation and perfu-
sion (V̇/Q̇) is key to ensure optimal gas exchange in the
lungs, and thus the importance of bedside monitoring of
V̇/Q̇ matching. However, even healthy lungs are highly
heterogeneous, and current work in EIT-based V̇/Q̇ only
describes a single 2D image of the thorax [1]. In this study,
we develop a two-plane, 3D analysis of regional V̇/Q̇.

While EIT-based measurement of air flow (V̇) is well
understood, work on perfusion (Q̇) is ongoing, and both
pusatility- and conductivity bolus-based techniques are
used. In all techniques, lung perfusion analysis requires
complex signal processing techniques to remove the cardiac
component. We developed a software tool using a first pass
kinetics bolus approach [1] to determine pulmonary blood
flow and report regional V̇/Q̇. This software is made avail-
able (see [3]) to allow comparisons of the signal processing.

2 Methods
With ethics approval, eight female, Yorkshire cross pigs
(four months, 55–59 kg, were included. Pigs were sedated
anesthetized and mechanically ventilated in a supine po-
sition. Standard ICU clinical parameters were monitored.
A Swan-Ganz catheter was floated to the pulmonary artery
and used to inject saline bolus (10 mL of 7.2% hypertonic
saline) during an 30 s apnea. The study consisted of phases
designed to modify Q̇: Baseline, Dobutamine infusion,
Phenylephrine infusion, and Controlled hemorrhage. EIT
data were recorded at 47.7 frames/s using a Sentec Pioneer
Set and a custom-made, 2×16 electrode EIT belt was placed
over the shaved chest region. Three transverse EIT image
layers were reconstructed [2].

Figure 1: Heart and Lung voxels after bolus injection.

Ventilation images were generated by ensemble aver-
aging over multiple breaths. Perfusion imaging followed
the approach of [1]. Voxels corresponding to the heart and
lungs were identified manually, the propagation of the bolus
through the heart was fit to a gamma function. This func-
tion was then fit to all other image voxels and subtracted to

yield the lung-perfusion signal (see Fig 1).
The V̇/Q̇ ratio for each voxel was calculated using the

3D ventilation, ∆ZV̇,vox, and perfusion, ∆ZQ̇,vox, distribu-
tions. Units were calculated using tidal volume (VT ), respi-
ratory rate (RR), cardiac output (CO) and dead space frac-
tion (VD/VT ), calculated using the Bohr equation:

V̇vox

Q̇vox

=

∆ZV̇,vox

∆ZV̇,tot
× VT ×RR× (1− VD

VT
)

∆ZQ̇,vox

∆ZQ̇,tot
× CO

(1)

This equation can be motivated as follows: impedance ra-
tios represent the unitless fraction of impedance change in
each voxel. Conversion to V̇ and Q̇ units requires multi-
plication by air and blood flows: VT × RR × (1 − VD

VT
)

represents effective alveolar ventilation.

3 Results & Discussion
Using these calculations, it is possible to calculate 3D EIT
image of the distributions of V̇,Q̇ and their ratio V̇/Q̇ (Fig
2). Note the variability of all parameters across the planes,
with a ventral movement in the anterior plane.
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Figure 2: Example (cranial, intermediate and caudal) image slices
in an animal. Top: Ventilation, Center: Perfusion, Bottom: V̇/Q̇.

In this paper, we are motivated by the importance of
monitoring the 3D distribution of V̇/Q̇ matching, which
would be important clinically due to the heterogeneous na-
ture of these phenomena. We conducted experiments and
developed analysis software software to demonstrate feasi-
bility. To further collaboration, software have been released
[3] under the GPL license.
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Abstract: Studies in physical models can spare experi-

ments on live animals. We propose an enhanced model for

a rat thorax and lung comprising a latex balloon filled with

saline-cooked agar agar and a urinary catheter with a cuff.

The cuff was modified to model two compartments which

fill sequentially. We confirmed the filling pattern using EIT.

1 Introduction

A main part of clinical research is comprised of pre-clinical

studies mostly done on animals. Small animals make up

the vast majority of animal studies. In Germany alone, the

fraction of animal studies using small animals amounts to

more than 80% [1]. We have already developed a model

of the rat thorax, enabling testing of a dedicated EIT de-

vice for monitoring lung function of rats [2]. Such a model

not only helps reducing animal experiments but also may

provide standardized test conditions which is favourable for

testing of hardware components and for developing image

reconstruction methods. We modified our previous model

by using a cuff with a partially reinforced contour. This re-

sulted in two compartments which fill after one another and

thus simulate a temporal delay in recruitment.

2 Methods

The main part of the rat thorax model comprises a latex bal-

loon filled with saline (NaCl 0.9%, Braun, B. Braun Mel-

sungen AG, Melsungen, Germany) cooked agar agar (Carl

Roth GmbH+Co.KG, Karlsruhe, Germany). The balloon

skin was reinforced with latex milk (natural rubber, kept

liquid with ammonia) to enable the penetration of the six-

teen subdermal hooked needle electrodes (GVB- geliMED

GmbH, Bad Segeberg, Germany) used for EIT imaging. As

a substitute for the lung, we placed a urinary catheter with

inflatable cuff inside the balloon. The main tube of the

catheter was blocked to make it air-tight. Inflation of the

cuff simulated inspiration of air, deflation of the cuff simu-

lated expiration accordingly. The cuff itself was reinforced

with a thin strip of latex milk (natural rubber, kept liquid

with ammonia) spanning its contour from pole to pole on

opposite sides (Fig. 1).

latex strip

balloon membrane cuff

air-seal screw

1

2

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of the rat model and the modi-

fied cuff. The rat model is comprised of a latex balloon that is

filled with saline-cooked agar agar. The inflated cuff of the uri-

nary catheter is reinforced with a latex strip spanning its contour

from pole to pole creating two compartments (1 and 2). Inflation

was done using air applied via a syringe into the cuff lumen (blue

arrow). A screw was used as air-seal for the main lumen of the

catheter. The red dashed line marks the electrode plane.

This strip divided the cuff into two compartments with a

local minimum in cuff diameter at the position of the strip.

Due to this modification and the inflation from one side, the

two compartments are filled after one another and separated

spatially by the strip. The inflation itself was done manually

via syringe.

For EIT imaging we used the Sciospec EIT32 system

in sixteen electrode mode. We chose an adjacent injection

pattern with 5 mA injection current and 10 kHz frequency.

For image reconstruction we used the dedicated

Sciospec software that is based on a circular finite ele-

ment model and a Newton-Raphson reconstruction algo-

rithm. EIT imaging showed, that after applying volume

with the syringe, the first compartment was filled quickly.

It took 1.4 seconds of continued application of air for the

second compartment to start filling as well (Fig. 2). The

peripheral position observed in the EIT images was con-

firmed by visual inspection while shining light through the

model.
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Figure 2: Filling of the cuff as visualized with EIT. First, only one

compartment was filled (left image, red ellipse). After 1.4 seconds

of continuing application of air via the syringe, the second com-

partment started to fill as well (right image, first compartment red

ellipse, second compartment blue ellipse).

3 Conclusions

We could visualize the two compartments as well as their

filling behaviour using EIT in the described configuration.

The modified cuff together with the rat thorax model was

suitable to test EIT measurements and the appropriate set-

tings.
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Abstract: The dual mode EIT and ultrasound imaging have 
been studied extensively. In this study, we consider the  EIT 
and the transmission mode ultrasound tomography (UST) 
for lung imaging. The article presents an experimental 
phantom study involving both EIT and UST in lung 
imaging. Two rings of 16 electrodes EIT and two rings of 
16 transducers in UST are deployed allowing volumetric 
imaging for both modalities. 

1 Introduction 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an established 
and clinically approved tool for lung imaging [1]. For 
example, the EIT provides vital information on lung 
ventilation in ICU units. On the other hand, the FDA has 
approved ultrasound tomography (UST) for breast cancer 
screening. The UST  produces high-quality images for 
breast cancer detection [2]. The subject of this presentation 
is the application of UST imaging as a complementary or 
alternative imaging modality to the EIT. Clinical ultrasound 
imaging is generally carried out in a few MHz, mainly on 
reflection mode boundary imaging. To do a transmission 
mode UST imaging in a complex medium such as the 
thorax, a lower frequency (less than 700 kHz) may be more 
suitable. In our phantom study a 400 kHz excitation for the 
UST.  

2 Results 

Figure 1 shows the sensor arrangement for both EIT and 
UST sensors in a thoracic-like shape phantom. The 3D 
images are created in time difference imaging mode for 
both. For the 3D UST imaging a ray-based forward model 
and a  total variation regularisation reconstruction 
algorithm are used and for the 3D EIT, a finite element 
based forward model from EIDORS and a Tikhonov-based 
regularisation method are used. For measurement data 
acquisition, a phantom was built using Netrix and UST 3.0, 
and EIT 2.1 tomographs (Figure 2) is used. Figure 3 shows 
the central slice from a 3D UST reconstruction when the air 
was dynamically pumped in and removed from the left 
lung. The results of measurements using the EIT technique 
are shown in Figure 4, where the image reconstruction is 
presented for both filled lungs and one lung pumped out and 
the other wholly filled. 

 
Figure 1: Sensor configuration for UST and EIT 
 

 
  
Figure 2: Measuring system using Netrix UST 3.0 and EIT 2.1 
tomographs 

 

 
Figure 3: UST Image with changes in air volume on the left lung  
 
a)  

 
b) 

 
Figure 4:  EIT Image 3D, a) both lungs are filled, b) one lung is 
pumped out, and the other lung is filled 

3 Conclusions 

This paper makes a first step experimental evaluation of the 
UST and EIT system for possible use in lung imaging. In 
addition, comparisons between the two modalities will be 
presented. We will further explore the opportunities for 
image fusion taking advantage of both modalities. In 
particular the image fusion will be used for the EIT with 
enhanced imaging near the boundary, and the UST with 
better image quality in the central imaging area. This can 
lead to more reliable lung imaging with safe, low cost and 
radition free  imaging modalities.  
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Abstract: Synchronizing ventilation with patient efforts is
associated with improved outcomes, but it is challenging
to reliably detect weak breathing efforts without false pos-
itives. We propose that electrical impedance tomography
(EIT) may allow improved and more accurate detection of
the breath efforts. Retrospective data is analyzed to suggest
that such EIT-based detection could be useful.

1 Introduction
Synchronized ventilation is widely used in neonatal care
and associated with improved outcomes[1, 2]. Commonly
used methods for synchronization include pneumatic cap-
sules, flow or pressure sensors, and neurally adjusted ven-
tilator assist (NAVA) [3]. During noninvasive ventilation,
synchronization with the baby’s breaths is challenging, re-
quiring enough sensitivity to detect weak breathing efforts,
while avoiding auto-triggering with nasal or oral leaks. An-
other concern is if the ventilator is triggered by the open-
ing/closing of the glottis, leading to triggered breaths which
ventilate the pharynx rather than the lungs.

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) uses body-
surface electrodes to image the ventilation distribution. We
propose that the EIT signal may be particularly useful to
improve patient-ventilator synchrony in the neonatal popu-
lation.

2 Methods & Results
EIT data were recorded during spontaneous tidal ven- tila-
tion in a five-week-old preterm infant (26 weeks ges-
tational age at birth) as part of a larger study (AC-
TRN12616001516471). During regular spontaneous tidal
ventilation, EIT could detect the start of inspiration (Fig
1A). EIT could detect the absence of spontaneous ventila-
tion during apnea (Fig 1B) and may distinguish an opened

vs. closed glottis. If the glottis is opened, the ventilator
would provide a normal unsynchronized positive pressure
support. If the glottis is closed, a sensory stimulation to-
gether with a back-up rate would be provided.

EIT also provides useful information on the expiratory
lung impedance. The EIT signal could be used in a closed-
loop configuration to trigger an increase in positive end ex-
piratory pressure. It would sustain functional residual ca-
pacity (FRC) and be a clear clinical benefit for neonates.

We identify the following advantages & challenges:
Advantages Challenges

- Regional information and
therefore more sensitive

- EIT measures cardiac and
ventilation related changes

- Non-invasive lung measure
without physiological delay

- EIT is sensitive to movement
artefacts

- No time delay e.g. compared
to pressure signal

- EIT has lower sampling fre-
quency

- Works in NIV & invasive
modes

3 Discussion
We propose that EIT has the potential to improve patient-
ventilator synchrony and may be used as a close-loop sys-
tem to optimize ventilator settings such as PEEP.
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Figure 1: (left) Interaction between ventilator, patient and EIT system, (right) global EIT (arbitrary units) vs. time. A: Patient triggered ventilation, EIT
detects the start of inspiration, triggers the ventilation, which then supports the patient, red arrows show the synchronized breath, B: Patient without
regular spontaneous breathing, and decreasing end expiratory lung impedance (EELI) decreases, EIT would detect the apnea sequence and support the
patient and if needed trigger an alarm, C: the patient starts to breath again and EIT recognize the spontaneous breathing again, EIT triggers the ventilator
according to the maximal set breath rate. The EELI drops during the depicted sequence (green part); EIT recognizes the drop of the EELI, send a signal
to the ventilator and the ventilator adjusts e.g. PEEP according to the measured EELI. The closed loop system may result in improved support.
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Abstract: Capability of Electrical impedance tomography 

(EIT) in measuring changes in end-expiratory lung 

impedance (ΔEELI) globally and in regions of interest is 

applied for Apnoea detection in premature neonates. 

1 Introduction 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive 

technique that utilizes surface voltage measurements 

obtained from low-intensity alternating current injection to 

create continuous images of regional ventilation in the 

lungs [1], [2]. This study aims to develop an automated 

method to detect apnoea episodes in neonates using EIT 

measurements. Apnoea is a common respiratory disorder 

in premature neonates due to their immature lungs [3] 

therefore, requiring prompt detection and management. 

Current methods lack direct breathing measurement and 

accuracy in assessing lung air volume. A more precise and 

reliable technique is needed to monitor neonatal respiratory 

function. 

2 Methods 

Data used in this study is obtained from subjects in 

centre01, being part of an observational clinical study of 

the larger multicentre observatory continuous regional 

analysis device for neonate lung (CRADL) project and 

assessed from cradlproject.org. The raw data were acquired 

from continuous impedance measurement recorded over 72 

hours using the 32 electrodes Swisstom, AG, EIT device at 

48 frame per second. The EIT measurement of change in 

End expiratory lung impedance (ΔEELI), in patients with 

apnoea, was analysed in the four quadrants of the lung. 

Fifteen neonates with apnoea episodes (manually 

confirmed by a physician) were included in the study, ten 

male and five female neonates with a median gestational 

age of 31 (range 28-37) weeks.  The global EELI among 

the periods (before, during, and after apnoea) was 

compared, and the regional distribution of EELI in four 

regions (LA, RA, LP, RP; where L=left, R=right, 

A=anterior & P=posterior) was examined. Statistical 

analysis was performed using Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) in Minitab version 19.0. 

A total of 203 apnoea episodes were identified. EELI was 

highest before apnoea (pre: 25.448 ± 0.846) compared to 

during (23.28 ± 1.59) and after (22.88 ± 1.99) represented 

in figure 1. In the anterior region, EELI was lower in both 

sides of the lung (LA: 4.825, RA: 4.6687) compared to the 

posterior region (LP: 6.7881, RP: 6.5552) as shown in 

figure 2. No significant difference in mean impedance was 

observed before, during, and after apnoea. However, a 

significant difference in regional impedance distribution 

was found between anterior and posterior regions during 

apnoea (p=0.001 at 95% confidence) but not at other times. 

 

 
Figure 1. Global ventilation changes before, during and 

after Apnoea 

 

Figure 2. Regional ventilation changes during apnoea 

3 Conclusion 

These findings highlight the potential of EIT as a valuable 

tool for assessing regional ventilation and detecting apnoea 

episodes in premature neonates. 
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Abstract: An electrical impedance mapping has been used
to support the visually impaired person for safe navigation
by helping the person to maintain the pedestrian pathway
without getting into the asphalt road or the soil. A simula-
tion of the same has been performed to test the feasibility
of the proposed technique.

1 Introduction
Terrain differentiation is an important feature to support the
visually/physically impaired person for their safe naviga-
tion. Camera-based technique[1], global positioning sys-
tem (GPS) based technique [2] etc., are frequently used by
researchers in this aspect. But the accuracy of the camera-
based technique depends on the ambient light condition
and the GPS has a low resolution. In our earlier work,
[3] a smart shoe was developed to measure the ground
impedance. In this work, an attempt is made to extend
our previous method to detect the transitioning of the vi-
sually /physically impaired person from one terrain type to
another, e.g., from the footpath to the main asphalt road or
to the soil.

2 Finite Element Based Analysis
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to differentiate different
types of pedestrian pathways was done using COMSOL.
The simulation diagram is shown in Fig. 1. In this sim-
ulation, a ground structure was formed using three differ-
ent types of pathways consisting of soil, footpath and road.
Two copper electrodes were placed on the ground surface to
measure the ground impedance values for various locations
on the ground surface. To measure the ground impedance
values, one of the copper electrodes was kept at Vs = 1V
and the other electrode at ground potential. A boundary
probe was used at the grounded electrode to measure the
current received by it and the value of ground impedance
was calculated.

Figure 1: (a) Pedestrian pathway with soil, footpath and road. (b)
FEA-based simulation study showing the potential gradient in the
ground.

For soil, footpath and road pathways the con-
ductivity and permittivity values were kept at

σ = 0.0125, 0.001, and 0.0005 S/m and ϵ = 15, 3 and 6 re-
spectively [4]. Frequencies ranging from 50Hz to 20 kHz
were taken and the effect observed due to changing fre-
quency was 0.001% of the measured value. Thus the fre-
quency of f = 10kHz was taken considering the effect
of low-frequency noise and sensitivity for the simulation
study. The equations involved in the FEA simulation were
∇.D = ρv , ∇×H = J + ∂D

∂t , where ρv = Volume Charge
Density, D = Electric Flux Density, H = Magnetic Field
Intensity and J = Current Density.

Figure 2: Bar plot showing the value of impedance for different
pedestrian pathways. Zones detecting the transitioning from one
pathway to another are shown in the shaded part of the plot.

2.1 Results

The impedance values between the footpath to road or foot-
path to soil were sufficiently different from the footpath
impedance value as shown in Fig. 2. If the impedance value
lies in the red or black shaded area as shown in Fig. 2, then
it indicates the transitioning from the footpath to the road
or from the footpath to the soil respectively. Here, only
one set of σ and ϵ values were taken, but in a real scenario,
there will be variations in their values. Thus the width of
these shaded areas is taken as ±20% of the corresponding
impedance values for transitioning.

3 Conclusions
In this paper, an FEA-based simulation has been performed
to detect the possible transition from one pathway type to
another type. It was observed that the difference in the ob-
tained impedance values was sufficient to detect this transi-
tion. This technique can be used along with GPS to improve
the reliability and precision for the safe navigation of visu-
ally impaired persons.
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Peripheral vascular impedance imaging of palmar digital arteries
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Abstract: Monitoring circulation is critical to guide clin-
ical interventions. Here, we explored peripheral vascular
impedance imaging capabilities of finger circulation.

1 Introduction
Vascular diseases and disorders of the hand are usually a
sign of atherosclerosis and can be serious and have long-
lasting health effects. Noninvasive imaging approaches
such as ultrasound, micro-CT, or MRI are the benchmark
to image hand and finger circulation, however, their use
is questionable due to important limitations including cost,
portability, and safety concerns associated with the use of
ionizing radiation. Here, we perform a study to explore the
potential of peripheral vascular impedance (PVI) imaging
of finger circulation.

2 Methods
Experimental ultrasound imaging of the index finger was
performed in B-mode and Doppler flowmetry modes,
shown in Figure 1 A and B, respectively, and used to cre-
ate a two-dimensional finger model shown in Figure 2 A.
Finger PVI imaging was simulated with tissues and fluids
electrical conductivities at 50 kHz [1, 2]. To complete our
forward problem description, we used 16 electrodes and de-
fined an opposite stimulating pattern and adjacent measure-
ment pattern. The forward problem was simulated twice,
once with an increased conductivity of 0.08 S/m assigned
to the digital arteries to represent change in blood flow. Fin-
ger PVI imaging was performed in differential mode, using
measurements from both forward simulations.

3 Results
Figure 2 B and C show ground truth against finger PVI im-
ages. Considering a signal-to-noise ratio of 30 dB, PVI re-
veals high contrast regions corresponding to conductivity

changes of the palmar digital arteries.

4 Conclusions
This study aimed to do the groundwork for identification
of the experimental parameters required for continuous and
wearable visualization of hand and finger circulation using
PVI imaging.

Digital arteries

Digital nerves
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Figure 1: Representative ultrasound B-mode (A) and Doppler
flowmetry (B) images of the right index finger.
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Abstract: We show that the method of Normalizing Flows
(NF) has great potential in characterizing biological tissues
and generating high-fidelity synthetic data. Along with two-
path impedance spectroscopy, NFs are capable of modelling
the physiological properties of epithelial tissue, while being
accurate, flexible, and outperforming concurrent methods.

1 Introduction
While Machine Learning (ML) has made remarkable ad-
vances in the analysis of tomographic and spectroscopic
impedance data, this has always been accompanied by a
strong demand for training data. To meet this demand,
the synthesis of high-quality labeled data through genera-
tive modelling becomes increasingly important. In the fol-
lowing, we present an approach that combines ML-based
impedance spectroscopy with training data synthesis, eval-
uate different variational models, and reveal their potential.

2 Methods
2.1 Two-path impedance spectroscopy

Two-path impedance spectroscopy determines the physio-
logical properties of healthy and pathogenic epithelia, in-
corporating their polar nature (with unequal apical and
basolateral membrane properties) and the tight junction
regulating the paracellular pathway. Corresponding elec-
tric circuit model parameters can be derived from spectral
impedance measurements using supervised ML and subse-
quent nonlinear least-squares fitting, as described in [1].

2.2 Normalizing Flows

NF is an emerging generative model that maps complex
data distributions to simple parametric base distributions,
allowing sampling and density estimations [2]. Here, we
implement more recent Neural Spline Flows (NSF) using
the nflows python package, with rational quadratic splines
as fast, invertible transformations [3]. The NSF consists
of five Layers, each incorporating variable mixing through
coupling and a spline transformation with five bins. Addi-
tionally, each transformation is controlled by a ResNet con-
sisting of two Blocks with 32 hidden Neurons.

2.3 Evaluation metrics

Trained variational models are evaluated using the SDmet-
rics and Scikit-learn packages. Kolmogorov-Smirnof statis-
tics (KS) for single parameters (1-dim) and parameter pairs
(2-dim), Pearson Correlation Similarity (CS), and Continu-
ous Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KL) are recorded. Also,
a Supervised-Learning Performance (SLP) is derived from
the Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) in predicting
all circuit model parameters with Random Forests trained
on the impedance spectra simulated in this work.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Paracellular resistance Rpara plotted against apical cell
membrane resistance Rap for original and modeled data. (a) orig-
inal data with unwanted blank spaces derived from discretization
steps (b) Multivariate Normal Distribution (MVN) (c) Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) (d) Neuronal Spline Flows (NSF)

3 Computational Study
We compare Neural Spline Flows (NSF) for variational in-
silico modelling of epithelia with two concurrent meth-
ods, namely a Multivariate Normal Distribution (MND)
and a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with five compo-
nents. We used a public data set of impedance spectra mod-
eled after the HT29/B6 cell line [1]. Applying two-path
impedance spectroscopy yielded 50, 000 circuit model pa-
rameters, whereas 2

3 have been used for training and 1
3 for

validating according to section 2.3. Table 1 shows evalua-
tion results for the baseline methods and an NSF trained for
40 epochs with a batch size of 64.

Table 1: Method evaluation including baselines. All metrics were
scaled to [0, 1], with 1 being the best possible result.

method evaluation metric
1D-KS 2D-KS CS KL SLP

MVN 0.880 0.817 0.925 0.699 0.710
GMM 0.918 0.872 0.986 0.793 0.734
NSF 0.959 0.943 0.987 0.898 0.788

4 Discussion and Conclusion
Among the generative models tested, NF has by far the best
variational modeling accuracy of epithelial physiology and
provides the best training data for supervised learning (see
Table 1). In this regard, NFs exhibit good data space cover-
age and high capabilities in modelling cross-relationships of
tissue properties (see Figure 1). Since NF design and train-
ing are highly adaptable, broader applications in impedance
analysis and imaging are promising.
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Abstract: The feasibility of using EIT to obtain uterine 
geometries was demonstrated by comparing EIT-derived 
surfaces to MRI-derived surfaces for anatomical accuracy. 

1 Introduction 

The intrapartum period of pregnancy remains among the 
riskiest times for both mothers and their new-borns [1]. 
Detection and identification of risk factors during labour 
and delivery can aid in decision making to mitigate adverse 
outcomes. Electromyometrial imaging (EMMI) is a 
recently developed approach for assessing risk factors by 
spatially and temporally monitoring uterine contractions 
and labour progression [2]. EMMI measures uterine 
electromyography at the body surface but requires a priori 
knowledge of uterine geometry to yield location-specific 
activation patterns, currently found by magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), which can be expensive, time consuming, 
and difficult for some patients. To assess alternatives, we 
evaluated electrical impedance tomography (EIT) as a non-
invasive method for determining uterine geometry. 

2 Methods 

MRI images were obtained for 19 term-pregnant patients. 
To create virtual volumetric patient-specific phantoms, the 
MRI images were manually segmented to include the torso 
and uterus, and each was assigned conductivity values 
(torso set to a range from 0.05 to 0.5 S/m; uterus set to 1.27 
S/m). Simulated electrodes were positioned on the body 
surface of the virtual phantoms corresponding to their 
physical locations during clinical EMMI experiments. Two 
belts of 16 stimulating electrodes each were added superior 
and inferior to the experimental EMMI electrodes. Since 
the electrode layouts do not follow conventional 
symmetric, regularly spaced arrangements, a stimulation 
and measurement pattern optimized to image the uterus was 
derived using a patient model. 

A forward model for each virtual phantom was created 
using EIDORS (version 3.10) to generate predicted surface 
potentials. An inverse model was solved with the surface 

potentials to calculate an internal conductivity distribution 
(Gauss-Newton with NOSER prior), which in turn was used 
to demarcate uterine surface geometries via two methods: 
(1) contours made with a single conductivity value and (2) 
contours made along maximal spatial gradients of the 
reconstructed conductivity distribution. Spherical 
harmonics were then fit to these surfaces to smooth them. 

Geometric accuracy of the final EIT-derived surfaces 
was measured by comparison to the original MRI 
segmented uteri via a modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) 
[3]. Functional accuracy of uterine surfaces generated by 
EIT for each patient was assessed by comparing outcomes 
of clinical EMMI using uterine potential maps created from 
EIT- or MRI-derived uterine geometries for the same torso 
geometry and surface recordings. Correlation coefficients 
(CC) were calculated by comparing time series potential at 
320 corresponding points on the two uterine surfaces.  

3 Results and Conclusions 

The 38 EIT-derived surfaces are shown in Figure 1(c) 
comparing functional accuracy to geometric accuracy. One 
gradient-based surface was excluded from analysis. All 
other surfaces provided sufficiently high accuracy for the 
application (MHD < 20 mm and median CC > 0.95), 
suggesting that EIT may provide an adequate estimation of 
3D uterine geometry, and merits further investigation. 
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Figure 1: Procedure to model EIT performance. (A) Example geometry and electrode layout for one patient. (B) EIT reconstruction 
and surface extraction. (C) Results from 19 patients (38 surfaces) based on EIT reconstruction (one outlier excluded). Most surfaces 
have median CC > 0.95 and MHD < 20 mm. (D) Best and worst surfaces (cyan = ‘true’ MRI surface; red = EIT surface).  
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Abstract: In the present study, we explored the feasibility 

of tracking the inhaled drug delivery with electrical 

impedance tomography (EIT).  

1 Introduction 

Aerosol inhalation is a well-known method of 

delivering drugs to the lungs. Delivering drugs via the 

pulmonary route has several advantages, including 

increased local concentration of the drug in the lungs, 

improved lung receptor occupancy, increased absorption 

due to the large surface area, reduced local and systemic 

drug delivery, and reduced systemic adverse reactions (1). 

The target area for inhalation therapy varies by disease. 

Asthma patients need drugs delivered to airways, whereas 

pneumonia patients may benefit from the delivery of drugs to 

the alveolar region. Hence, not only the total pulmonary drug 
dose but also the regional distribution or aerosol deposition 

distribution is a key factor in the clinical success of inhalation 

therapy. Radionuclide imaging is the primary method of 
visually evaluating drug deposition in the human airway and 

plays a role in the development of new inhaled medications 

and delivery devices (2). However, it has the disadvantage of 

exposing subjects and operators to health risks due to 
ionizing radiation (3). 

Since hypertonic saline is conductive, it has been used 

as contrast agent for lung perfusion measurement with EIT 

(4). We hypothesized that with hypertonic saline, air 

inhaled drug delivery might be captured with EIT 

measurement. 

2 Methods 

The prospective observational study was approved by 

the ethics committee of the Renji Hospital (KY2021-057-

B). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior 

to the study. A total of 30 healthy volunteers were 

included. The EIT (Dräger Medical, Lübeck, Germany) 

examinations were performed while the subjects breathed 

quietly in supine position and instructed not to speak or to 

move during the data acquisition. Data were recorded and 

the following substances were provided through mask inhaler 

(EM06-001B, Emedical, Guangdong, China) in a random order 

(1) water; (2) 5% NaCl; (3) 10% NaCl. Before admitting the 

substances and between two different substances, inhalation with 

ambient air were conducted as baseline and washout periods. 

Each period lasted 5 minutes. In order to reduce the bias in the 

volunteers’ subjective responses, the volunteers were blinded to 

the inhaled substances. 

To evaluate the influence of hypertonic saline, the end-

expiratory lung impedance (EELI) was evaluated in two ways: 

the changes compared to the baseline (ΔEELI), the trend of EELI 

within one period, which was assessed as regression of the EELI 

(EELItrend).  

3 Results  

Both ΔEELI and EELItrend showed significant differences 

among different inhaled substances (Fig. 1). For the absolute 

differences of EELI, it seemed that 5% NaCl was already 

sufficient. However, in order to show a decreasing trend during 

the nebulization, 10% NaCl might be necessary. Only a few 

subjects reported uncomfortable feelings with hypertonic saline.   

 
Figure 1. Change of end-expiratory lung impedance (EELI) 

during nebulization of various substances. AU, arbitrary 

unit,*P<0.05 compared with the Air inhaled period.  

4 Discussion and Conclusions  

We conducted for the first time a proof-of-concept 

study on healthy volunteers, which showed that hypertonic 

saline as contrast agent could be captured by EIT. As 

limitation, this study did not confirm whether the regional 

distribution of the inhaled substances was corrected 
located. Besides, the washout period might not be long 

enough for the lung impedance to return to normal. 

Individual respiratory efforts might introduce undetectable 

error. In future studies, subjects under controlled 

ventilation might be included to further validate the 

concept. 
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Abstract: Dual-step fuzzy clustering is proposed in gastric 

visualization to mitigate the noise from gastric-surrounded 

organs inside the abdomen.The results show that the 

proposed method has better quality in-vitro as compared 

with conventional EIT and it has a good agreement in in-

vivo with ultrasound and 3C Isotope breath test. 

1 Introduction 

Monitoring gastric content volume (GCV) is a critical 

parameter for functional dyspepsia diseases. Proper daily 

monitoring of GCV is necessary to improve the patient’s 

quality of life. In the case of gastric visualization, 2D EIT 

has been proposed with one layer of electrodes on the 

subject’s abdomen during gastric processes. However in 3D 

EIT is extremely difficult to apply EIT for gastric volume 

visualization, since the human gastric is located near 

multiple layers of organs such as the kidney, liver, skin, 

spinal cord, and spleen which makes blurry 3D EIT images. 

This paper proposed GCV by Gastric Electrical Impedance 

Tomography (gEIT) with Dual-Step Fuzzy Clustering to 

reduce the noise from gastric-surrounded organs inside the 

abdomen.  

2 Methods 

The objective of the first step of fuzzy clustering is to 

eliminate noise conductivity from abdomen organs can be 

summarized using the following equations [1]: 
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where krc
j  in eq (1) is k-th clustered centroid position at j-th 

iteration number, kσn is k-th clustered conductivity 

distribution at n-th elements, rn = [xn , yn , zn] is n-th mesh 

element position vector, nk (1 ≤ nk ≤ Nk ) is the n-th mesh.  

Fuzzy centroid position of k-th cluster kfc from the n-th 

mesh element krn is calculated by (2) and (3). Then, the 

elements of kσn are relocated into a new clustered 

conductivity distribution by calculating Euclidean distance 

between the position of rn and kfc by (4). The final clustered 

conductivity distribution is achieved while the difference 

between krn
j and krn

j+1 equal to 0 as shown in equation (5). 

Finally, the second dual-step fuzzy clustering is started by 

extracting only gastric conductivity distribution *σ by 

eliminating the conductivity noise from abdomen organs 3σ 

using eq (6). 

3 Results             

Figure 1: (a) Experimental results in-vitro using agar 

phantoms[1]. (b) Comparison between gEIT and Ultrasound in-

vivo by drinking 600 mL of a liquid meal[2].   

 
Figure 2: Comparison between gEIT Volume and 13C Isotope 

breath test in 240 Minutes gastric emptying process. 

Based on Fig 1(a), the visualization of the gastric 

volume is qualitatively better based on the proposed dual-

step fuzzy compared to the conventional EIT. Furthermore 

according to Fig 1(b), 3D GCV were successfully 

reconstructed as compared with ultrasound with Pearson 

correlation R=0.88 [2]. Furthemore based on Fig 2, in 240 

minutes gastric emptying test, the gastric volume from 

gEIT has a good agreement with 13C Isotope breath test. 
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Abstract: To assess physiological oedema, local 
spatiotemporal changes in extracellular fluid (ECF) have 
been extracted by SBL-EIT. The proposed method 
identifies the subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) as the 
region of interest (ROI) and optimises the sparsity and the 
slowly-varying correlation structure in the identified SAT. 

1 Introduction 

EIT is a promising diagnostic tool for diseases that cause 
local spatiotemporal changes of SAT, such as 
lymphoedema. As a basic physiological phenomenon of 
the disease, “global” spatiotemporal changes in ECF were 
assessed by Gauss-Newton-based EIT [1]. Then, “local” 
spatiotemporal changes were assessed by SBL-EIT using 
time-variation-constraint to understand physiological 
oedema better [2]. However, there are still challenges in 
the biological application of SBL-EIT, i.e., the further 
correlation verification of SBL-EIT with other modalities 
is needed. Thus, this study aims to investigate SBL-EIT 
applied during prolonged standing, morphologically by 
ultrasound (US) and physiologically by bioelectrical 
impedance analysis (BIA), respectively. 

2 Methods 

The SBL-EIT has three steps which are Step 1: 
formulation of blocked column vector (BCV), Step 2: 
SAT identification based on a priori information of each 
biological tissue, and Step 3: temporal correlation 
utilization by hyperparameter learning. In Step 1, EIT 
formula in the manner of multiple measurement vector 
(MMV) are transformed to the BCV by column-
vectorization for utilizing the slowly-varying temporal 
correlation, i.e., ΔZ*, Δσ*, and ε*, which represents 
respectively impedance, conductivity distribution, and 
noise vector. Note that the prior distribution p(Δσ*; Σpre) 
is assumed as a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian 
distribution in which a prior covariance matrix Σpre 
consists of a variance vector γ = [γ1,…, γn,…, γN]T related 
to the sparsity, and a positive definite matrix B related to 
the temporal correlation 

 ( *; ) ( , )pre prep Nσ Σ 0 Σ  (1) 

where covariance matrix Σpre=diag(γ)⊗B. Here diag(∙) 
and ⊗ are the symbol of a diagonal matrix and a 
Kronecker product, respectively. Similar to the p(Δσ*; 
Σpre), a multivariate Gaussian distribution is assumed for 
the noise distribution p(ε*), the likelihood p(ΔZ* |Δσ*; 
ε*) and the posterior distribution p(Δσ*|ΔZ*; Σpost). 

2.1 Experiments 

The SBL-EIT was applied to the assessment of 15 subjects’ 
calves along with an experimental protocol of prolonged 

standing (k = 1-8: tk = 5/10/15/20/25/30/35/40 mins) and 
leg elevation (k = 8-11: tk = 50/60/70 mins) (Fig. 1(a)). In 
order to obtain morphological information, US image is 
acquired by LOGIQ e Premium (GE Healthcare, Japan) 
with respect to the EIT electrode position and to obtain 
physiological information, BIA measurement is conducted 
by InBody S10 (InBody Japan Inc.). 

2.2 Experimental results 

Fig. 1(b) shows Δσ* of subject No.1 as a representative, 
and Fig. 1(c) shows the US image of the subject below the 
EIT electrode No.(4), which indicate, local spatiotemporal 
changes are extracted in the identified SAT, not in the 
muscle compartments or bones, which is qualitatively 
similar to the US image considering the position of great 
saphenous vein (GSV). Moreover, the spatial-mean of Δσ* 
in the identified SAT shows a strong positive correlation 
with conventional impedance zBIA by BIA, which scored 
correlation coefficient 0.825 < R  (n = 15, p < 0.05). 

 
Figure 1: (a) Cross-section of a typical human calf during 
physiological oedema, (b) Δσ* of subject No.1 at t1 = 5 mins as a 
representative, and (c) its US image below EIT electrode No.(4). 

3 Conclusions 

The SBL-EIT applied during prolonged standing was 
correlated morphologically by US and physiologically by 
BIA. Further morphological validation by fusion imaging 
with CT/MRI images is desirable in the future. 
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Abstract: Many devices, both research and commercial,
have been made for EIT and bioimpedance applications.
We propose a new, flexible data format which can allow
data interchange, based on the HDF5 data standard.

1 Introduction
EIT and bioimpedance applications are growing. For re-
search applications, there is an increasing complexity of
configurations in which complex configurations and multi
data streams are used. We have previously proposed an
openEIT data format[1], which received little traction be-
cause of the difficulties of using XML as a data container.
For a new data format, our requirements are:

• Simplicity: writing data in < 50 code lines.
• Self-documenting: core data element is the “frame”.
• Streaming: suitable for large and online data sets.
• Extensibility: easy to add additional data and elements.

Here, we propose a data format based on HDF5 [4], a hier-
archical format designed for numerical data.

2 Format
The format (Version 2023.4) is illustrated in Fig 1; updated
versions will be documented at [3]. Data sets are stored
as frames of data, where each is a sequence of measure-
ments, which are repeated over time. For complex data,
Meas.V.Real and Meas.V.Imag data sets are stored.
Multiple data sets can be stored in one file, and each mea-
surement configuration is documented in a /data/{Data

set name}/protocol field. Electrodes can be num-
bered or named. In the protocol, the field Stim.I.01(A)
indicates the excitation current into electrode 01 in Amps;
the 4th element shows 10mA=0.01A is injected during the
4th measurement in each frame. Excitation (stimulation)
information is stored into fields that start with Stim and
specify the kind of excitation after a dot. Similary, measure-
ment information are stored into fields that start with Meas.
Measurements normally correspond to stimulations, but this
is not required e.g. for biopotential measurements, where
Meas.V.freq(Hz)=0. Measurement data are stored as
a matrix Nframes ×Lframe, with an extension indicating the
type (.Abs, .Real, .Imag). Times (if known) can be
stored as shown. Optional / vendor-specific information
(e.g. /instrument, or /data/initialize) can be
stored. Additional recordings with their own protocols are
stored with different /data/{Data set name}.

3 Discussion
We describe an HDF5-based data format for EIT data. It
documented with code examples at [3]. The data format is
supported in EIDORS [2] and will be part of the next soft-
ware release.
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VERSION      = 2023.4  # floating point (year)
/data       # folder for data
  /dataset1  # this dataset (of several)  
    /protocol

    

   
    Meas.V.Abs  # data files    Nframes×Lframe
    Meas.V.Real/.Imag # if available
    Time.Meas(s)   # if available  Nframes×Lframe
    Time.Frame(s) # if available  Nframes×1
    Time.Start(s) # if available  scalar
    Time.Stop(s)  # if available  scalar

    /initialize # optional folder
    /finalize # optional folder
  /dataset2 # more datasets (name arbitrary)
/patient    # optional folder
/instrument  # optional folder

Stim.I.01(A) Curr elec#01 -.01 -.01 -.01 -.01 … 0 … -.01
Stim.I.02(A) Curr elec#02 +.01 +.01 +.01 +.01 … -.01 … 0

Stim.I.freq(Hz) Injection Freq 13000 13000 13000 13000 … 13000 … 13000
Meas.V.01(V) Meas gain elec#01 -10 0 0 0 … -10 … -10
Meas.V.02(V) Meas gain elec#02 +10 -10 0 0 … +10 … -10
Meas.V.03(V) Meas gain elec#03 0 +10 -10 0 … 0 … 0
Meas.V.04(V) Meas gain elec#04 0 0 +10 -10 … 0 … 0

Meas.V.freq(Hz) Demodulation Freq 13000 13000 13000 13000 … 13000 … 13000
Meas.Dtime(s) Δtime after meas 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 … 0.001 … 0.001

1

2

3

4

5

…

Frame#    

15

30

45

60

75

…

Meas.V.abs FrameTime

. . .`

. . .`

Figure 1: Structure of the proposed HDF5 file (Version 2023.4). All data sets must contain a protocol defining the configuration
for each measurement in a frame. Frame data is a single file (e.g. Meas.V.abs). Times for measurements or frames are provided if
available. Items in italics have example names (can be named differently).
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Abstract: A conventional approach to electrical impedance 

tomography (EIT) is pulmonary or perfusion imaging using 

a 32-electrode belt. Numerous studies have found that 

artefacts are reduced by using accurate modelling of the 

domain. Here we describe a process that takes 3D scans 

from an iPhone and rapidly localizes electrodes and 

produces patient specific meshes in 6.2 minutes on average.  

1 Introduction 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a novel 

technology exhibiting promise in numerous clinical 

applications including cancer, stroke, and haemorrhage 

detection, but its predominant use has been in pulmonary 

and perfusion imaging. EIT is safe, low-cost, portable, and 

capable of providing real-time, long-term monitoring of 

patients, making it a potentially valuable tool to optimally 

adjust settings for ventilated patients [1]. Although 

difference imaging can significantly reduce system noise, 

improper domain model can yield artifacts [2], which could 

reduce the utility of the images. Here we use an iPhone to 

collect a 3D scan of each subject’s thorax with an electrode 

belt and rapidly construct each patient specific mesh.  

2 Methods 

As part of a study investigating EIT for a surrogate measure 

of pulmonary function tests (PFT) on Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis (ALS) patients, we are recording 3D scans of their 

thorax while wearing a 32-electrode belt. The 3D scans are 

captured using the FaceID sensor on an iPhone 12 Pro 

running the Heges application. In principle the software 

should work with any 3D scan of the thorax. It assumes 

scans in the form of PLY files consisting of surface 

triangulation with RGB color information at each node 

(Fig. 1A). We developed two custom Matlab functions, 

available on GitHub [3] and [4]. The first quickly 1) loads 

and crops the surface, and 2) identifies the electrodes via 

user input. The second, takes the processed 3D scans, 

constructs a 2D surface triangulation of the outer boundary 

with encoded electrodes via distmesh (a free meshing 

software), and then constructs the 3D finite element method 

(FEM) mesh using gmsh (another free meshing software) 

(see Fig. 1C). An important part of this process is setting up 

the belt so that electrodes and their number can be easily 

determined (Fig. 1B). The software displays six 

simultaneous scan orientations (Fig. 1D) to give the user a 

full view of the thorax and belt while identifying electrodes.  

3 Results 

The approach has been evaluated for both quality and 

speed. The speed analysis utilized the GitHub codes and 3D 

scans from six subjects. The average total time (loading 

scan to FEM mesh construction) was 6.2 minutes, where 

the loading and cropping took 41.0 seconds, the user-

involved electrode identification took 141.2 seconds, and 

the surface and 3D meshing took 148.6 and 42.4 seconds, 

respectively. Thus, with only 141.2 seconds on average of 

user interaction, subject-specific patient meshes are 

constructed. Repeatable tests (comparing electrode 

locations from three repeated scans) resulted in root mean 

square differences of 3.8 to 4.2 mm.  

4 Conclusions 

The Matlab functions developed are available on GitHub 

([3],[4]), and may be found to be useful for others in the 

EIT community performing pulmonary or perfusion 

studies. Further validation analysis on the scan accuracy is 

ongoing, and comparisons between EIT image generated 

from generic and patient-specific meshes are planned for 

our ongoing ALS study.  
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Abstract: We are integrating ultrasound and EIT to 
increase sensitivity to kidney stones with high-contrast, 
dual-modality imaging. Early detection of kidney stones 
will be vital for improving treatment outcomes of 
astronauts on deep space and long-duration missions. 

1 Introduction 

Nephrolithiasis poses a significant threat to astronaut health 
and wellbeing as a result of dehydration, stasis, and bone 
demineralization that occur with prolonged microgravity 
exposure [1]. Detecting kidney stone formation early on is 
beneficial, as smaller stones (< 5 mm) are easier to pass and 
non-invasive treatments, such as lithotripsy, depend on 
localizing the stone with high-contrast imaging (e.g., 
fluoroscopy, x-ray) first. Ultrasound is the current imaging 
system used in space, but detecting small stones with 
ultrasound alone is challenging. Astronauts on deep space 
missions will need to image and treat medical conditions 
such as nephrolithiasis without relying on additional large 
imaging systems or telemedical support, as spacecraft 
limitations and distance make these solutions unfeasible 
[2]. Significantly higher contrast can be obtained by 
imaging the bioelectric properties, as these are sensitive to 
cellular content, tissue type, and pathology, allowing for 
stone detection within soft tissue. Electrical impedance 
tomography (EIT) is a low resource, non-invasive, non-
ionizing technology that produces images of these electrical 
properties and can detect a range of space-related medical 
conditions (e.g., nephrolithiasis, tissue injury, muscle 
atrophy, thoracic function, cancer presence) [3]. By 
combining ultrasound and EIT (US-EIT), we can construct 
high contrast images without the need for additional 
equipment or expertise, providing astronauts an easy-to-use 
tool for effectively monitoring health on long-duration 
missions. 

2 Methods 

An integrated US-EIT probe was developed using a 16-
channel flexible electrode array and C1-6 transducer for 
dual-modality imaging with the Vivid E95 Flexible 
Ultrasound System (FUS). To ensure sensitivity to the 
kidney region, distal electrodes are placed opposite the 
probe, forcing current to flow through deeper tissues (Fig 
1). A phantom imaging setup has been developed for deep 
tissue sensing: 16 ECG electrodes are fixed on the 
perimeter of an abdomen-shaped tank to simulate an 
electrode belt, and gel phantoms simulating abdominal 
structures are suspended in saline between the probe and 
distal ECG electrodes (Fig 1). Software developed in 
MATLAB uses tracking data to register the probe electrode 
locations to the tank FEM mesh for EIT reconstruction and 
overlay the 3D EIT image on the registered 2D FUS image 
plane to provide higher contrast for localizing kidney 
stones. Preliminary phantom imaging of agar kidney 
phantoms has been completed to validate the deep tissue 

sensing setup and determine the region of sensitivity within 
the domain (Fig 1). Impedance measurements of the saline-
filled tank were acquired prior to adding the inclusion and 
used as the reference dataset for difference EIT 
reconstruction. Further phantom studies will combine data 
from multiple probe positions to increase the region of 
sensitivity using fused-data absolute EIT reconstruction [4], 
and insulative inclusions of various sizes will be embedded 
in the gel to simulate kidney stone presence. Analysis will 
be performed in MATLAB to determine image accuracy 
and sensitivity to stone inclusions, with the goal to validate 
US-EIT for non-invasive early kidney stone detection.  

Figure 1. a) diagram of kidney stone phantom imaging setup, b) 
diagram of deep tissue sensing showing current flow between 
US-EIT probe and distal electrodes, c) US-EIT reconstruction of 
an agar kidney phantom (0.6 S/m) in saline (0.2 S/m) where the 
yellow region localizes the higher conductivity inclusion.  

3 Conclusions 

Integrating EIT with ultrasound will provide a space-
compatible medical imaging system that will enable 
astronauts to detect kidney stones early on for improved 
treatment outcomes and quality of life on deep space 
missions. 
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Abstract: Dysphagia (difficulty swallowing) affects over 

50% of stroke survivors, impacting health and quality of 

life. Dysphagia can often lead to severe consequences 

such as aspiration pneumonia. This study investigates the 

feasibility of an EIT-based modality as a diagnostic tool to 

assess bolus swallowing. The swallowing process was 

imaged with EIT and then, the resulting conductivity 

changes were visualised.  

1 Introduction 

More than half of stroke survivors exhibit varying degrees 

of dysphagia [1]. The current gold standard for diagnosis 

is the Video Fluoroscopic Swallow Study (VFSS), which 

uses X-ray radiation and barium contrast agents [2]. 

However, VFSS is expensive, requires specialised 

equipment, and exposes patients to radiation. Other 

alternatives like Fibreoptic Endoscopic Evaluation of 

swallowing and manometry are invasive and can 

potentially cause infection as well as affect the swallowing 

process [3]. In this medical area, the feasibility of non-

ionizing and non-invasive techniques like ultrasound and 

EIT are being studied as alternatives to monitoring 

swallowing [4, 5]. EIT is a particularly promising 

technology. The technology is radiation-free, portable, and 

relatively low-cost, making EIT a potential first-line 

screening and follow-up diagnostic tool. This study aims 

to explore the feasibility of using an EIT-based system as 

a bedside diagnostic tool for assessing swallowing to be an 

alternative to current modalities.  

2 Methods 

In this study, swallowing was captured in an adult 

volunteer using the SenTec EIT Pioneer system with a 32-

electrode neonatal EIT belt at 100 kHz. The belt was 

positioned transversely around the neck; above the thyroid 

cartilage from the front and C3/C4 spine vertebrae at the 

back. A volume of 25-30 ml of tap water was used as a 

bolus. A cylindrical finite element mesh (generated with 

Netgen v5.3.0) was used to create images using EIDORS 

(v3.10) [6]. Images were reconstructed using the Graz 

consensus Reconstruction algorithm for EIT (GREIT) 

difference imaging algorithm [7]. To match previous work 

by Hughes et al., [5], five EIT frames were averaged to 

form the baseline reference and the following image 

snapshots. This processing resulted in an overall interval 

of 100 ms between the processed images.  

3 Results 

EIT is a functional imaging technique that detects changes 

in bio-impedance and can display them as colour 

intensities. Both our study and prior research by Hughes et 

al., [5] demonstrate significant impedance changes during 

swallowing that can be visualized with EIT. Fig.1 presents 

an example sequence of EIT images during a one swallow, 

with red areas indicating increased conductivity variance 

and blue areas indicating a decrease in conductivity 

compared to the baseline recorded prior to the swallow. 

4 Conclusions 

Our findings demonstrate that the EIT system can detect 

and record swallowing actions, providing adequate data to 

confirm the occurrence of a swallow. Although real-time 

imaging may not be available at the moment, the 

consistency and repetition of the different stages of 

swallowing are apparent in the reconstructed images. 

Based on our preliminary analysis, EIT has the potential to 

complement video-fluoroscopic swallowing studies as a 

non-invasive, portable, and radiation-free modality. 

5 Limitations 

The project investigated the feasibility of EIT for 

assessing swallowing. More analysis is needed for a 

suitable algorithm, including real-time swallow 

visualisation and quantification. Further investigation is 

needed on bolus selection, electrode positioning, and 

larger sample size. 
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Figure 1: EIT imaging capturing frames at 100 ms intervals, highlighting the swallowing action during a single bolus swallow. The images are read 
from left to right; top row first and then bottom row. Impedance changes are detected as variations in colour intensity during the passage of the 

bolus. Images are oriented to radiological standards (anterior at the top, right neck on the left, left neck on the right, and posterior at the bottom). 
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Abstract: A previous developed smart brace using multi-

frequency bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is 

evaluated for measuring the fluid volume in the knee using 

a 5mL Lidocaïne + DepoMedrol (1:4) injection. The 

relative resistance increased (2%) as result of the injection. 

This indicates that the smart brace is a feasible method for 

objective measurements of knee swelling. 

1 Introduction 

After knee surgery, swelling can negatively influence the 

patients’ perception of recovery. It contributes to decline in 

range of motion and has been associated with higher pain 

levels. It is important to improve post-surgical follow up 

methods to optimize rehabilitation. Current methods to 

measure swelling, by knee circumference or dynamically 

sensing the fluid, have shown to be imprecise and 

subjective [1,2]. Therefore, BIA has been suggested as a 

method for quantification of swelling. It has been shown 

that a novel electrode setup with conductive textile 

integrated into a knee brace, the smart brace, is able to 

distinguish a swollen knee from a not swollen knee [2]. In 

this research we aim to evaluate the accuracy of BIA in 

measuring fluid volume in the knee.   

2 Methods 

During osteoarthritis consultations at the Anna hospital in 

Geldrop, 53 patients were enrolled for this study. The 

medical ethical committee of the MMC Veldhoven granted 

exemption for this study (N22.036).  

Both the healthy and the ‘injected’ knee (5mL Lidocaïne + 

DepoMedrol (1:4) injection) of each patient were measured 

using the Maltron Bioscan 920-II. All patients were 

measured with both gel-electrodes, and the brace. The 

brace as described in Boers 2022 [2] was adjusted to allow 

it to be worn during the injection and ensure a tight fit of 

the straps around the leg (figure 1). Prior to measuring with 

BIA the circumference of both knees was measured at the 

superior pole of the patella using a standard medical tape 

measure.  

The resistance (R) measured by the Maltron was 

normalized for the circumference (C) of the corresponding 

knee using equation (1) [3]. The relative resistance at 5, 50 

and 200 kHz is calculated before (relRbefore) and after 

(relRafter) the injection using equation (2) [2,4]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To correct for time-dependent changes, the effect of the 

injection (relR3) is calculated using equation  (3). 

 𝑅 =  
𝑅𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝐶
 (1) 

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒/𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 =  (1 −
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒/𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑅ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒/𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟
) ∗ 100  (2) 

 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑅3 =  𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒  (3) 

3 Results & Discussion  

Of the 53 measurements performed, 25 measurements were 

deemed useful (mean ±  SD, age: 64.4 ± 8.1 years, Body 

Mass Index: 30.1 ± 6.1, Chealthy: 43.5 ± 5cm, Cinjected: 44 ± 

5cm). 28 patients were excluded due to strong outliers, 

especially at the 5kHz measurements. The reason for this is 

still under investigation. 

An increase of fluid inside the knee joint is 

expected to decrease the resistance [2]. A  2% decrease in 

relative resistance at 5 and 50 kHz can be measured by the 

brace as effect of the 5mL injection (fig. 2, *p<0.01). 

This indicates that BIA is able to detect a change in  

knee swelling of 5mL. This difference is  detected by the 

brace and not by the gel electrodes.  

4 Conclusion 

This research shows that a wearable BIA device is a 

feasible method to monitor postoperative knee swelling in 

an objective manner. Further research and development is 

needed to better understand the low frequencies outliers and 

the time dependent properties, as well as creating a device 

for clinical use.  
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Figure 2: Left: the smart brace worn by a patient.  Right: the 

inside of the smart brace. 

Figure 1: Boxplots of the relative resistance at 5-50-200kHz, 

measured with both the brace and the gel electrodes, *p<0.01. 
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Abstract: EIT phantom materials with tuned conductivity 

were developed using several base resins, carbon black, and 

graphite. Material conductivity was characterized with a 

tetrapolar probe across a frequency range of 1-200 kHz. 

Measured conductivities ranged from 5.28 mS/m to 3.29 

S/m at 100kHz, matching a range of biological tissues.  

1 Introduction 

Critical to successful biomedical electrical impedance 

tomography (EIT) implementation is experimental 

verification using phantom models that reflect real-life 

cases, both in terms of passive electrical properties (e.g., 

conductivity) and accurate geometric representation. 

Unique geometries can be achieved by using solid materials 

that are mechanically and electrically stable, castable 

and/or machinable. Various studies have explored 

developing novel materials [1, 2], where the reported 

conductivity is limited to the study’s EIT requirements.  

The objective of this study is to create materials with 

tuneable conductivity that match various biological tissues, 

while primarily focusing on amniotic fluid conductivity, 

reported to be approximately 1.27 S/m for frequencies <1 

MHz [3]. This study is part of a larger effort to develop a 

geometrically accurate pregnant patient torso with a uterine 

phantom model to assess EIT-based reconstruction of the 

uterine volume. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Material composition 

Two-part castable epoxy and polyurethane were selected as 

base resins for phantom materials—Smooth-On 

EpoxAcastTM 690 and VytaFlexTM 20, respectively. 

Various conductivities were achieved by adjusting the 

percent by weight carbon black (Alfa Aesar, acetylene, 

50% compressed, 99.9+%) and graphite (Fischer 

Chemical), summarized in Table 1. Samples were created 

by slowly adding carbon black and/or graphite powders into 

the resin mixture while manually stirring until a 

homogenous mixture was achieved. For more viscous 

mixtures, a paint drill mixer was used at a low speed. After 

the material was cast and cured, two-inch diameter samples 

were cut, roughly one inch in thickness for measurement. 

Table 1. Phantom material composition summary. 

Base Resin 

 

Carbon Black 

(% w/w) 

Graphite  

(% w/w) 

EpoxAcast / VytaFlex 20  3 - 

EpoxAcast / VytaFlex 20 5 - 

EpoxAcast  10 - 

EpoxAcast / VytaFlex 20 5 30 

EpoxAcast / VytaFlex 20 3 40 

 

  

2.2 Tetrapolar probe construction 

A custom tetrapolar probe was designed and built to 

characterize material conductivity, shown in Figure 1. The 

probe consists of four 0.02” diameter platinum wires spaced 

5mm apart, housed in a PEEK block. Sample measurements 

were taken using a LCR meter (Hioki IM3536). Contact 

between samples and probe was facilitated using a small 

droplet of ionic solution (1 M KCl, ~11 S/m) at each 

platinum wire tip. The probe was randomly oriented on the 

surface of a sample for five individual measurements, each 

comprising of 10 frequency sweeps (1-200 kHz). 

 

 
Figure 1:  Platinum wire tetrapolar probe testing a sample. 

3 Results and Conclusions 

This study demonstrates the development of phantom 

materials that can be used for various biomedical EIT 

applications. Figure 2 displays the mean conductivity of 

each material investigated across the 1-200 kHz range. 

EpoxAcast with 5% carbon black (1.25 S/m at 100kHz) best 

matched the target amniotic fluid conductivity. Follow-on 

work will aim to increase material methods-related 

homogeneity before using it to cast realistic anatomical 

models for EIT experimentation. 

 
Figure 2: Mean material conductivity and standard deviation over 

1-200 kHz for EpoxAcast (EC) and VytaFlex (VC) compositions 

listed in Table 1. 
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Abstract: There is a paucity of real-time, quantitative tools 

available for assessing oral lesions in the clinic. We have 
developed a hand-held impedance-sensing probe that scans 
suspicious tissue over a broad spectrum. Preliminary in 
vivo results suggest that oral tissue impedance can be used 
to differentiate healthy from cancerous lesions. 

1 Introduction 

No real-time, quantitative devices currently exist for 
assessing and longitudinally monitoring oral lesions. 
Instead, clinicians rely on visual inspection and 
histopathological analysis from biopsy of the lesion site. 
Identifying premalignant and malignant tissue early is 
critical for ensuring effective treatment is provided to 

patients with malignancies. Most oral cancers are 
diagnosed at later stages, leading to five-year survival rates 
for oral squamous cell carcinoma patients of only ~50% [1]. 
Since bioelectrical properties are dependent on tissue 
architecture and morphology, we hypothesize that sensing 
and imaging these properties in the context of oral lesions 

will enable us to accurately characterize different benign, 
premalignant, and malignant oral lesions in real-time. 

2 Methods 

2.1 EIT Hardware 

A hand-held probe with a 1 cm diameter circular 
electrode array was designed for use during oral biopsy and 

resection procedures. The electrode array is composed of 8 
larger electrodes, used for current injection, surrounding a 
5x5 square grid of 0.4 mm voltage pickup electrodes. Prior 
simulations demonstrated the probe’s sensitivity to small 
cancerous inclusions embedded in an adipose tissue 
background [2]. The probe was interfaced to a Sciospec EIT 

data acquisition system (Sciospec GmbH, Bennewitz, 
Germany) to record data at a framerate of 0.5 Hz, with 0.1 
mA injection, for 28 different current injection patterns.  

2.2 Subject Population  

A total of 11 patients undergoing biopsy or resection for 
confirmed or suspected oral cancer lesions were enrolled at 
Dartmouth Health Medical Center under an Institutional 
Review Board approved protocol. During resection 

surgeries, Cohort 1 (n=10), the lesion and benign 
contralateral side tissue were scanned in-situ; immediately 
following resection, the lesion and a benign margin were 
again scanned. In Cohort 2, patients undergoing biopsy 
(n=1) were probed on the suspicious lesion and healthy 
contralateral side. Lesion pathology was confirmed 

following histological assessment for both cohorts. Three 
repeated impedance spectra were acquired in-vivo and ex-
vivo from the lesion center and normal appearing tissue 
margin, with the probe held to the surface of the tissue. All 
measurements were calibrated with a saline solution and 
then averaged to reduce motion artifacts.  

Figure 1: Impedance spectrum of in-vivo healthy vs malignant 

tissues for n = 11 subjects. 

3 Results 

Impedance magnitude differences between malignant 
lesion and matched healthy control tissues were assessed 
(Figure 1). Average impedance magnitudes of in-vivo 

malignant tissues at 500 Hz and 15 kHz were 478±436 and 

216±75.7 , respectively, as compared to the average 
impedances of in-vivo healthy tissue of 1226±945 and 

303±137  at respective frequencies. Significant per-
frequency impedance difference were identified between 
malignant lesions and control-matched benign tissue for 
both in-vivo and ex-vivo tissue at frequencies 100-631 Hz 
and 15.8 – 80 kHz (p<0.05).  

4 Conclusions 

Electrical impedance sensing is a non-invasive, real-time, 

and non-ionizing modality for differentiating malignant 
from benign tissue based on their dielectric properties. The 
hand-held device developed in this study has the potential 
to be used both in surgery for margin detection and in clinic 
for lesion characterization pre-biopsy. Preliminary results 
demonstrate the capabilities of this technique to 

differentiate malignant from benign tissues in-vivo (Figure 
1). This suggests the potential for real-time feedback on 
margin status in the operating room and for clinicians to 
reduce the number of unnecessary and painful biopsies. 
Patient trials are ongoing.  
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Abstract: Bio-impedance measurements require properly 

designed and characterised probes. Particular attention 

must be paid to the excitation signals and temperature 

compensation to meet the requirements of the linear sample 

response and the measurement accuracy. Here, we propose 

a reliable method to characterise probe performance for 

conductivity measurements of biological samples. 
 

1 Introduction 

The design and characterization of a bio-impedance probe 

requires consideration of several core parameters, i.e., the 

geometric configuration of the electrodes (size and 

spacing), operating frequency, excitation signal used for 

measurements, target conductivity range and finally the 

determination of probe (cell) constant. Several designs of 

bio-impedance probes have been proposed, as reported in 

[1-11]. Each of these probe variants is designed for a 

specific purpose. However, determination of the cell 

constant from the probe geometry is not trivial. Thus, 

determination of the cell constant must be done 

experimentally. Detailed probe characterisation methods 

are described in [9, 12, 13] and in our previous works  

[5-8, 11]. Since little information is given into the correct 

choice of excitation signal, we focus here on the signal in 

terms of the specific conductance and the frequency range 

of interest. We also acknowledge the necessity of 

temperature compensation to ensure accurate conductivity 

measurements [14].  
 

2 Methods 

Results shown in this work were acquired with an LCR-

meter (Keysight E4980AL) and a Metrohm PGSTAT204. 

A miniaturised 4-electrode, colinear probe was used and is 

described in [5] and the manufacturing is explained in [7]. 
 

2.1 Ranges of interest of frequency & conductivity  

The typical frequency range of applications using Electrical 

Impedance Tomography is from 0.1 to 250 kHz [15]. 

However, measurements made with 4-electrode probes 

above 100 kHz can be affected by parasitic capacitances 

and inductances [4, 9, 12]. Therefore, in this work, we 

specify test frequencies to 0.1-100 kHz. The conductivity 

range of interest is defined by tissue conductivities, which 

for many soft tissues vary from 1 mS/cm (i.e., heart, kidney) 

through ~6 mS/cm (blood) to 10 mS/cm (cerebellar fluid) 

[12, 16, 17]. These conductivities correspond to saline 

concentrations of 0.01 to 0.1 M [5]. 
 

2.2 Excitation signal range 

Lissajous curve, Kronig-Kramers and wave resolution plots 

can be used to analyse signals for fulfilling the demand of 

linear system response [18, 19]. However, they require 

equipment that allows registration of raw signals (i.e., 

PGSTAT204). Here, we propose an alternative method that 

can be used with a standard LCR meter using an excitation 

signal sweep option. As shown in Fig.1a, saline solutions 

were measured with set voltage from 1 mVRMS to  

350 mVRMS. From the current (I) vs voltage (V) plot, one 

can identify maximum applicable excitation signals within 

the region of linearity. In this case, the max is 350 µARMS 

for current and 140 mVRMS for excitation potential modes, 

respectively, as marked with the orange rectangle in Fig. 1a. 

Excitation signals beyond this range lead to an exaggerated 

linear system response.  

              
Figure 1: (a) Excitation signal determination for the targeted frequency 

and conductivity ranges. (b) Probe constant estimation – linear fit for the 

conductance vs known reference saline as described in [5], using a 100 
µARMS excitation signal (the reference values adjusted to 25°C). 

 

2.2.1 Cell constant determination 

For determination of the cell constant, we use 

measurements of conductance using saline concentrations 

of known conductivities (values confirmed with a 

conductivity meter, Hana HI-99301) as described in [5]. 

Temperature compensation follows the equation from the 

standard [14] with a temperature coefficient, α = 2. The 

linear fit coefficient is 0.017 m, which results in a probe 

constant (K) of 58.824 m-1 (see Fig.1b).  
 

3 Results & Conclusions 

Such a calibrated probe was used to determine the 

conductivity of 0.05 M KCL solution, which resulted in  

σ25 = 6.79 ± 0.1 mS/cm over the 0.1-100 kHz range. This 

measurement is in good agreement with the expected values 

(6.70 mS/cm) reported in literature [14, 17]. 
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Precision of Data-Driven Methods for Image Reconstruction of
Experimental EIT Measurements
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Abstract: Data-driven methods (aka. machine learning,
artificial intelligence) for reconstruction of the absolute
impedance are recently used more frequently in electrical
impedance tomography (EIT). In this contribution we inves-
tigate the reconstruction quality of a data-driven method.

1 Introduction
The application of deep learning (DL) methods for abso-
lute EIT image reconstruction has increased significantly.
The limits and accuracy of different model architectures and
reconstruction parameters have not been evaluated exten-
sively so far.

2 Method
To reconstruct the conductance distribution γ from mea-
sured voltage data V, the ill-posed nonlinear inverse EIT
reconstruction problem is solved by mapping Λ : V → γ
[1]. To this end a deep neural network (DNN) is designed
and trained.

2.1 Data Acquisition

For a set of experimental measurement data, recorded with
the SpectraEIT-Kit [3], a 3D-printed PETG cylinder is
placed on different positions inside a phantom tank. The
final augmented data set consists of 20 440 voltage sam-
ples V ∈ R192 and their true conductance distribution
σ ∈ R2807. For conductivity representation a FEM mesh
is generated using the Python package pyeit [2]. The ob-
ject space is defined with a permittivity of 10 and the empty
space with a permittivity of 1. For the training 18 000 sam-
ples are used and for the test the remaining 2 440 samples.

2.2 Reconstruction Model

The final DL model consists of a mapper and a variational
autoencoder (VAE). The VAE is a popular approach for
unsupervised learning. It consists of a decoder Φ and an
encoder Ψ. Between these components a lower dimen-
sional representation of the input image, called latent space
h ∈ R8, is learned. This latent representation contains a
compact depiction of the features of the high dimensional
input image σ. During the training, the VAE aims to learn
the reconstruction γ that approximates the input σ. The
mapper fMAP interprets the voltage data V as a nonlinear
regression map to the lower dimensional latent represen-
tation h during supervised learning. The reference data is
provided by the decoder part of the VAE as Φ(σ) = h. The
final model architecture can be described by equation (1).

Λ := fMAP ◦Ψ : V 7→ h 7→ γ (1)

3 Result
In figure 1 three randomly chosen exemplary reconstruc-
tions of the test data set are visualized. There is good
agreement between the true conductivity distribution and

the reconstructed conductivity. This can be seen particu-
larly well in the reconstructed object size, structure, posi-
tion, and impedance. Figure 2 shows the statistical evalua-
tion of the position error and the deviating mesh elements.
A discernible difference is in the noise of detected objects.
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Figure 1: Exemplary reconstruction results for unseen samples.
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Figure 2: Deviation plots of the position and surface error be-
tween σ and γ of all test samples using seaborn.

4 Conclusion
The provided results agrees with the assertion that DL
methods appear to overcome limitations of existing numer-
ical model-based methods in impedance reconstruction us-
ing EIT.
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Neural Networks for Classification of Breast Tissue Using EIT
Voltage Data

Emily Corcoran and Sarah Hamilton
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Abstract: This research explores the use of fully connected
neural networks to classify breast tumors as malignant or
benign from electrical impedance tomography (EIT) volt-
age data generated from simulated breast phantoms. Initial
findings suggest promising accuracy and generalizability.

1 Introduction
Current medical practices in breast imaging have low speci-
ficity; mammograms cannot generally detect whether a
breast tumor is malignant or benign [1]. Consequently, a
high proportion of women with positive mammograms must
undergo unnecessary biopsies.

The goal in this study was to take advantage of the fact
that cancerous breast tumors often have much higher con-
ductivities than their benign counterparts [2]. Motivated by
the success of Candiani and Santacesaria [3] in using neu-
ral networks for stroke classification from simulated brain
scans, we use a fully connected neural network (FCNN)
with one hidden layer to take in EIT voltage data from sim-
ulated breast phantoms containing tumors and classify said
tumors as malignant or benign.

2 Methods
Hemispherical breast phantoms were designed in EIDORS
[4] with sixteen 1cm diameter electrodes (Figure 1). All
were assigned values mimicking possible contrast of con-
ductivities between breast tissues; phantoms were given
background conductivities of 0.1 S/m representing fatty
breast tissue, and single spherical inclusions of varying radii
were added with fixed conductivities either representing
malignant (0.9 S/m) or benign (0.2 S/m) tumors. The radii
ranged between 0.25cm (the smallest that can generally be
detected via mammography) and 2.00cm in increments of
0.25cm.

EIT voltage data was generated via solving the forward
problem on each phantom with Walsh-like current patterns,
and relative noise was added to the voltage data. Five
thousand training samples were generated (2,500 malig-
nant, 2,500 benign) per tumor radius, and the voltages were
grounded and normalized before inputting into the network.

Figure 1: Hemispherical breast phantom with sixteen electrodes
used to generate the EIT voltage data.

The FCNN was designed with an input layer of 240
nodes (16 electrodes × 15 current patterns), one hidden
layer consisting of 7 nodes, and an output layer with one
node to classify tumors binarily as malignant or benign
(Figure 2). Sigmoid activation functions, Adam optimizers,
and cross entropy loss were used in training the network.

Figure 2: Illustration of the FCNN with 240 input nodes, a hidden
layer with 7 nodes, and a solitary output node.

As illustrated in Figure 3, when the network was trained
on data with 1cm tumors with 0.1% noise and tested on tu-
mors of varying sizes and noise levels, larger tumors were
correctly classified a high percentage of the time. Tumors of
radii less than 1cm begin to see lower accuracy, especially
with increased noise. It should be noted that the ACT EIT
systems collect measurement data with much less noise,
around 0.01% or 96dB SNR.

The network was also evaluated for generalizability on
additional unseen data; it did well in tests including differ-
ent breast hemisphere sizes, varied electrode locations, and
altered domain shapes (hemi-ellipsoids), though struggled
in cases with multiple inclusions.

Figure 3: Accuracy on test sets of varying tumor radii and noise
levels. The diagonal lines indicate the type of training data.

3 Conclusions
Though the phantoms simulated for this study were
over-simplifications of breast anatomy, the high accuracy
achieved in this proof of concept study suggest using FC-
NNs to classify breast tumors from EIT voltage data is
an area ripe for further study. More realistic phantoms
should be designed before eventually using data from phys-
ical breast scans. Alternative network architectures should
also be explored, prioritizing the avoidance of a false nega-
tive result.
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Abstract: The resistivity image reconstruction through 

solving an optimization problem via application of 

Lagrange multipliers has been adopted to chest EIT. This 

method generates a smooth image consistent with 

resistivity changes amid physiological lung activities. The 

initial results from a human subject have been encouraging. 

1 Introduction 

The application of Lagrange multipliers to improve 

reconstruction was originally proposed for CT imaging [1] 

and later adopted to head EIT [2]. The approach was robust, 

enabling images to be reconstructed when boundary voltage 

measurements were missing due to the loss of electrode 

connections. Recently there has been new interest in the use 

of Lagrange multipliers method for EIT [3]. In this work we 

explored the possibility of its application in chest EIT on an 

adult male. Results were verified against the 3D model 

created from MRI of the same subject. The computational 

limitations at the time of method proposal in EIT, 

constrained its application in irregular shapes and required 

certain relation between the number of projections and 

measurements, however, with recent advances in 

computational power, presently, these are not of concern. 

2 Methods 

A system matrix is constructed based on the equipotential 

paths. These paths map to curvilinear transform. Here, each 

considered path starts mid-distance of the projection 

electrode pair and finishing at the sides of each 

measurement electrode pair as shown in Fig 1(a).. 

Hence the measured voltage at the ith boundary electrode 

from the kth projection can be written as: 

 𝑔𝑘𝑖 = ∫ ∫ 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐽𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝜇𝑘𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑘𝑖

𝜇
𝑖+

𝑔𝑎𝑝
2

𝜇
𝑖−

𝑔𝑎𝑝
2

𝐵(𝑝𝑘𝑖)

𝐴(𝑝𝑘𝑖)
 (1) 

where 𝑔𝑘𝑖 denotes the normalised voltage of the ith 

electrode during the kth injection, 𝐽𝑘 is the current density 

distribution of the kth projection, 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) stands for the 

unknown resistivity distribution whereas 𝑝𝑘𝑖 and 𝜇𝑘𝑖 

represent the curvilinear strip path kith and width of this 

strip, respectively. This can be introduced as a constraint to 

an optimization problem using Lagrange multipliers as: 

 𝑔𝑘𝑖 = ∫ 𝜌(𝑝𝑘𝑖)𝐽(𝑝𝑘𝑖)𝑑𝑝𝑘𝑖
𝐵(𝑝𝑘𝑖)

𝐴(𝑝𝑘𝑖)
 (2) 

A cost function should be chosen to match the characteristic 

of the desired solution (the resistivity image) when 

minimized. One example of such functions is: 

 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦) =
1

2
𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦)2 (3) 

also known as variational model as minimizing it 

minimizes the variance.  Inserting the constraints into the 

problem, the functional to be optimized can be written as: 

ℂ = ∬ 𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 + ∑ 𝜆(𝑝𝑘𝑖)  (𝑔𝑘𝑖 −𝑁,𝐼
𝑘,𝑖=1

∫ 𝜌(𝑝𝑘𝑖)𝐽(𝑝𝑘𝑖)𝑑𝑝𝑘𝑖
𝐵(𝑝𝑘𝑖)

𝐴(𝑝𝑘𝑖)
)     (4) 

where ∑ is used for brevity to replace double summation 

over k = 1, 2, ..., N and i = 1, 2, …, I and  𝜆(𝑝𝑘𝑖) are assumed 

to be constant over each path 𝑝𝑘𝑖 . 

The lambdas in (4) indicate the shares of all other possible 

projection/measurement paths involved in the present    

projection path. After few mathematical steps and setting 

the derivative of the functional 
𝜕ℂ

𝜕𝜌
  to zero, the relation of 

the solution image and Lagrange multipliers can be found 

as:  

 𝜌(𝑝𝑘𝑖) = ∑ 𝜆(𝑝𝑘′𝑖′)  𝑁,𝐼
𝑘′,𝑖′=1 𝐽(𝑝𝑘′𝑖′) (6) 

Replacing (6), in (1) the linear relation between Lagrange 

multipliers and boundary voltages can be written as: 

𝑔𝑘𝑖 =

∑ 𝜆(𝑝𝑘′𝑖′) (∫ ∫ 𝐽(𝑝𝑘′𝑖′)𝐽(𝑝𝑘𝑖)𝑑𝜇𝑘𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑘𝑖

𝜇
𝑖+

𝑔𝑎𝑝
2

𝜇
𝑖−

𝑔𝑎𝑝
2

𝐵(𝑝𝑘𝑖)

𝐴(𝑝𝑘𝑖)
)𝑁,𝐼

𝑘′,𝑖′=1   

And can be represented in matrix form: 

𝐠 =  𝐁𝛌    (8) 

where B is the system matrix with its elements proportional 

to the area of intersection of path combinations weighted by 

their corresponding current densities. Since B isn’t well-

posed an iterative algorithm used in [4] should be applied 

to yield the Lagrange multipliers. Substituting these, back 

in (6) the resistivity image can be achieved. The data was 

collected using 16 electrodes equally spaced on the chest of 

a 39 yrs male adult. A reconstructed frame using this 

method is shown in Fig. 1(b) as an example. 

3 Conclusions 

The main virtue of this method in addition to robustness is 

having few tuning hyper-parameters during inversion with 

a straightforward relation to the noise level. 
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Abstract: We present a novel combination of EIT pre-
processing methods to detect stable tidal breathing 
sequences and to separate the respiration signal from the 
cardiac activity. This algorithm can be used to effectively 
select stable and artefact-free EIT signals.  

1 Introduction 

The accuracy of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) 
derived parameters can be compromised by artefacts and 
noise influences in the EIT signal. Removal of noise and 
artefacts is challenging due to overlapping and variable 
frequency spectra. Our aim was to design an EIT pre-
processing method for removal of outliers and artefacts and 
including an automated selection of periods with stable 
tidal breathing. 

2 Methods 

Data were part of a prospective study in which 
observational measurements were performed in 25 adult 
intubated mechanically ventilated patients during a three 
day period surrounding the weaning including spontaneous 
breathing trials and after extubation. All signal processing 
and analyses were programmed in Matlab R2021a 
(Mathworks, Natick, USA).  
1.) Artefacts due the recalibration of the EIT signal (figure 

1A) were identified as data points below zero and were 
removed from the signal.  

2.) Filtering of cardiac artefacts was applied using a 
maximal overlap discrete wavelet transform 
(MODWT) filter. The purpose of this filter is to 
remove impedance changes in the global and regional 
impedance distribution that are not caused by 
ventilation. By using the wavelet transform the EIT 
signal was decomposed into details and approximation 
parts in multiple levels, figure 1B. The upper levels 

correspond to high frequencies that predominantly 
consists of noise and cardiac components, whereas the 
bottom levels are associated with low-frequency 
components and contain ventilation information. 
Characteristics for the wavelet transform is its 
capability to extract localized information. It has a very 
good trade-off between frequency and time 
information. As the heart rate is not fixed at a set 
frequency, the potential to extract localized 
information makes this MODWT filter encouraging. 
[1] We reconstructed the EIT signal with information 
from a subset of the wavelets: we used the symlet 
(sym4) wavelet with 5 levels of reconstruction. Only 
level 5 was used for reconstruction of the EIT signal.  

3.) For EIT feature extraction it is important that the 
features are extracted from stable tidal breathing 
periods, figure 1D. A method proposed by Haris et al. 
was used for identification and analysis of stable period 
in EIT recordings. Three criteria were used for 
identification of stable tidal breathing periods, namely 
the coefficient of variation of tidal volume, breath 
duration, and the end-expiratory impedance. [2] 

3 Conclusion  

Visual inspection of our data showed that our proposed 
combination of pre-processing methods is effective to 
remove the cardiac activity from the respiratory activity and 
to select stable tidal breathing EIT signals.  
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Figure 1 A. Raw global impedance signal of a three hour long EIT recording surround the spontaneous breathing trial and extubation from the 
mechanical ventilator. B. Reconstruction levels of the MODWT filter. The first upper levels contains the high frequencies and the bottom level contains 
the low frequency. C. Raw EIT signal (Orange) of one breath containing cardiac noise components. Filtered EIT signal (Green), noise components are 
removed without loss of ventilation information. D. Filtered EIT signal of the full three hour recording were the STBPs are identified and marked green.     
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Abstract:
The ACT5 system simultaneously measures EIT and

ECG data on all electrodes. This data is used to reconstruct
heart current source vectors during a cardiac cycle, yielding
an approximate solution to the inverse problem of ECG [3].

1 Introduction
During the cardiac cycle, cells in the heart polarize and de-
polarize causing the chambers to contract/relax and push
blood throughout the heart and out to surrounding regions.
This electrical activity is described by the heart’s current
source density vector, JH(x⃗, t). This current density gives
rise to the ECG voltages measured on the body’s surface.
We use a single point source of current [3], JH(x⃗, t) =
m⃗(t)δ(x⃗) centered at the origin whose strength, m⃗, ap-
proximates the total current source of the heart. That is,
m⃗ ≈

∫
H
JH(x⃗) dx⃗ where H is the heart region for which

JH is defined. Using both the EIT and ECG data taken
from the ACT5 system [1], we reconstruct the heart’s total
current density vectors, m⃗(t).

2 Methods
The data collection is set up so that a patient has two rows of
16 electrodes all equally spaced and placed slightly above
and below the nipple line:

The conductivity is reconstructed using the Todler al-
gorithm, which is a 3-D linearized reconstruction algorithm
[2]. Let σ(x⃗) denote the conductivity, and u(x⃗) denote the
voltage inside the body; they satisfy:

∇ · [σ(x⃗)∇u(x⃗)] = ∇ · JH(x⃗) (1)

If we make the simplest approximation that in all of R3,
σ(x⃗) ≈ σ0, where σ0 is the best constant conductivity fit to
the EIT data and JH = m⃗δ(x⃗), then the above problem has
an analytic solution:

u(x⃗) =
1

4πσ0

x⃗

||x⃗||32
· m⃗ (2)

In general, if we let G(σ) denote the forward map that takes
m⃗ to the ECG voltages that would result on the surface elec-
trodes, and let V⃗ denote the measured ECG voltages on the
surface electrodes, then we can solve for the cardiac vector
by minimizing the mean square error norm:

E(m⃗) = ||V⃗ −Gm⃗||2 (3)

2.1 Results

Shown are results from a healthy adult male using the ACT5
EIT system with a tensor product of discrete trigonometric
current patterns applied at 100 kHz with a sampling fre-
quency of 864 Hz. Using both the ECG and EIT data, the
total cardiac vectors were reconstructed over six cardiac cy-
cles. We are able to identify cluster regions where the red
cluster corresponds to the P-waves, black corresponds to the
T-waves and magenta corresponds to the QRS waves.

Figure 1: Left: The vectors m⃗(ti) where ti+1 = ti + ∆t for
∆t = 1

864
s during 6 cardiac cycles . The red points correspond to

atrial depolarization, magenta to ventricular depolarization, and
black to ventricular repolarization. Right: The corresponding
ECG computed from the voltage difference between electrode 16
and electrode 9

3 Conclusions
Using the simultaneous EIT and ECG measurements taken
from the ACT5 system, reconstructions of the total car-
diac current sources were performed over six cardiac cy-
cles. The reconstructions reveal three distinct regions corre-
sponding to the three main phases of the ECG. Reconstruc-
tions were also performed using multiple point sources in-
side the heart. A discussion of how accurately the voltages
measured on the 32 surface electrodes can be reproduced by
the reconstructed point sources will be given.
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Abstract: Functional imaging in Electrical Impedance To-
mography rarely describes structural changes over time. We
applied optical flow approaches to pulsatile and bolus sig-
nals to estimate vectors of planar movement. These features
were represented as standalone HSV images and in comple-
ment to functional images of the systole and diastole.

1 Introduction
In clinical practice, functional Electrical Impedance To-
mography (EIT) images are pixel-wise metrics which sum-
marize the amplitude-related information of the signal over
a predefined time window. However, they do not provide
information about structural movement over time. In com-
puter vision, a pixel p moving a ∆ϕp = [∆xp,∆yp]

T

amount in space in consecutive frames may be assumed
to maintain its intensity I(xp, yp, t) = I(xp + ∆xp, yp +
∆yp, t+∆t). This change can be linearized to

∂pI

∂px

∆xp

∆t
+

∂pI

∂py

∆yp
∆t

+
∂pI

∂pt
= 0. (1)

Well-known optical flow techniques can be employed to ar-
rive at the directions and magnitudes of the flow vectors
∆ϕ [2]. This work introduces the methodology to obtain
such features from EIT images.

2 Materials & Methods
A 30-second cardiac-related signal (CRS) and a 1-minute
indicator bolus signal (IBS) were obtained from a mechan-
ically ventilated pig using a Dräger Pulmovista 500 ®, a
16-electrode EIT system with a framerate of 50 Hz, operat-
ing with an 80 kHz adjacent-adjacent injection pattern. For
the IBS, a 0.9% NaCl solution was administered. The mea-
surements were firstly reconstructed using GREIT [1]. The
CRS and IBS videos were then low-pass filtered with cutoff
frequencies of 10 and 0.5 Hz, respectively, with the CRS
also being high-pass filtered at 0.8 Hz. The CRS pulse train
was then segmented into cycles, which were averaged into
a single cardiac cycle signal, as Fig. 1 shows.

Figure 1: Top: heart (red), right (blue) and left lung (green) CRS,
red- and blue-shaded systole and diastole; Middle: Planar flow ar-
rows from ∆ϕ; Bottom: HSV polar coordinate representation.

Figure 2: Top: heart (red), right (blue) and left lung (green) IBS,
red- and blue-shaded systole and diastole; Middle: Planar flow ar-
rows from ∆ϕ; Bottom: HSV polar coordinate representation.

The IBS was trimmed at the onset and plateau of the
bolus curve, as depicted by Fig. 2. The signals were nor-
malized, and the IBS’ baseline was removed. They were
then subjected to thresholding using 1

3 as cutoff. Finally, a
multi-resolution version of the basic Lucas-Kanade [2] al-
gorithm was used to estimate ∆ϕ for all P pixels from pairs
of consecutive frames: knowing ∆t, and the image gradi-
ents ∂I

∂x , ∂I
∂y and ∂I

∂t from Eq. 1, is estimated in the least-
squares sense as ∆ϕ = (ATA)−1AT b, where

A =




∂1I
∂1x

∂1I
∂1y

...
...

∂P I
∂P x

∂P I
∂P y


 , b =




−∂1I
∂1t

∆t
...

−∂P I
∂P t∆t


 .

The motion vectors ∆ϕ are then averaged over the sys-
tolic diastolic portions of the CRS and IBS, color-shaded in
Figs. 1 and 2, obtaining two flow maps ∆ϕsys and ∆ϕdia

per modality cycle.

3 Results
The average flow maps ∆ϕsys and ∆ϕdia were superim-
posed over the first frame of the systolic and diastolic por-
tions of each modality, and their polar magnitudes r =√

∆x
2
+∆y

2
and angles θ = tan−1

(
∆x
∆y

)
were repre-

sented in a single colormap as saturation and hue, respec-
tively, of the HSV color space. Both visualizations are
showcased in Figs. 1 and 2.

4 Conclusion
The showcased framework allows extracting physiological
flow patterns and magnitudes in the CRS and IBS signals,
suitable to augment traditional functional imaging, and feed
models and algorithms for more sophisticated analyses.
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Abstract: We apply Uncertainty Quantification to char-
acterize the noise in the solution to the inverse problem
in Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography.
Using Bayesian inversion and MCMC methods we infer the
parameters of a known inclusion embedded in a background
medium from measurements of its emitted magnetic field.

1 MREIT
In MREIT, an MRI machine is used to measure the inte-
rior magnetic flux density induced by the injection current
from the EIT technique. Having access to interior mag-
netic field data instead of boundary current-voltage mea-
surements overcomes the severe ill-posedness of EIT [1].

2 The forward problem
Let Ω be an isotropic volume conductor with conductivity
σ. The forward problem is the map from σ to the interior
magnetic field B. A voltage is applied to the boundary ∂Ω.
The electric potential u is governed by the Poisson equation

−∇ · σ∇u = 0 in Ω,

u(x, y, z) = x on ∂Ω.

In a practical setup, an alternating 1 mA current with a fre-
quency of 6 Hz may be used as injection current [2]. The
current field can be computed via the vector form of Ohm’s
law F(σ) = J = −σ∇u. The current field J induces a
magnetic field B which is given by the Biot-Savart law [3]

G(F(σ)) = B =
1

4π

∫

Ω

J(x′)× x− x′

|x− x′|3 dx′.

The MRI machine measures only the z-component of B.

3 The inverse problem
We seek to estimate σ from noisy magnetic field measure-
ments assuming i.i.d. Gaussian noise

Bz = G(F(σ)) + E, E ∼ N(0, ϵ2I).

We use an 8 × 8 × 8 grid and use FEniCS for the forward
computations [4]. We add 10% relative noise to the discrete
magnetic field data. We define σ as an ellipsoidal inclusion
rotated of constant conductivity in the xy-plane, embedded
in a 1 cm3 cube with a constant conductivity of 1 S/cm. The
inclusion is defined by the following eight parameters

Semi-axes (rx, ry, rz) (0.15, 0.3, 0.2) cm
Center coordinates (cx, cy, cz) (0.43, 0.48, 0.41) cm

Conductivity of inclusion κ 2 S/cm
Rotation angle δ 45◦ ≈ 0.785 rad

We pose the inverse problem as one of Bayesian inference.
The idea is to infer the parameters given magnetic field data
by using the posterior probability density via Bayes’ rule

πpost(r, c, κ, δ|Bz) ∝ πlike(Bz|r, c, κ, δ)πpr(r, c, κ, δ),

where πlike quantifies the data fidelity and πpr quantifies
the prior knowledge. The posterior is the solution to the
Bayesian inverse problem. By having a probability density
we can reason about the uncertainty. The challenge is to ex-
plore the posterior by estimating its moments and statistics.

4 Numerical results
We use a Metropolis-within-Gibbs method to sample the
posterior [5]. We draw 5000 samples (rk, ck, κk, δk) and
discard the first 1000 as burn-in. The CPU time was 35.1
hours and 136 MB of memory was used on a High Perfor-
mance Computing cluster. The code is publicly available on
https://github.com/KennethScheel/MSc_UQ_ in_MREIT.

Figure 1: Top: Ground truth conductivity and mapped sample
means. Bottom: Mean and standard deviation of mapped samples.

Figure 2: Parameter UQ for σ with 95% credibility intervals.

5 Conclusion
We pose a Bayesian version of the conductivity reconstruc-
tion problem in MREIT and solve it using MCMC meth-
ods. Our findings indicate that uncertainty is concentrated
around the edges of the inclusion. The parameter-wise UQ
reveals less uncertainty when estimating the location of an
inclusion compared with its shape. A finer meshing of the
domain reduces discretization errors and uncertainty but is
impractical due to time concerns.
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Abstract: In this study, we attempted to recover lung 

electrical impedance tomography signals corrupted by 

motion artifacts using the robust principle component 

analysis (RPCA) technique. Results showed RPCA was 

able to restore the faulty EIT data and then give the correct 

EIT image sequences. 

1 Introduction 

In clinical settings, lung EIT measurements are often 

interfered with or corrupted by many factors, especially 

motion facts. This issue is one of the main reasons 

hindering EIT from being a routine diagnostic tool.  

However, as of now, few studies have proposed an 

effective method to address it. Andy and his colleagues seek 

to detect erroneous EIT electrodes and compensate for the 

data measured by those electrodes [1-2]. Nevertheless, for 

EIT measurements, even if all the electrodes were well 

connected to the body, the movement from the patient 

himself, the medical treatments, etc., would also 

contaminate data. 

Therefore, in this study, we, for the first time, attempted 

to recover the corrupted EIT signal data using the RPCA 

technique.  

2 Methods 

Theoretically[3], if a matrix is of low rank (many linearly 

correlated rows) and has a few outlier data, RPCA can 

decompose the matrix into a low-rank matrix and a sparse 

matrix. The technique has been widely used in computer 

vision, radar signal processing, etc. 

 As for lung EIT, it usually has 192 (or 208) channels of 

measurement. From Figure 1a, it is noteworthy that each 

channel has a resemble shape, namely that we can consider 

it row linearly correlated and then of low rank. Similarly, 

because the data of motion artifacts rarely happened, it can 

be considered to be sparse.  

Thus, according to the RPCA model, we assume that the 

measured EIT data
m nX (m is the number of channels, 

n is the number of data points) could be considered as a sum 

of a low-rank matrix L and a sparse matrix S . The problem 

of finding L  could be formulated as, 

 
0,

min ( ) . .rank s t
L S

L + S L + S = X  (1) 

0
is 0-norm. Mathematically, Problem (1) is often 

transformed into a convex optimization problem as follows,  

* 1,
min . .s t

L S
L + S L + S = X                (2) 

*
is nuclear-norm and 

1
is 1-norm. Afterward, we can 

solve Problem (2) using the Alternating Direction Method 

of Multipliers (ADMM). 

3 Results and Conclusions 

In the study, we performed lung EIT measurements (20 

frames/s)(VenTom-100, Medias Medicals, Suzhou, China) 

for a male volunteer and One deliberate movement was 

introduced. Results showed that the original measured EIT 

data X  was decomposed into the low-rank part L  (Figure 

1b) and the sparse part S (Figure 1c).  As for EIT images, 

Figure 2a demonstrated the obvious motion artifact and it 

also suppressed other cycles of breathing. Figure 2b showed 

the EIT images reconstructed using L .  

Our preliminary data showed that RPCA effectively 

recoveredEIT signal corrupted due to motion artifacts.  

 
Figure 2: EIT image sequences of lung ventilation before (a) and 

after (b) RPCA. 
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Figure 1. RPCA of the measured EIT data matrix. (a) the original data matrix(192×8000).(b) the low-rank matrix of measured EIT 

data. (c) the sparse matrix of measured EIT data. 
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Abstract: Limited work on image reconstruction for Elec-
trical Impedance Tomography (EIT) focuses directly on 3D
geometries. This paper proposes an efficient point-cloud-
based 3D reconstruction network to tackle the challeng-
ing 3D EIT image reconstruction. Results show that this
method achieves high-quality 3D representation.

1 Introduction
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a real-time, non-
destructive, label-free imaging modality that visualizes the
conductivity distribution within the region of interest [1].
Existing 3D image reconstruction algorithms are based on
regular grids (e.g., voxels), which typically results in low
image quality and considerable computational cost, and
limits their applicability to real-time applications. This pa-
per proposes a learning-based 3D EIT reconstruction algo-
rithm with efficient 3D representations (i.e., point cloud) to
achieve higher image accuracy, spatial resolution and com-
putational efficiency.

2 Methods
Most existing 3D EIT image reconstruction methods adopt
voxel grids for representation. However, voxelization of a
3D space inevitably discards considerable details, and the
memory footprint increases cubically with the resolution,
indicating that there is always a trade-off between the depth
of network architectures and the resolution [2]. In con-
trast, point clouds are a more efficient format for 3D sur-
faces. Such representation is simply a collection of un-
ordered points. It thus can naturally handle 3D shapes of
arbitrary topologies with fine-grained details. Therefore,
we propose to employ limited points (500 points) to repre-
sent each 3D object. We adopt a transformer-like [2] point
cloud network for image reconstruction (see Fig. 1). This
network comprises one encoder and three decoders to si-
multaneously recover the 3D coordinates of points to adap-
tively portray the surface of objects and predict the conduc-
tivity of each point. The encoder converts EIT measure-
ments into latent code-word and the subsequent decoders
respectively take charge of shape reconstruction, object cen-
ter estimation, and conductivity estimation. The network fi-
nally outputs 3D coordinates and conductivity values of the
points clouds. To train the network, we generate the 3D EIT
dataset by modelling a cylindrical 32-electrode 3D EIT sen-
sor. The 3D EIT dataset has 21,135 samples. This dataset
is further partitioned into training set (70%), validation set
(15%), and testing set (15%).

3 Results and Discussion
We compare the proposed point cloud network with two
state-of-the-art image-reconstruction methods for 3D EIT
based on the regular volumetric grid of 32×32×40, i.e. 3D-
Laplace [1] and the 3D version of FC-UNet [3]. Tab. 1 re-
ports the average Chamfer Distance (CD) [4], Accuracy of
classification, Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and Struc-
tural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) on all the testing

data. Two examples of 3D reconstructions are shown in
Fig. 2. The Point Cloud Network apparently outperforms
the benchmark algorithms with the highest image quality in
terms of object number, position, geometry, and conductiv-
ity prediction.
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Figure 1: The proposed point cloud network for 3D EIT image
reconstruction.

Table 1: Numerical comparisons averaged over the testing set.

Metrics 3D- 3D- Point Cloud
Laplace[1] FC-UNet [3] Network

CD (m) - - 0.020
Accuracy - 80.1% 98.1%

RMSE 0.134 0.086 -
SSIM 0.584 0.962 -

Best results are highlighted in bold.

Ground Truth 3D-Laplace 3D-FC-UNet Point Cloud Network

Figure 2: 3D reconstruction results. Ground truth and results of
the Point Cloud Network are represented by point clouds; the other
algorithms are based on the voxel grid.

4 Conclusions
We developed a point cloud network for 3D EIT image re-
construction. We demonstrated that point cloud provides
more efficient fine-shape descriptions with limited points to
alleviate the computational costs. Our point cloud network
exhibited superior performance of reconstruction quality
over other given 3D image reconstruction methods.
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Abstract: The feasibility of using time-of-flight (TOF)
to tackle EIT’s limitations has been studied in simulation.
There was a transient response of ∼1.8µs, enabling an im-
provement in spatial resolution up to a factor of 30. Appro-
priate hardware could achieve this with signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) comparable to or larger than that of steady-state EIT.

1 Introduction
Imaging stroke and fast neural activity are important poten-
tial applications of EIT. In fast neural EIT (fnEIT) in the
rat brain using 116 epicortical electrodes, averaging of typ-
ically ∼7,000 small impedance decreases of ∼0.1% over
∼30 minutes due to neuronal depolarisation may be imaged
accurately[1]. Imaging stroke is challenging as it requires
the use of absolute EIT (aEIT), which has been unsuccess-
ful in the past. Both of these modalities are hindered by
poor spatial resolution and low SNR[2].

The use of TOF-EIT image construction could confer
improved spatial resolution; additional independent mea-
surements arising from different current paths can be ob-
tained by subdividing the transient into multiple time bins.

The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of
a TOF-EIT system and determine the increase in indepen-
dent measurements achievable while maintaining the SNR
of traditional EIT.

1.1 Experimental design
Ideally, TOF would make use of delta functions. However,
these are not possible to implement in practice, meaning an
alternative with a comparable frequency spectrum, such as
a sharp step-function should be evaluated instead. We used
a step function with a 250ns rise time, as seen experimen-
tally with a custom-made circuit. The optimum size of the
time bins for the system was determined by computing the
SNR of different size bins until this matched the steady-
state EIT equivalent. Working with a 1 GHz sampling rate,
each sample in the bin was averaged together to obtain the
SNR value for the complete bin. The stated SNR value was
that of the first bin, expected to have the lowest SNR. The
noise applied was 0.1µV/

√
Hz, used to compute the SNR

for the expected bandwidth in the fnEIT and aEIT cases.

2 Methods
A computational study was carried out within the General
Form PDE interface in COMSOL Multiphysics using the
wave equation for electric fields in conductive environments
(1), as derived from Maxwell’s equations.

Forward : ∇2E⃗ − µσ
∂E⃗

∂t
− µϵ

∂2E⃗

∂t2
= 0 (1)

Inverse : J =
δE

δσ
(2)

δ̂σ = argminδσ||δE− Jδσ||2 + α||δσ||2 (3)

where µ and ϵ are the permeability and permittivity, re-
spectively, and σ is the conductivity. The geometry mod-
elled was a square saline tank, which mimicked the con-
ductivities of average head tissues (σ = 0.3 S/m and σ = 3
S/m) with electrodes along one side (Fig. 1a). A 0.75mA
step function was injected into the tank and corresponding
voltages measured to determine the duration of the transient
response. Responses were then divided into varying time-
windows to determine the optimum bin size.

Figure 1: a) Modelled geometry. b) SNR values obtained with
various time-window sizes. c) Resulting measured voltages for
varying saline concentration.

3 Results
A transient response with a rise time of ∼1.8µs and ∼4µs
was measured with a background conductivity of 0.3S/m
and 3S/m, respectively (Fig. 1c).

With a sampling frequency of 1ns, a window size of
≥58ns achieved the SNR values for the TOF technique
which matched those of steady-state EIT (>104 for abso-
lute EIT, and >10 for fast neural EIT, Fig. 1b). This would
enable >30 independent measurements per current injec-
tion. In a typical 32 electrode EIT system, a total of 15,376
independent TOF measurements would be possible as op-
posed to just 496 available for standard EIT.

4 Conclusions
The framework developed here to study the behaviour
of current travelling through tissue showed that TOF-EIT
should be feasible with a sampling frequency of 1ns, with
58ns bins enabling a significant improvement in spatial res-
olution due to the increase in independent measurements.
The noise values computed for a single current injection im-
ply SNR could be improved without the need for prolonged
acquisition times. This study did not consider the effect of
contact impedances on these measurements. Future work
includes the validation of the system with proof-of-concept
saline tank experiments, and exploring the use of CHIRP
current injection to tackle the effects of contact impedance.
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Iterative Multi-Layer Perceptron with Smoothing Regularization for 
Electrical Impedance Tomography Inversion 
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Abstract: We represent the conductivity distribution by a 
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). We iterate the MLP in the 
model-based image reconstruction framework for 
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) inversion. The 
proposed method is verified by simulation and 
experiment.  

1 Introduction 

EIT is widely used in various fields, such as industrial 
processes [1], geoscience [2], and biomedicine [3]. 
However, the low spatial resolution limits its further 
development. Advancing image reconstruction algorithms 
is essential to tackle this problem. Due to the superior 
capability of nonlinear fitting, Neural networks (NNs) 
attract considerable attention from the EIT community, 
and many fine-designed models have been proposed. The 
main challenges of using NNs are two folds. The first one 
is the requirement for a large amount of training data. The 
second one is that the training data quality and diversity 
limit the performance of the NNs. In other words, machine 
learning models are usually data-dependent. 

This study combines the NNs with the model-based 
optimization algorithm for Electrical Impedance 
Tomography (EIT) inversion. We first represent the 
conductivity distribution by a shallow MLP, which is 
shown in Fig. 1. Then, we update the MLP’s parameters 
according to the traditional image reconstruction 
framework. Our method aims to utilize the powerful 
fitting and regularization ability of the neural networks 
meanwhile avoiding its data dependency limitation. 

2 Methods 

We denote the unknown conductivity change distribution 
𝛔 ∈ ℝ  by the nonlinear representation: 

                                         𝛔 = 𝜅(𝚯; 𝐩),                                   (1) 

where 𝜅  represents the shallow MPL in Fig. 1. 𝐩 ∈ ℝ  
denotes the input of the MLP and 𝚯 ∈ ℝ  accounts for the 
neural network parameters. For 𝜅(𝚯; 𝐩) , 𝐩  is a random 
noise vector. The EIT image reconstruction problem can 
be represented by the below nonlinear optimization 
problem: 

      min 
𝚯

  ‖𝐕 − 𝐒𝜅(𝚯; 𝐩)‖ + 𝛼‖∇ (𝜅(𝚯; 𝐩))‖              

                    + 𝛽‖ℒ(𝜅(𝚯; 𝐩))‖ ,                                             (2) 

where 𝐕 ∈ ℝ  denotes the voltage measurements, and 
𝐒 ∈ ℝ ×  accounts for the sensitivity matrix.  ∇  
stands for the Total Variation (TV) operator, and 
ℒ denotes the Laplace operator.  𝛼  and 𝛽  are parameters 
for TV and Laplace regularization, respectively. 

3 Results 

The proposed method is evaluated by numerical 
simulation and experiment (see Fig. 2). We compare the 
performance of the proposed method with Tikhonov 
regularization and Laplace regularization. Images in the 
first three rows are results based on simulation data, and 
those in the last row are results based on experimental 
data. 

4 Conclusions 

The results show that the proposed method outperforms 
other given algorithms, especially in background artefact 
suppression and shape preservation.  
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Figure 1: Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) used in this study. Digits represent 
the number of neurons in each layer. 

 

 

Figure 2: Image reconstruction comparison based on simulated and 
experimental data. Our proposed method is labelled as ‘Iter-MLP’. 
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Abstract: EIT reconstruction is characterized with large
degrees of freedom. In this contribution, we introduced
an ’inter-model’, which is the basic function subset derived
from Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT), to cluster the
elements of the FEM. This decreases its degrees of freedom.
The reconstruction shows more precision and less artefacts.

1 Introduction
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an imaging
modality mainly used to generate two-dimensional cross-
sectional images representing impedance change in the tho-
rax. Despite all the benefits, the inverse problem of EIT is
ill-posed and characterized with large degrees of freedom.
Gong et al. proposed an algorithm to decrease its degrees of
freedom. It uses the spectral graph wavelets to downsample
the nodes in the Finite Element Model (FEM) used in the
reconstruction [1]. However, the downsampling is based on
a reconstruction generated from less iterative steps, but this
is still characterized with the original degrees of freedom.
In this contribution, we introduced a basic function sub-
set derived from Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) as
an ’inter-model’, which modifies the mapping of the Jaco-
bian matrix J. Hence, the degrees of freedom in the inverse
problem are decreased. We conducted numerical simula-
tions to generate the voltage data for the reconstruction pur-
pose. Figures of merit are used to compare the EIT images
from two different EIT algorithms, which are the Gauss-
Newton linear one-step solver (GN approach) and our DCT
approach.

2 Methods
The estimation of the changes in conductivity x̂ within the
thorax from a set of changes in boundary voltages y is de-
scribed in EIT as a simplified linearized form:

x̂ = (JTJ+ λ2R)−1JTy = By . (1)

An ’inter-model’ D, which is a subset of basic cosine
functions at varying frequencies derived from DCT, is in-
troduced as

D(p, q)m,n = αpαq cos
(2m+ 1)pπ

2M
cos

(2n+ 1)qπ

2N
, (2)

where p and q are the frequencies of the cosine functions,
which were chosen as 15 for both axis here. The desired
image size is M ×N , and (m,n) is the position of a pixel.

The columns of the basic function subset are calculated
from D(p, q) as Kj = T (D(p, q)). T is a map to assign
every pixel in D(p, q) to the FEM element, which covers
the pixel. and j is the column index of K. It is calculated
as j = q ·

√
NDCT + p+ 1, e.g., K3 = T (C(1, 1)).

The Jacobian matrix J is modified by the subset K
as JDCT = JK. Hence, JDCT maps the voltage varia-
tions to the DCT coefficients change. JDCT contains only

nmeas × nDCT elements which are far less than the number
of FEM elements. Then, the solution of the inverse problem
is represented by the change of DCT coefficients x̂DCT .
The change of the DCT coefficients x̂DCT is used to restore
the EIT image H through inverse DCT calculation.

In this contribution, we chose the Tikhonov regulariza-
tion as R = I for all algorithms. The optimal λ is chosen
when the noise figure (NF) reaches 0.5. The simulations
were conducted with MATLAB R2019a (Mathworks, MA,
USA) using the EIDORS toolbox [2]. 1% of the white noise
was added to the voltages from the simulation.

3 Results

Figure 1: Ground truth and the EIT reconstructions. First row:
different patterns of conductivity change for simulation (ground
truth); second row: reconstructions using the GN approach; third
row: reconstructions using DCT approach.

Table 1: The figures of merit of the reconstructions using GN ap-
proach and DCT approach.
Figures of merit Dislocation Shape deformation Ring effect Amplitude response

Algorithm GN DCT GN DCT GN DCT GN DCT

Pattern a 0.092 0.054 1.850 1.063 1.224 0.485 2.283 1.413
Pattern b 0.074 0.052 1.942 0.954 1.216 0.495 1.998 1.310
Pattern c 0.098 0.062 1.964 0.978 1.264 0.455 2.133 1.330
Pattern d 0.101 0.075 2.265 1.200 1.262 0.585 2.264 1.344

4 Conclusions
With the introduction of the ’inter-model’ into the EIT re-
construction, the degrees of freedom in the inverse problem
are reduced. According to the EIT images and the corre-
sponding quantitative analysis, the DCT approach leads to
the better results with more precision.
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Abstract: During the acquisition of electrical impedance
tomography (EIT) data, the problem of electrode
disconnection or poor connection often happens, resulting
in artifacts in the final imaging results. This paper applies
the CNN-LSTM algorithm to predict the acquired lung EIT
data and thus interpolate the contaminated data.

1 Introduction
In many clinical applications of electrical impedance
tomography, EIT electrodes accidentally have a poor
connection with the patient’s skin. These phenomena can
result in the loss of measurement data and affect image
reconstruction.

The current solutions to the faulty electrode include
Adler’s use of maximum posterior (MAP) to correct the
data error caused by the change of electrode position
during breathing [3], and Hartinger’s simulation method
proposed on the basis of MAP to obtain prior information
of compensating electrode data [1]. In this study, we
attempted the ability of convolutional neural network to
extract features to achieve more accurate prediction of
missing data.

2 Methods
We used PyTorch(3.8) to build a Convolutional
Neural Network(CNN), and Long Short-Term Memory
Network(LSTM) hybrid model to implement the prediction.
The model consists of two main parts; the first part,
CNN is used to extract features and act as a feature
extractor; the second part, LSTM[2] is used to learn
the temporal features extracted by the CNN. We used a
one-dimensional convolutional neural network with three
kernels, each followed by a batch normalization layer and
then by a maximum pooling layer (1x3 kernel), improving
generalisability and reduces dimensionality. A dropout is
used after the fully connected layer to prevent overfitting
during training. A fully con- nected layer reduces the
feature size and performs dimen- sionality swapping before
passing to the LSTM layer.

Lung ventilation EIT data from healthy adults provided
by Dräger were used, with relative excitation between
electrodes and measured adjacent to each other. The study
simulated the disconnection of electrode No.1 at a particular

moment in time. Before the electrode falls off, the EIT data
is used as the training set in a CNN-LSTM model to obtain
the predicted values. We used the R-Square to evaluate the
regression prediction algorithm. If the result is 1, the model
is error-free. If the result is 0, the model fits poorly.

3 Result
Before interpolating the data, we analyzed the correlation
between the predicted data and the actual data, as shown
in Figure 1. This regression model was evaluated with R-
Square = 0.8446 after 30 epochs of training.

Figure 1: Data trend analysis: Predicted results(red) vs. True
values(green) in Original data(blue)

As shown in Figure 2, (a) is the original lung ventilation
imaging with actual value data; (b) is the imaging with
missing data after the simulated electrode falls off; and (c)
is the imaging after filling in the predicted values to com-
pletion. The comparison shows that relatively complete and
continuous lung ventilation images can be obtained after
prediction by the model.

4 Conclusions
This paper proposes a CNN-LSTM-based framework to
address the problem of data loss due to poor electrode
connectivity in clinical Settings. It is an effective
supplementary method for this problem.
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Abstract: Electrical impedance tomography is mostly em-
ployed to monitor the patients ventilation. However, it con-
tains also their cardiac activity. Here we separate the venti-
lation and the cardiac activity signals through an harmonic
analysis directly from the EIT voltages and reconstruct ven-
tilation and cardiac-related independent images.

1 Introduction
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is used to moni-
tor the variation of impedance. It is usually employed to
observe the ventilation of a patient at the bedside as the in-
halation and exhalation of air has a large influence on the
lungs’ conductivity.

Nevertheless, the heart deformation and blood flow pro-
duced by the cardiac activity also produces a change on the
local conductivity [1]. However, these changes are order
of magnitude smaller than those induced by the patient’s
ventilation [1]. Nevertheless, we showed that through an
harmonic analysis it is possible to separate the signals be-
longing to the ventilation from those belonging to the car-
diac dynamics [2, 3]. This was achieved working on the
pixels of the EIT frames after the EIT images were already
reconstructed from the raw data.

However, EIT image reconstruction is an ill-posed non-
linear inverse problem which inevitably add artifacts to the
images. Separating the cardiac-related signals from the re-
constructed images may exacerbate these artifacts. Here,
we show that it is possible to apply the harmonic analysis
on the raw voltages directly as displayed in Fig. 1. The first
row shows the model and the trend of the voltages mea-
surements. From these two sets of raw data are then ob-
tained: one containing only the ventilation signals and one
with only the cardiac activity (second raw of Fig. 1). Then
finally two series of EIT images can be reconstructed (third
row of Fig. 1). These images contain information pertinent
to only the cardiac activity and to only the ventilation.

2 Methods
Simulated data and clinical data were used. The separation
of ventilation and cardiac-related signals was applied on the
EIT voltages as well as directly on the EIT images.

3 Results
The harmonic analysis performs well on to the raw data
of the EIT consisting of voltage measurements. It gener-
ates two sets of voltages measurements, one with only the
conductivity changes given by the ventilation and one with
the changes given by the cardiac-related signals. These can
be successfully used to reconstruct two sets of EIT images
which independently display the ventilation and the cardiac
activity.

Moreover, some noise from the voltage measurements
can be rejected, which we expect it may increase the stabil-

ity and reliability of the EIT image reconstruction.
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Figure 1: Schematic to represent the procedure to construct EIT
images containing only the ventilation and only the cardiac activ-
ity from the EIT raw voltage measurements.

However, the quality of the independent reconstructed
images is affected by the specific reconstruction algorithm
employed.

4 Conclusions
It is possible to separate ventilation and cardiac-related sig-
nals in EIT directly from the raw voltage measurements and
use the separated signals to reconstruct EIT images which
display separately the activity of the ventilation and of the
cardiac dynamics.
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Abstract: Optimizing the electrical impedance tomogra-
phy (EIT) problem requires selection of noise-robust mea-
surements that are highly sensitive to model changes. In this
work we propose a mathematically rigorous figure of merit
to select optimal measurements derived from the sensitivity,
or Jacobian, matrix in the linearized forward problem.

1 Introduction
The large contact number C needed for high resolution
EIT imaging presents a measurement optimization problem,
particularly in 3D. Four-point resistance measurements that
use two current and two voltage probes are typically cho-
sen in an ad hoc manner whereby sets are compared after
solving. We propose a metric in Ref. [1] for derivation of
optimally noise-robust measurements for any EIT problem,
by utilizing the sensitivity information in the Jacobian of
the linearized EIT problem that maps a given finite element
model of sample conductivity to a chosen measurement set.

2 Methods

Figure 1: (a) An individual 4-point measurement. (b) A sensi-
tivity vector in model-space corresponding to that data measure-
ment (purple) surrounded by sensitivity vectors of other measure-
ments (light blue). (c) Parallelotope with sensitivity-volume VD in
model-space projected from a data-space consisting of three sen-
sitivity vectors corresponding to three measurements.

With a large number of contacts C, it becomes impractical
to take every possible independent measurement, requiring
a new figure of merit to determine which measurement sub-
sets are superior. Consider each row of the Jacobian as a
sensitivity vector in model-space representing how sensi-
tive each measurement is to conductivity changes in each
finite element mesh piece. The highest sensitivity measure-
ments have both a strong signal and a dissimilarity from
other measurements, corresponding to sensitivity vectors
of large magnitude and high mutual orthogonality. There-
fore, the sensitivity-volume of the parallelotope defined by
a set of sensitivity vectors represents the overall sensitiv-
ity of that measurement-set. The sensitivity-volume can be
calculated from the mutually perpendicular components of
the individual sensitivity vectors. Equivalently, the squared
sensitivity-volume V 2

D equals the determinant of the Jaco-
bian times its transpose. This method uses every element
in the Jacobian rows to define sensitivity, as opposed to the
use of Jacobian columns in the EIT literature to define a

sensitivity map [2] or a sum of Jacobian elements related to
a region of interest [3].

Measurement-sets were optimized using sensitivity-
volume as a figure of merit. By increasing contact number
C by a factor of three larger than that strictly needed for
the desired amount of independent information, the search
space broadens [3] to allow selection of the same number of
measurements D with much larger sensitivity-volumes. Fi-
nite element modeling and Jacobian calculations were per-
formed using EIDORS version 3.10 with Netgen [4].

3 Results
Measurement sets with maximal sensitivity-volume figure
of merit for the 2D circular problem produce Jacobians with
much larger singular values si and lower condition numbers
when compared with the standard Sheffield measurement-
set [5], as seen in Table 1. The D-th root of the maximal
sensitivity-volume measurement-set compared to that asso-
ciated with the Sheffield measurement-set gives the relative
noise-robustness n = D

√
VD/Vsheff . For the 2D problem,

this method demonstrates an order of magnitude improve-
ment in noise-robustness over the typical Sheffield mea-
surements (Table 1). These gains are expected to greatly in-
crease with the larger contact number C of the 3D-problem.

Table 1: Sensitivity-volume for optimized measurement-set rela-
tive to the Sheffield measurement-set in terms of relative noise-
robustness n, largest singular value s1, and condition number
s1/s14. An order of magnitude improvement in noise-robustness
per measurement is observed for the same number of measure-
ments as the Sheffield set.

C D n s1 s1/s14

Optimized 21 14 9.23 9.82x10−5 4.98
Sheffield 7 14 1 1.96x10−5 21.19

4 Conclusions
The sensitivity-volume figure of merit presented here pro-
vides a useful metric for deriving optimally noise-robust
measurements. As the EIT problem complexity increases
with increasing contact number from 2D to 3D, this met-
ric can robustly optimize the measurement-set for arbitrary
contact number and arbitrary contact positioning.
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Abstract: Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) exper-
iments must tolerate the presence of experimental noise.
Thus, high fidelity reconstructions require optimally noise-
robust measurements to distinguish features. This work
uses a modified distinguishability metric in the sensitivity-
volume method to show increased noise tolerance.

1 Introduction
In the application of EIT for medical imaging, for example,
it is necessary to differentiate between two similar states,
such as the size of the heart, in the presence of experimental
noise. In such EIT monitoring systems, measurement sets,
defined as a collection of four-point measurements taken by
electrodes around the body, must be noise-robust to pro-
duce high-fidelity results. In the sensitivity-volume method
introduced by the authors [1], the sensitivity information in
the Jacobian is utilized for optimal measurement-set selec-
tion. Following Adler [2], a distinguishability metric for
EIT allows measurement-set comparisons of noise toler-
ance in the the sensitivity-volume method [1].

2 Methods
Inspired by Ref [2], the sensitivity-volume method de-
fines distinguishability as follows. Each inverse-solve in
the presence of noise produces a model-vector m within a
neighborhood of the noiseless inverse solution in model-
space. A thousand inverse solves under noise produce
a mean model-space vector m = E[m] with a covari-
ance matrix Σ. In the present example, consider a “nor-
mal heart" with mean model-vector mn to be distinguished
from an “enlarged heart" with mean model-vector ml. The
projected-covariances ∆mn and ∆ml are the components
of Σn and Σl along the difference in mean model-vectors,
∆m2

n,l = ûTΣn,lû, where û is the unit vector pointing
from mn to ml. Distinguishability z can then be defined
as the model-space distance between the two mean model-
vectors relative to the combined projected-covariances,

z =
||ml −mn||√
∆m2

n +∆m2
l ,

(1)

where z = 1 is the threshold for distinguishability and
z < 1 is considered indistinguishable. The corresponding
noise threshold ηt is the noise η at which z = 1. This work
used EIDORS to simulate the forward problem for a circu-
lar sample with offset interior circles representing normal
and enlarged hearts [3]. Gaussian noise of various standard
deviations η was added to each dataset before inverse solv-
ing using a Zernike polynomial-based, non-iterative Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD) solver as described in
Ref [1]. One thousand solves were done at each η. Dis-
tinguishability, as defined above, was used to compare the
standard Sheffield measurement-set [2] with a Sensitivity-
volume method derived measurement-set [1].

Figure 1: (a) Vector representation of distinguishable results
(z > 1), where the mean inverse solutions (m̄l, m̄n) are far
enough apart in model-space such that the projected covariances
(∆m̄l,∆m̄n) do not overlap. (b) Normal and enlarged heart in-
verse reconstructions in the distinguishable case. (c) Vector rep-
resentation of indistinguishable results (z < 1), where the mean
inverse solutions are close together in model-space and the pro-
jected covariances overlap. (d) Normal and enlarged heart inverse
reconstructions in the indistinguishable case.

3 Results
Upon comparison with this distinguishability metric, it
was found that the sensitivity-volume measurement-sets [1]
could withstand 30× more noise before the normal and an
enlarged heart became indistinguishable. The sensitivity-
volume optimized measurement-set demonstrated distin-
guishability z > 1 for any noise less than the threshold
ηt = 3.2 × 10−6. By contrast, the standard Sheffield
measurement-set for the same number of measurements had
a noise threshold of only ηt = 0.13× 10−6.

4 Conclusions
The definition of distinguishability for the sensitivity-
volume method described here provides an intuitive visual
representation of the enhanced noise tolerance in model-
space. In biomedical EIT, such measurement-sets will pro-
duce reliable, high quality EIT data.
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Abstract: This work describes preliminary results in using 

machine learning (ML) to quickly determine if tissue 

probed by an impedance-based surgical margin assessment 

(SMA) device is in contact with prostate cancer. Simulated 

ex vivo prostate slices are generated with tumor inclusions 

and a smooth noisy background. A gated recurrent unit 

(GRU) neural network is trained to detect cancer, yielding 

an accuracy of 98%. 

1 Introduction 

Prostate cancer is the 2nd most common cancer in the 

United States (US). In 2019, there were 224,730 new 

diagnoses of prostate cancer in the US and 1.4 million new 

cases globally [1]. Many of these patients (> 1/3rd) are 

expected to undergo radical prostatectomy (RP) [2], 

wherein the entire prostate is removed. To improve 

outcomes, we have been investigating the use of an 

impedance-based SMA probe to provide real-time feedback 

to surgeons about the extent of remaining cancer. One 

aspect of this research is exploring fast ways to relate the 

impedance values to the presence of prostate cancer. 

Machine learning (ML) appears to be a promising method 

to do this – as long as the training and network are 

sufficiently robust to noise and disconnected or partially 

connecting electrodes.  

2 Methods 

In order to explore ML for SMA, we constructed a 5 mm 

thick 3D finite element method (FEM) mesh with the SMA 

probe’s electrodes encoded on the top surface (Fig. 1A). 

This is used to replicate an ex vivo prostate slice, which we 

have used in prior and ongoing validation studies. A general 

software toolbox to output meshes like these is available on 

GitHub [3].  Tumor and background tissue are based on ex 

vivo tissues values ([4]) at 10 kHz. Smooth noise is added 

to the background via a radial-basis-function neural 

network, which is tuned to produce an overall standard 

deviation of background noise to be 10% - similar to what 

we might expect from real tissue (Fig. 1B). We created 

4265 digital phantoms of prostate tissue slices that each 

contain a single circular inclusion of cancerous lesion. The 

diameters of the inclusions range uniformly from 0 mm to 

3 mm, and each inclusion is located in a random part of the 

phantom. If a phantom contains an inclusion of diameter 1 

mm or more, then we consider this phantom to be positive 

for cancer, otherwise it was as negative for cancer.  

We simulated bioimpedance measurements for each 

phantom to produce a corresponding matrix of 28x33 

single-ended voltages. These are the voltages generated at 

the 33 electrodes in response to each of the 28 current 

injection patterns used. We separated the 4265 matrices of 

single-ended voltages into three sets: 2559 for training, 853 

for validation and 853 held out for testing. We used these 

datasets to train, validate and test a neural network for 

classifying a phantom sample as either positive or negative 

for cancer. 

Our gated recurrent unit neural network has the following 

architecture. Layer 1: 33-unit input layer; Layer 2: gated 

recurrent unit layer (4 units); Layer 3: fully-connected layer 

(2 units); Layer 4: softmax (2 units). To train the neural 

network, we performed backpropagation over 500 epochs, 

using the ADAM optimizer and a mini-batch size of 400. 

3 Conclusions 

Figure 1C shows the confusion matrix results when the 

trained neural network is presented with the previously-

unseen, held out test dataset. The classification accuracy for 

the test dataset is 98%. Additional simulation experiments 

have been performed with up to 5 bad electrodes, which 

reduced the accuracy to 93%. Ex vivo bovine tests are 

planned to help validate the approach. Following this we 

plan to evaluate the approach on ex vivo prostate data.  
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Figure 1: A. Mesh representing SMA probe measuring on the surface of an ex vivo prostate slice (generally ~5 mm in thickness) B. 

An example conductivity distribution; smooth background noise constructed with an RBF network aiming for 10% background noise, 

and a cylindrical inclusion on the top right of the SMA probe. The large 8 red electrodes are current drive and the 25 small electrodes 

are used for voltage pick-up. C. Shows the ML results in terms of a confusion matrix. 
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Abstract: Pair-drive EIT systems can be described by a
skip parameter – the separation between excitiation and
measurement pairs. A larger skip distance increases the cur-
rent flow through the centre of the body and thus improves
the distinguishability of the EIT images. Low skip values
improve resolution. We discuss the origin of this result.

1 Introduction
Most EIT systems use pair drive and measurements: cur-
rent is applied between electrodes separated by skipstim and
voltage is measured separated by skipmeas. In this scenario
the adjacent (Sheffield) configuration is skipstim = skipmeas

= 0. A number of authors have looked at the distinguisha-
bility of EIT and shown that it increases as a function of
skip [2–4]. However, our experience shows that stimulation
and measurement patterns (SMP) which maximize distin-
guishability do not show the best resolution.

For example, Fig 1 shows typical images with adjacent
and larger skip patterns. Left shows better lung separation,
but also a central inverse region.

I

Figure 1: Top: Tidal breathing in healthy subject for different
SMP. Left: skipstim = skipmeas = 0. Right: skipstim = 7, skipmeas =
0. Bottom: Vertical sensitivity in coronal plane; contour lines show
sensitivity fraction of maximum: 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, 95%.

The goal of our study is to explore this unexpected re-
sult: why do adjacent SMP have improved resolution but
decreased distinguishability compared to larger skip pat-
terns. Fig 1 (bottom) shows adjacent patterns have lower
off-plane sensitivity [1]. These lung regions are “pushed”
toward the image centre, and this effect increases with skip.

2 Methods and Results
Difference EIT reconstruction estimates an image (2D for
this paper) x̂ = RSMPy, from difference measurements y
and a SMP-dependent reconstruction matrix R.

Our calculations of image resolution vs SMP are shown
in Fig 2. The distinguishability of EIT has been defined as
area-weighted image amplitude

∑
A x̂ for a small contrast

(Fig 2B). This parameter varies with spatial position and is
largest near the electrodes. Image resolution can be defined
by the ability of EIT to resolve high spatial-resolution fea-
tures. Fig 2C and 2D show horizontal and vertical circles
split into positive and negative halves.

Scenario #0:
No Object: 
H0

+ +–+– +–

A                         B                         C                        D                         E

Figure 2: Distinguishability and resolution for several SMP
(Stim(S) and Meas(M) skip at right). From left to right: ampli-
tude image, distinguishability, horizontal and vertical resolution
and ratio (resolution/distinguishability). The top row illustrates
the calculation: each circle in rows B–E is swepth across the im-
age to each pixel location. Colours correspond to log-sensitivity
(yellow larger, blue smaller) Contour lines and shown with a bold
reference level across images.

Reconstruction of such a target requires resolution. Fi-
nally, the ratio between resolution and distinguishability is
shown in Fig 2E. Several features can be seen in Fig 2. First,
in the amplitude image, we see poor resolution as skip in-
creases. The adjacent (S=0,M=0) protocol has low distin-
guishability and a higher resolution, but has a larger ratio in
the center (2E). Conversely, as skip increases, the ratio de-
creases in the center, even as the overall distinguishability
and resolution increase.

3 Discussion
We consider the paradoxical result that adjacent SMP give
often improved resolution images, while providing overall
poor distinguishability. Here we show a measure of reso-
lution based on nearby contrasts, and calculate the distin-
guishability/resolution ratio. Also, increased off-plane sen-
sitivity at higher skip values “projects” more lung regions
to the centre, and may also explain this effect.
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Reciprocity in electromagnetic systems
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Abstract: We review reciprocity for electromagnetic
(E&M) systems, including EIT. We note that reciprocity is
valid for all linear E&M systems and that it is clostly re-
lated to reciprocity in circuit theory. The correct reference
for earliest work is Lorentz (1895).

1 Introduction
“Reciprocity” refers to a mutual and equivalent exchange.
The term has been used in electrical engineering and phyics
to refer to the equivalences when exchanging electromag-
netic sources and fields. In Fig 1, Vab = Vcd if Icd = Iab,
since the electrode positions, electrical networks and roles
are reciprocal. This example illustrates the two reciprocity
results, for electrical networks and for electromagentic sys-
tems generally.

↑

Vab

Vcd

↑

Icd

Iab

Yi j
i

j

a

b
c

d

a

b

c

d

Figure 1: Illustration of reciprocity. In the upper figure, cur-
rent (Icd) is applied between outer electrodes and voltage (Vab)
meausured through a resistor network. In the lower figure these are
reversed. Colour corresponds to voltage in the medium. The lower
inset illustrates the discretization of the medium onto an electrical
network, where nodes i and j are connected by admittance Yij .

2 Reciprocity in Electromagnetic Systems
Reciprocity is valid for linear, passive electromagnetic me-
dia, with sinusoidal electric field (E⃗) and current density
(J⃗) and complex conductivity σ∗ = σ + iωϵ.

J⃗ =
[
σ∗ − (iωµ)−1(∇×∇×)

]
E⃗ (1)

where × represents the cross product.
Consider a current density J⃗1 with angular frequency ω

which produces electric and magentic fields E⃗1 and H⃗1, as
well as another current J⃗2 and fields E⃗2, H⃗2. If we have an
isolated system with no energy from the outside, the reci-
procity theorem [2] says:

∫
J⃗1 · E⃗2dV =

∫
J⃗2 · E⃗1dV (2)

This is the Lorentz reciprocity, published in 1895 following
analogous results on sound and light (for a history, see [3]).

Within the EIT community, it has been common to cite
Geselowitz [1] who rediscovered the analogous theorem in
electrostatics (Green’s reciprocity). The Lorentz reciprocity
is more general and applies to all linear electromagnetic net-
works. It is not valid for non-linear elements (e.g. diodes).

3 Reciprocity in Electrical Networks
Linear, passive electrical networks are reciprocal for cur-
rents and voltages measured at any two ports (such as A and
B in Fig 1). Such networks can be characterized by an ad-
mittance matrix Y, which relates the voltage on all nodes,
V, to the current flowing into each note, I, via I = YV.
Setting V = 0 on a ground node we have reduced matrices
(not including the ground node) Ĩ, Ṽ, and Ỹ, and calculate
an impedance matrix Z̃ = Ỹ−1, such that Ṽ = Z̃Ĩ.

Any voltage measured on the network can be described
by v = tTZI, where test vector t represents the gain on
each network node (and specifically those correseponding
to electrodes). For pair-drive EIT where current flows be-
tween nodes a and b, Ia = −Ib = Iapplied, with other ele-
ments in Iab zero. Using a gain, G, between electrodes c and
d, t̃cd = 0 except for t̃c = −t̃d = G, Reciprocity follows
from Y being symmetric, and thus ttabZ̃Ĩcd = ttcdZ̃Ĩad.

The symmetrical nature of Y may be motivated as fol-
lows: the body is discretized into points characterized by a
voltage and current source. We conceptually build up the
space from empty (no connections between points). When
adding admittance Yjk then current Yjk(Vj−Vk) flows into
j and Yjk(Vk − Vj) flows into k. The admittance matrix,
Y, will increase by Yjk at (j, k) and (k, j) and decrease by
Yjk at (j, j) and (k, k). Y will remain symmetrical unless
external power drives more current into j than leaves k.

4 Discussion
Within the EIT community, it has sometimes not been clear
that reciprocity has a longstanding mathematical considera-
tion and that it applies to all electromagnetic problems. The
goal of this abstract is to illustrate the relationship between
reciprocity in electromagnetic systems and electrical net-
works, and to describe its origin in less mathematical terms.
We recommend that for EIT papers citing the reciprocity
theorem, the best and original reference is [2].
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Abstract: We extend the deep neural network EIT algo-
rithm presented in [2] to the case of an electrode array
placed only on an anterior portion of the body.

1 Introduction
We introduce a deep neural network (DNN) algorithm for
the case where we have a hemiarray (HA) of electrodes.
This topology is appropriate for applications where part of
a subject abdomen is unavailable. For example, when a pa-
tient has spinal injuries. We followed the work of [2], where
a DNN was developed for a full array (FA) of electrodes.

2 Methods
The EIT inverse problem is highly ill-posed and provides
limited information about the internal voltage distribution.
An HA configuration exacerbates this issue by further re-
ducing available information. The reduction in information
makes pattern recognition harder, increasing the likelihood
of a DNN picking up on idiosyncrasies or patterns in the
training data that do not represent the broader problem (i.e.,
overfitting). However, since the voltage measurements of
the FA configuration almost entirely cover the HA configu-
ration, except for the 1st and 8th electrodes, we initialized
the shared weights of the HA-DNN with the trained FA-
DNN to reduce the risk of overfitting. While this can also
make the DNNs more logically consistent, it is not guaran-
teed since fine-tuning is required for the weights associated
with the 1st and 8th electrode measurements.

FA DNN: The network consisted of three hidden layers
of fully connected layers, with 60 nodes in each layer, and
used the logistic sigmoid function as the activation func-
tion. The input layer contained 208 boundary voltage in-
puts, while the output layer contained the conductivity of
the 576 pixels in the mesh. The DNN was trained for
300 epochs with mean squared error (MSE) loss, using 100
batch size. Techniques including Dropout, L2 regulariza-
tion, and stacked autoencoders (for pretraining) were used
to optimize fit.

HA DNN: The HA-DNN has 40 boundary voltage in-
puts, 29 of which are shared with the FA-DNN. The weights
associated with the shared measurements were initialized
based on the trained FA-DNN, while the remaining weights

were randomly assigned. The network was fine-tuned for 80
epochs using a batch size of 100 and the MSE loss function
on a training set of 10,000 unique samples with randomly
placed circular and square anomalies with various conduc-
tivities [1]. Test data was created with a finer mesh to check
for overfitting and introduce new complexities.

Figure 1: The first column shows the true internal conductivity, while the
second and third columns show predictions by FA-DNN and HA-DNN,
respectively. The fourth column shows TSVD prediction using hemiarray
data.

3 Conclusions
The HA-DNN outperformed traditional methods such as
TSVD and Tikhonov when using the hemiarray configura-
tion. Moreover, despite having significantly fewer inputs
than the FA-DNN, the HA-DNN produced only slightly
worse predictions. These findings suggest that DNNs, par-
ticularly the HA-DNN, are promising for accurately pre-
dicting internal conductivity. Further research is needed to
assess these results’ generalizability and optimize DNN ar-
chitectures for specific applications.
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Table 1: The table presents a comparison of the out-of-sample amplitude response (AR) across various radial and angular positions.
AR measures the ratio of image pixel amplitudes in the target to that in the reconstructed image.

FA-DNN HA-DNN HA-TSVD HA-Tikhonov
MEAN 0.994 1.10 0.82 0.958

STD 0.03 0.11 0.27 0.43
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On the required number of electrodes in an EIT-related problem
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Abstract: We consider the problem of reconstructing an
unknown Robin transmission coefficient on a known inte-
rior boundary from voltage/current measurements on elec-
trodes attached to an outer boundary. We derive a criterion
to check whether the number of electrodes is sufficient for
unique solvability of the resulting non-linear inverse prob-
lem.

1 Design considerations
Non-destructive EIT-based corrosion detection holds the
challenge of solving the inverse Robin transmission prob-
lem where the corrosion function on the boundary of an
interior object D is to be determined from voltage/current
measurements on the boundary of an outer domain Ω (as in
Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Domain D ⊂ Ω with electrodes E1, . . . , Em ⊂ ∂Ω.

Our model: Applying electric currents I1, . . . , Im ∈ R
to electrodes E1, . . . , Em ⊂ ∂Ω and measure the necessary
voltages U1, . . . , Um ∈ R. The aim is to detect the cor-
rosion parameter γ̂ ∈ L∞

+ on the inner boundary Γ from
measurements. The electric potential u ∈ H1(Ω) solves

(*)





∆u = 0 in Ω \ Γ,∫
Ek

∂νu ds = Ik for k = 1, . . . ,m,

∂νu = 0 on ∂Ω \⋃m
k=1 Ek,

JuKΓ = 0 on Γ,
J∂νuKΓ = γ̂u on Γ,

u
∣∣
Ek

= const. =: Uk for k = 1, . . . ,m

with JφKΓ = trace
(
ϕ
∣∣
Ω\D

)
− trace

(
ϕ
∣∣
D

)
.

The measurement of the voltage U ∈ Rm along the
electrodes corresponding to the applied currents I ∈ Rm

is given by the map F : [a, b]n → Rm×m with

F(γ)I = U, where u(I)
γ solves (*) and u(I)

γ

∣∣
Ek

= Uk,

with a priori bounds a < b for the piecewise constant γ̂

s.t. a ≤
(

n∑
i=1

γ̂iχΓi

)
≤ b. Here the (jk)-th component of

F(γ̂) is the voltage at Ej when a current is applied to Ek.

The resulting inverse problem states as

(**) determine γ̂ ∈ [a, b]n from the knowledge of F(γ̂).

Remark: The measurement map F is monotonically non-
increasing, convex with respect to the componentwise order
on Rn and the Loewner order on Rm×m and

IT (F ′(γ)δ) J = −
∫

Γ

δu(I)
γ u(J)

γ dx.

2 Main result
We formulate a sufficient criterion for a number of elec-
trodes s.t. the considered inverse problem (**) is uniquely
solvable. We also provide an equivalent convex reformula-
tion and error estimates for noisy data.

For the resolution Γ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Γn we check if the model
with fixed electrodes E1, . . . , Em fulfills: If the directional
derivatives possess at least one positive eigenvalue, i.e. if

Criterion for reconstruction guarantee

F ′ (zj,k) dj ⪯̸ 0 for j = 1, . . . , n k = 2, . . . ,K

zj,k = a
2 e

′
j +

(
a + k a

4(n−1)

)
ej ∈ Rn

+, dj = 2b−a
a (n − 1)e′j − 1

2 ej

"⪯"-Loewner-order, K = ⌈ 4(n−1)b
a ⌉ − 4n + 5, e′j = (1, . . . , 1) − ej .

then the following holds:
(a) The inverse problem (**) is uniquely solvable and γ̂

is the unique minimizer of the convex problem:

minimize ∥γi∥1 s.t. γ ∈ [a, b]n, F(γ) ⪯ F(γ̂).

(b) For γ̂ ∈ [a, b]n, δ > 0 and Y δ ∈ Rm×m with
∥F(γ̂)− Y δ∥2 ≤ δ the convex problem:

minimize ∥γi∥1 s.t. γ ∈ [a, b]n, F(γ) ⪯ Y δ + δI

possesses a minimum, and every minimum γδ fulfills

∥γ̂ − γδ∥∞ ≤ 2δ(n− 1)

λ

with λ = minj,k λmax (F ′(zj,k)dk).
This result is an extension of [1] to an electrode model.
Last we check the criterion in Table 1.
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Table 1: Required number of electrodes for a partition of Γ1, . . . ,Γn for n = 2, . . . , 10 (geometry as in Fig.1).

Resolution size n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Required electrodes m 3 6 8 10 13 16 18 21 24
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Separation of ventilation and cardiac related signals from thoracic
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Abstract: So far, there is no effective way to decompose
an EIT image stream into physiological processes as a ven-
tilation and cardiac-related signal. Here the potential of the
heuristic Complete Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposi-
tion with Adaptive Noise (CEEMDAN) approach was anal-
ysed for source separation.

1 Introduction
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) a radiation-free,
non-invasive application, applied at the bedside for mon-
itoring spontaneous and artificial ventilation [1, 2]. Con-
sidering a column index x and a row index y within 1 ≤
. . . ≤ 32 over time t, the corresponding temporal EIT sig-
nal Zx,y(t) captures variations of bioimpedance [1]. As
Fig. 1 suggests, Zx,y(t) is interpretable as a superposition
of at least one steady state component ZDC

x,y (t), ventilation-
related signal ZV S

x,y (t), cardiac-related signal ZCS
x,y (t) and

a disturbing noise-related signal ZNS
x,y (t)

Zx,y(t) = ZDC
x,y (t) + ZV S

x,y (t) + ZCS
x,y (t) + ZNS

x,y (t) . (1)

A separation of these is of clinical interest, but a feasi-
ble approach to do so is still missing. Typical approaches
often rely on non-physiological conditions (i.e. apnoea) [2]
or neglect conditions as the requirement of linearity or sta-
tionarity of the processed signal (i.e. filtering) [3].
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Figure 1: EIT signal acquired near the heart region at (x, y) =
(18, 7). The orginal signal Zx,y(t) is shown in gray, the ventila-
tion ZV S

x,y (t) in blue and cardiac activity ZCS
x,y (t) in red.

2 Methods
The heuristic CEEMDAN approach [4] was applied, which
is designed for processing of non-linear, non-stationary
data. It separates a signal into a finite number I − 1 of In-
trinsic Mode Functions IMFi(t) varying in amplitude and
frequencies, plus a residuum rI(t) (signal trend)

s(t) =
I−1∑

i=1

IMFi(t) + rI(t). (2)

To prevent mode-mixing, CEEMDANs dynamic filter
bank property was enbaled, by addition of multiple versions

of random noise nj(t), averaging of the whitend signals [5]

IMFi(t) =
1

J

J∑

j=1

ĨMF
j

i (t), ĨMF
j

i (t) = s(t)+nj(t) . (3)

Based on their maximal amplitude in f-domain the re-
sulting IMFi(t) were assigned to physiological bandwidths,
here fDC ≤ 1 Hz < fV S ≤ 20 Hz < fCS ≤ 200 < fNS .

The CEEMDAN implementation provided by [4] was
used to analyse the data acquired from 9 healthy male test
subjects sitting upright in a chair. EIT was acquired us-
ing a Pulmovista 500 (Dräger, Lübeck, Germany) and a ref-
erence PPG was monitored using a SOMNOLab2 (Wein-
mann, Hamburg, Germany).

3 Discussion and Conclusions
The signal in Fig. 1 reveals a fair separation of ZV S

x,y (t) and
ZCS
x,y (t), establishing periodically occurring processes with

a similar shape. Complementary in the frequency domain
the corresponding spectra are dominant within their respec-
tive bandwidth, see the amplitude values in Fig. 2 within
range of fV S , fCS , fNS . Besides, after a synchronization
of ZCS

x,y (t) and PPG the beat-to-beat time shows a feasible
correlation of 0.905 during linear regression analysis.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the spectra of the signal in Fig. 1.

In the future, a real time impelmentation of CEEMDAN
may enable a continuous and simultaneous tracking of both
breathing and heart activity.
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Abstract: Breast cancer is the major cause of cancer re-
lated death among women. Due to pain of mammography,
patients often avoid screening. A potential alternative is
electrical impedance tomography. However, its low reso-
lution can prevent robust diagnostics. In this work, we con-
duct a simulation study and train a Support Vector Machine
for distinguishing between cancerous and non-cancerous
breasts.

1 Introduction
With 2.3 million cases worldwide and 0.68 million deaths in
2022, breast cancer is the leading cause of death from can-
cer among women [1]. Early detection of breast cancer can
increase the relative 5-year survival rate significantly. When
the cancer has not yet spread, 99 % of patients survive.
While this figure drops to 20 % when, the cancer has begun
to spread in the body [2]. Thus, early detection of breast
cancer is of great importance. X-Ray mammography is an
established technique for breast cancer screening. The need
for breast compression, however, makes patients hesitant to
use it. AS cancer has a higher conductivity compared to the
surrounding breast tissue, electrical impedance tomography
(EIT) might help in detection of breast cancer. However, as
EIT is known for its low spatial resolution, which is made
even worse by the fact that time difference EIT is not appli-
cable in this case, an additional classification based on the
voltages can help in diagnosing breast cancer. We, thus, an-
alyze the performance of a support vector machine (SVM)
for analysis of breast cancer in an time-independed set up.

2 Methods
We created an FEM model in a cuboid shape. This repre-
sents a breast that is fixed in between two plates with elec-
trodes. The shape resembles the setup of mammography,
but less pressure is required. Another advantage is the fixed
position of the electrodes. On two sides of the cuboid 15
electrodes are placed. The whole set up can be seen in Fig-
ure 1.

Figure 1: FEM model on which the simulations were performed.

Each 5 opposite electrodes planes were stimulated us-
ing the adjacent-adjacent pattern, thus there are 3 electrode

planes. All, but one face were covered with 2 mm of skin,
inside the middle glandular (form of a truncated cone) tis-
sue was placed, inside it glandular lobes were placed. Tu-
mors were randomly placed inside the domain. All mesh
elements with no tissue type were set to fatty tissue. For
the generation of training data, all placed elements were
randomly shuffled, 7500 different realizations of the model
were created, thus the position of the lobes, tumors, and
gland structures are varying. 50 % of all models did not
contain any tumor.

We used an SVM to classify the samples into either tu-
mor or non-tumor breast. An SVM maps the data into a high
dimensional space, and tries to fit a hyper-plane to separate
the two classes. For evaluation of the model we used the
F1-Score, which is the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall and, thus, allows for the evaluation of both the tumor
and non-tumor labels.

2.1 Results

The smaller tumor sizes have a lower F1-Score, which
means that the SVM cannot separate the two cases as ac-
curately. The bigger the tumor radius r, the higher the F1-
Score. When the SNR of the voltages drop very low, the
F1-Score decreases for all tumor radii.
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Figure 2: F1-Scores of the simulated cases.

3 Conclusions
The SVM is able to provide reliable estimations on the pres-
ence of breast cancer even under noisy conditions, which
were included during training. However, this needs to be
validated through an experiment.
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Abstract: We present two fully wearable EIT instruments 

with novel electronics. The first one was realized with 

discrete off-the-shelf components, the second one with an 

application-specific integrated circuit. The devices provide 

high EIT signal quality and wearing comfort, as shown in a 

clinical study. 

1 Introduction 

EIT has been shown to be a valuable tool in 

cardiorespiratory monitoring [1]. Most EIT instruments 

presented so far are bed-side monitors, not allowing 

ambulatory or remote recording of pulmonary functions. 

One of the main challenges in making an EIT wearable is 

to reduce the cabling complexity and to reduce the size of 

the bioimpedance sensors. Here, we introduce 

bioimpedance sensing wearables with minimal cabling 

complexity and small sensors. The first EIT wearable 

presented in the following is realized with discrete 

electronics components, the second one with an 

application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). 

2 Methods 

2.1 Functional Vest with Discrete Components 

Figure 1 shows photos of a mannequin wearing the so-

called WELMO vest made with discrete electronics 

components. The main components of the vest are: 

• a removable master on the outside of the vest, 

• 18 sensors on the inside of the vest, 

• the vest textile, 

• 2 wires connecting all sensors and the master (not 

visible in Figure 1). 

The master concentrates the data measured by the 

sensors and transfers it via Bluetooth to a mobile device, 

and coordinates and powers the sensors. The master also 

contains an accelerometer for measuring the wearer’s 

physical activity and body position. As shown in Figure 1, 

sixteen sensors are placed equidistantly around the thorax 

on one transverse plane at the level of the apex of the 

sternum and measure bioimpedances. Four of these sensors 

additionally record chest sounds. Two additional sensors 

which only measure chest sounds are placed below the 

clavicles. All sensors are integrated in a tightly fitting vest 

which assures a firm contact between the sensors and the 

skin. The vest has a zipper on the front for easy donning and 

doffing. The two wires connecting the sensors and the 

master are integrated between the two textile layers of the 

vest. One of the ground-breaking achievements of the 

WELMO sensing technology is that it sends and measures 

delicate signals of differing magnitudes through the same 

two unshielded wires. These signals are powering, sensor 

synchronization, and bioimpedances (requiring a very 

stable reference potential). This 2-wire bus is a further 

development of CSEM’s cooperative sensor technology 

[2]. The high EIT signal quality and wearing comfort of this 

system have been demonstrated in a clinical study [3]. 

 
Figure 1: WELMO vest with discrete electronics components. 

Left: Vest worn outside-out, front view. Middle: Vest worn 

inside-out, front view. Right: Vest worn inside-out, back view. 

2.2 Demonstrator with ASIC 

Figure 2 shows a demonstrator of the WELMO wearable 

made with an ASIC. This wearable is realized as a harness. 

It benefits from the same advantages as the vest, described 

above. Thanks to the integration of the electronics in a chip 

of 1.8 × 2.2 mm2 the volume of the sensors was reduced to 

the size of clothing buttons. The wearing comfort was 

further improved by integrating the main part of the sensors 

in the textile. In addition, the ASIC consumes about 20 

times less energy than the discrete component sensor, thus 

allowing to reduce the size of the battery in the master. 

 
Figure 2: WELMO vest with ASICs. 

3 Conclusions 

This paper presented two novel EIT instruments. As 

opposed to most other EIT devices, the WELMO vest and 

harness are fully wearable. This is made possible thanks to: 

(1) the small volume of the sensors which is achieved by 

remote powering of the sensors and by integrating the 

sensor electronics in an ASIC, and (2) the simple 

connection of the sensors in a two-wire bus.  
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Abstract: In this work is proposed the design of a scanner 
using EIT for finding the location of veins inside the arm, 
this scanner is intended to help reducing the pain due to 
complications when searching the vein to make a 
venipuncture. The hardware design and some simulations 
of spatial location of a vein using the scanner are shown.  

1 Introduction 

About 14 million of venipunctures around the world are 
not performed successfully on the first attempt each year 
causing discomfort and pain in a patient [1]. An apparatus 
to find the veins location inside the arm may help to 
reduce errors making a venipuncture on the first attempt, 
especially in children, reducing the pain levels and 
performance of venipunctures.  

Many factors as obesity, small diameter of the veins, 
poorly contoured veins, abnormal location, and the skill of 
the person performing the extraction of blood, make 
venipuncture difficult [1].   There are infrared devices to 
find the location of the veins [2] but the main 
disadvantage is the poor contrast and the infrared noise; in 
the other hand, there exist ultrasonic detectors too [3], the 
last method offers a good quality of image but is relatively 
expensive. Electrical impedance is another technique to 
locate veins [1] but in the first studies it needs to apply a 
contrast agent because the measurement does not offer 
good contrast and this measurement is done only in one 
dimension. Recently the technique of Electrical 
Impedance Tomography (EIT) was used to develop a 
method for detecting veins with high contrast in the 
surface of the arm skin [4] and EIT measures over all 
directions where the electrical current is applied.   

In his work a scanner for finding the location of veins 
and tell where to do a venipuncture is simulated. 

2 Methods 

This work uses a straight array of 8 electrodes placed 
over the arm skin with a surface configuration for making 
the tomography as is shown in Figure 1a. The number of 
electrodes is due to the reduced space of the arm. Once the 
EIT was obtained, results are displayed in a squared 
screen as is shown in Figure 1b.  The resolution is 32x32 
pixels, but it has high contrast, useful to see a vein up to 2 
mm in diameter at least in simulation. Potentials between 
electrodes are obtained using a simple EIT single source 
hardware that uses the synchronous demodulation method 
at 10 kHz. Image reconstruction was done using EIDORS 
software [5] with a straight spatial distribution of 8 
electrodes of Ag/AgCl.  

A difference solver was used to get the EIT image, the 
forward model was based on a geophysical 2D model of 
EIDORS software.  

A high contrast image of the location of the vein is 
obtained.    

 
Figure 1: Location of the vein in a square screen using EIT. 

 
Figure 2: Module diagram of the built EIT measuring 
instrument. 

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the designed 
hardware. The location of the vein may be displayed 
directly over the arm with a mirrored screen with the EIT 
of the arm inside.  Both simulation and hardware work 
fine separately. In future work the scanner will be 
implemented. 

3 Conclusions 

This work has a design that can detect peripheral veins up 
to 2 mm of diameter. This scanner works fine at the 
simulation level. 
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Abstract: For electrical impedance tomography to become 
an effective non-invasive anatomical imaging modality, 
more electrodes are needed than are currently used in 
clinical practice. The accuracy of image reconstruction 
using a 256-channel system is herein demonstrated.  

1 Introduction 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) determines a 
volumetric conductivity distribution of a material by 
measuring surface potentials elicited by injected current 
and solving an ill-posed, ill-conditioned inverse problem to 
resolve internal passive electrical properties. Due to the 
nature of the inverse problem, spatial resolution of the 
reconstructed conductivity distribution is a function of the 
material being measured (e.g., its composition, its structure) 
and the number of electrodes used. Current clinically 
deployed EIT systems use 16- or 32-electrodes to image a 
local region of a patient. Most systems deploy ‘functional 
imaging’ to monitor physiological conditions, such as 
pulmonary perfusion or cardiac output, rather than 
‘anatomical imaging’ in which the structure of tissues or 
organs is assessed. This is due in large part to the resolving 
limitations of small numbers of electrodes.  

To date, few EIT systems have been constructed with 
over 100 electrodes. In the late 1970s, Henderson and 
Webster [1] constructed an ‘impedance camera’ using 144 
electrodes to obtain 100 spatially specific measurements of 
a human thorax with the intent of monitoring pulmonary 
oedema. More recently, Xu et al. [2] created a 128-electrode 
system with 64 driving electrodes and 64 measuring 
electrodes to evaluate the feasibility of higher-resolution 
three-dimensional (3D) imaging. 

To validate the anatomical imaging capabilities of  high-
channel EIT, herein we demonstrate 3D reconstruction 
using a 256-channel system.  

2 Methods 

A cylindrical tank was made from acrylic (inner diameter 
of 11.5”, height of 17”) and filled with a saline (deionized 
water (>18 MΩ-cm) mixed with 0.15 wt% NaCl) of known 
conductivity (0.3 S/m) to simulate bulk human thorax. A 
sphere (3” dia.) was created by fused deposition modelling 
(100% in-fill, LulzBot Mini) of a composite conductive 
polymer (Protopasta, 2.85 mm dia.) with a measured 
conductivity of 4.17 ± 0.92 S/m. The sphere was fitted to a 
positioning mechanism comprising a threaded polymer rod 
with top and bottom wingnuts that connected to a top lid, 
allowing for precise x-, y-, and z-placement within the tank 
and rotational orientation along the axis of the polymer rod. 

Electrodes made of stainless steel (18/8, ISO 7380) 
button socket head cap screws (diameter of 4 mm, length of 
10 mm) coupled to stainless steel (18/8, ASTM A582) 
standoffs (8 mm, hex, length of 14 mm) were embedded 
equidistant from one another (1.13”) along the 
circumference of the tank in eight rings of 32 electrodes 
each for a total of 256 electrodes.  

The electrodes were connected via their standoffs to a 
distal end of shielded cables through male banana plugs (4 
mm dia.). The proximal end of the cables terminated in a 
Mini Delta Ribbon connector (MDR40), which in turn 
connected to an adapter to interface with an EIT system by 
way of a Mini Edge Card socket (MEC1-130).  

The EIT system used was a custom-built 256-channel 
system designed and produced by Sciospec Scientific 
Instruments GmbH (Bennewitz, Germany). The system 
utilizes a pseudo differential current source for single sine 
excitation that may be connected across any two channels, 
while potential is measured simultaneously on all channels. 

As an initial assessment of the system, a subset of 224 
electrodes (seven rings of 32 electrodes each) on the tank 
were used to stimulate (1 mA at 50 kHz in a skip0 pattern) 
and measure from to resolve the sphere in a known location. 
The experimental setup and an example of its EIT 
reconstruction (Gauss Newton solver with NOSER prior, 
EIDORS v3.11) are shown in Figure 1.  

 

  
Figure 1: Experimental setup and reconstruction of the sphere. 

3 Conclusions 

As hardware and algorithms continue to progress, next 
generation EIT systems will increase spatial resolution and 
improve clinical analysis of patient physiology and 
anatomy. High-channel, 3D EIT holds immense promise as 
most gross anatomical imaging systems, such as x-ray 
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, 
are unavailable to certain patient populations during periods 
of treatment, such as neonates and their mothers during the 
intrapartum period of pregnancy, while many point-of-care 
systems, such as ultrasound or tocodynamometry, are 
unable to evaluate the entirety of relevant anatomy or 
physiological processes. Healthcare settings in low- and 
middle-income countries could especially benefit. 

Having demonstrated high-channel EIT acquisition 
under laboratory conditions, our future development of this 
next generation system includes more complex phantom 
models and, ultimately, clinical evaluation. 
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Abstract: We are developing a multi-use, space-compliant 
EIT data acquisition system (DAQ) to be integrated with 
state-of-the-art ultrasound for enhancing medical imaging 
in space. Integrating the small form factor EIT DAQ with 
ultrasound will provide a low-cost imaging system that can 
produce high contrast, high resolution images, ultimately 
enabling astronauts to independently monitor health 
without the need for telemedical support. 

1 Introduction 

Ultrasound is the current imaging system used on the 
International Space Station, but this complex technique 
requires telemedical support for guiding acquisition and 
diagnosis, limiting its standalone effectiveness to near-
Earth missions [1]. One method to improve ultrasound 
image readability is to increase the contrast at injury sites 
with electrical impedance tomography (EIT), as impedance 
is sensitive to cellular content, blood flow, tissue type, and 
tissue injury, all of which are relevant for monitoring 
physiological effects of the space environment (e.g., tissue 
injury, muscle atrophy, thoracic function, cancer presence) 
[2]. Critical design features of a space deployable EIT 
system include small form factor (low mass/volume), low 
power, multi-use, compatible with spacecraft systems, and 
able to meet NASA EMI/EMC requirements and Technical 
Standards. Additionally, the system should have high SNR 
(>80 dB) to ensure accurate EIT reconstruction and high-
speed acquisition (>30 fps) to capture fast moving 
processes like blood flow and provide real-time feedback 
while imaging. We are developing a wide bandwidth (100 
Hz to 1 MHz), multitone, FPGA-based EIT data acquisition 
system (DAQ) to be integrated with ultrasound for more 
intuitive acquisition and interpretation by a non-specialist. 
The FPGA provides low-cost design flexibility and a low-
power, high-speed platform for the DAQ. The multitone 
implementation allows for high-speed spectroscopic 
acquisition, and the wide bandwidth provides sensitivity for 
a range of medical conditions applicable to long duration 
and deep space travel. Ultimately, we aim to provide a low 
cost, low resource, integrated ultrasound and EIT (US-EIT) 
system that can accurately characterize internal injury (e.g., 
detect internal bleeding that needs immediate intervention) 
while meeting spacecraft constraints, enabling autonomous 
medical care for deep space missions. 

2 Methods 

A wide bandwidth, 64-channel DAQ with a multitone 
voltage source and semi-parallel voltage measurement 
scheme is being designed on an Artix-7 FPGA (Xilinx, San 
Jose, CA, USA) for the space-deployable EIT system. A 
custom analog front end (AFE) has been designed to stack 
on top of a Trenz Electronics (TE0703/TE0711) FPGA 

carrier board for a compact (5x6x10 cm), low noise 
implementation (Figure 1). The AFE includes power 
conversion from a medically compliant power supply (IEC 
60601-1), a voltage source circuit with current sensing, two 
voltage measurement channels, and multiplexers for 
switching functionality (source, sink, measure) of the 64 
electrodes. A multitone direct digital synthesis (DDS) 
signal generated on the FPGA is converted to the analog 
domain via a 14-bit, 125 MSPS digital-to-analog converter 
(DAC) (THS5671A), and three 16-bit, 15 MSPS analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs) (LTC2387-16) are used for 
converting sensed current and measured voltages back to 
the digital domain for demodulation. VHDL code is being 
developed in Vivado 2018.2.2 (Xilinx) for synchronous 
control of the DAQ modules, and a MATLAB user 
interface allows control of frequency and channel selection.  

Figure 1. Left) block diagram of EIT DAQ functionality, where 
analog modules are in orange and digital functions in blue. Right) 
the AFE stacks on top of the FPGA carrier via 96-pin connectors 
for a small form factor implementation (size 5x6x10 cm). 

Benchtop tests are in progress to assess DAQ 
performance and ensure requirements are met. Once 
completed, the DAQ will be integrated with the GE Vivid 
E95 ultrasound system to validate US-EIT for enhanced 
image acquisition and readability. 

3 Conclusions 

A wideband FPGA-based EIT DAQ with a multitone 
source and 64-channel interface will provide a low cost, low 
resource imaging system that can monitor a wide range of 
medical conditions associated with long-duration space 
travel. Integrating the DAQ with ultrasound will improve 
image readability and enable astronauts to self-monitor and 
diagnose injury when isolated in deep space. 
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Abstract: Initial human-subject results from the ACT5 EIT
system are presented. The results include images show-
ing pulsatile perfusion at a sequence of time snapshots in
the cardiac cycle in addition to electrocardiogram (ECG)
measurements collected simultaneously from multiple elec-
trodes.

1 Introduction

The ACT5 EIT is a multiple-source applied-current EIT
system that has recently been developed and is in use in
the hospital environment for imaging the lung performance
of cystic fibrosis patients. The deployed ACT5 system has
32 electrodes, with each electrode equipped with a current
source and a voltmeter. This makes it possible to use a fewer
number of electrodes in cases where attaching all 32 elec-
trodes to the patient is not possible. Maximum amplitude
of the applied current from one electrode is 350 µA and the
frequency of the applied currents is set at 99.6 kHz. ACT5
collects data at a rate of 27 frames/sec and the frame rate
can be doubled to 54 frames/sec when 16 or fewer elec-
trodes are used. Each electrode in the ACT5 system collects
ECG data simultaneous with the EIT data with a sampling
frequency of 864Hz [1]. Recording ECG signals from all
electrodes in parallel with EIT imaging provides the oppor-
tunity to use ACT5 data to solve the inverse ECG problem.

2 Methods & Results

Data was collected from a healthy adult subject. The elec-
trode configuration is set as two rings of 16 electrodes
around the thorax region to provide a 3D image as shown
in Fig. 1. Data was collected with the subject in the supine
position during breath holding. Images were reconstructed
using the ToDLeR algorithm [2].

Figure 1: Electrode placement on subject (front view).

The reconstructed images of four stages in the cardiac
cycle are shown in Fig. 2, which are displayed in DICOM
orientation. The stages include the beginning of the P wave
(top left), end of diastole (top right), beginning of T wave
(bottom left), and end of systole (bottom right).

The ECG measurements from eight electrodes are
shown in Fig. 3. The ECG measurements are referenced
to common voltage and filtered for 60 kHz and harmonics
of the frame rate frequency.

Figure 2: Reconstruction of four stages in the cardiac cycle.

Figure 3: ECG signal recordings on 8 select electrodes.

3 Conclusions
This demonstrates the ability of ACT5 to simultaneously
measure EIT data and ECG data from each of its 32 elec-
trodes while making impedance images during the cardiac
cycle. These impedance images show the 4 distinct phases
of conductivity distributed withing the chest in synchrony
with the 4 moments of the cardiac cycle indicated on the
ECGs.
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Abstract: Bioimpedance measurements are usually per-
formed on cell cultures, tissues, and human body, mea-
suring sequentially the impedance at different frequencies.
However, when stationary conditions are violated these
measurements are not consistent. Here we develop a cus-
tom device based on an multifrequency approach.

1 Introduction
Bioimpedance is measured through the injection of small
alternating currents into tissues or human body. For safety
concern these currents are limited by the IEC 60601 stan-
dard to the milliampere or sub-milliampere range [1].

The measurements can be performed with either two or
four electrodes, where the latter is usually preferred. On the
other side, the impedance is usually measured sequentially
at different frequencies. However, if the bioimpedance
changes even slightly with time, the measurement is no
longer consistent and different approaches are necessary to
validate the quantities measured.

The multifrequency approach overcomes this problem.
In fact, all the frequencies of interest are injected simultane-
ously through a broadband signal. Such approach is devel-
oped here in a custom device whose functional schematic is
depicted in Fig. 1, where the operational amplifier OPAMP1
functions as voltage controlled current source converting an
arbitrary waveform at vin into the current i. The magnitude
of this current is set by the size of the sensing resistor R.
The impedance to determine is depicted by Z while the four
Zcont. represent the contact impedances of the four elec-
trodes and are usually unknown. Two of these electrodes are
connected directly to an instrumentation amplifier (INA1)
which measures the ohmic drop across Z. The other two
electrodes carry the current i through the system. A second
instrumentation amplifier (INA2) measures the ohmic drop
across R which is proportional to the injected current i.

A Field-Programmable-Gate-Array (FPGA) –powered
device provides the digital-to-analog and the analog-to-
digital conversion for vin, vCh1, and vCh2, together with
the power rails to feed the circuit (not showed).

2 Methods
An LMC6001 and two INA128P were used for OPAMP1
and INA1–2, respectively and several resistor values were
tested for the sensing resistor R. The broadband multi-
frequency signal was a multisine comprising 19 sinusoidal
waves with equal amplitude and frequencies distributed
quasi-logarithmically between 0.5 kHz and 400 kHz. The
acquisition was performed at 1MHz with the Analog Dis-
cover 2 from Digilent controlled using the library pydwf.
The performances of the device were characterized with
several passive elements to substitute Z and Zcont..

Figure 1: Functional schematic of the custom bioimpedance de-
vice. Z represents the impedance to measure.

3 Results
The system performs well up to a sampling rate of 1MHz.
However for accurate measurements a calibration is re-
quired well below that value. In fact, at frequencies higher
than 100 kHz, the measurements depart from ideality and a
inductive behavior is observed. This is characterized by an
extra apparent R ∥ L component in series with the mea-
sured impedance.

Calibrated measurements give an error in the range of
0.01% at the lowest frequencies and of 0.07% at the high-
est. On the other hand, the maximum phase error is 0.02◦

at 400 kHz.

4 Conclusions
We successfully developed and characterized a custom de-
vice for bioimpedance measurements in four electrodes
configuration. This device is capable of accurate measure-
ments employing a broadband multisine with frequencies
between 0.5 kHz and 400 kHz.
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Abstract: This work characterizes an impedance sensing 
surgical margin assessment (SMA) probe for us in radical 
prostatectomies. 3D electrical impedance tomography 
(EIT) reconstructions were generated from ex vivo bovine 
tissue. Experimental AUCs ≥0.82 differentiating adipose 
and muscle tissue were maintained up to 50 kHz. 

1 Introduction 

Prostate cancer is the 2nd most common cancer in the 
United States (US). In 2019, there were 224,730 new 
diagnoses of prostate cancer in the US and 1.4 million new 
cases globally [1,2]. Of these patients, at least one third 
are expected to undergo radical prostatectomy (RP) [3]. 
The primary goal of a RP is to remove the entire tumor 
and avoid positive surgical margins (PSM). However, 
there is a delicate balance between removing excess tissue 
to ensure wide margins for cancer eradication and sparing 
neurovascular tissue and maintaining maximal urethral 
length to preserve erectile function and continence. This 
results in a high PSM rate for RP ranging from 4-48% 
(average: 21%) [4-7]. This work focuses on characterizing 
a novel electrode array designed for EIT-based margin 
assessment in RP through simulations and ex vivo bovine 
tissue recordings. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Ex vivo bovine data collection 

Impedance data was recorded from eleven separate 
locations on ex vivo bovine tissue with the custom SMA 
probe (Fig 1A). A 1 mA injection current was used across 
41 log-spaced frequencies from 100 Hz to 1 MHz (EIT32, 
Sciospec Scientific Instruments GmbH, Bennewitz, 
Germany). Homogenous muscle, homogenous adipose, 
and heterogenous muscle/adipose tissue regions were 
probed to determine the accuracy of tissue identification 
and classification using EIT. 

2.2 Registration and Segmentation 

A photograph of each tissue location was captured with 
and without the probe in place. A semi-automatic scheme 
was developed in Matlab to register the probe location and 
orientation on the tissue to the Finite Element Method 
(FEM) mesh used for image reconstruction (Fig 1C). Each 
sample image  is then segmented to delineate adipose and 
muscle tissues (Fig 1D). A binary map of the ground truth 
is created from the segmented image for each probed 
location on the coarse grid used for EIT reconstruction 
(Fig 1E, adipose is blue and muscle is yellow). 
Experimental AUCs were calculated by comparing EIT 
reconstructions with the ground truth binary map. 

3 Conclusions 

AUCs ≥0.82 differentiating adipose and muscle tissue in 
EIT images were maintained up to 50 kHz (Fig 1F shows 
one sample’s reconstructions that correspond to Fig. 1E). 
This paper demonstrates the ability of the designed 
impedance sensing SMA probe to classify tissue types in 
an ex vivo bovine model of muscle and adipose tissue. 
Ongoing work focuses on increasing the bandwidth of the 
probe by implementing signal conditioning electronics at 
the probe tip and interfacing the probe with a custom EIT 
system. Additional data collection from ex vivo and in 
vivo prostate and periprostatic tissue is in progress to 
evaluate the clinical potential of this technology. 
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Figure 1: A) Custom 3D printed SMA probe and electrode array, B) SMA probe electrode array, C) image of probed location
registered to mesh, D) thresholded adipose tissue on ex vivo data set, E) binary map of adipose tissue on EIT coarse grid (blue =
adipose tissue, yellow = muscle), F)  Experimental ex vivo bovine tissue 3D EIT difference reconstructions of a strip of fat through
muscle at 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 50 kHz, and 100 kHz (same location as C-E). Yellow is more conductive (muscle), blue is less
conductive (adipose).  Z is the distance perpendicular to the electrode array. Z = 4 is the XY plane 0.39 mm beneath the electrode
array surface, Z = 3 is the XY plane 0.65 mm beneath the electrode array surface, Z = 2 is the XY plane 0.91 mm beneath the
electrode array surface, Z = 1 is 1.18 mm beneath the electrode array surface. 
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Abstract: EIT is an emerging imaging technique, but 

access to EIT devices is limited. Previously presented 

solutions require expensive equipment or advanced 

electronics knowledge. Here, we present a simple and 

affordable hardware based entirely on an Arduino Uno 

board to make EIT universally accessible to everyone. 
 

1 Introduction 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-

invasive spectroscopic imaging modality that applies 

impedance measurements. The technology has applications 

in fields ranging from geology through industry to 

medicine. 

 However, due to the high price of commercially 

available EIT devices, wide availability of the technology 

is prohibited. The equipment required for our previously 

presented solution [1] also limited the entry level of the 

approach as it needed a laboratory grade LCR meter, which 

can be expensive (~€1000 for a basic unit, to ~€3000 for a 

higher performance device). Therefore, the solution was not 

suitable and accessible for everyone. Here, we propose a 

simplified, but full-featured EIT hardware, which only 

needs one Arduino Uno board as a signal generator and 

measuring device. Additional hardware components: 2 shift 

registers & 4 multiplexers (as described in [1]), are all 

supplied as ready-made modules that can be connected to a 

prototyping board without (or with minimal) use of a 

soldering iron. This setup is all you need to get started in 

the great world of the EIT! 
 

2 Methods 

The primary operation of a lab-based EIT hardware is the 

application of a constant current source (signal generation) 

to a set of electrode pairs around the phantom (e.g., a 

cylindrical water tank) and a differential voltage 

measurement from the remaining electrode pairs [2]. 
 

2.1 Hardware setup 

The current source is realised with the current-limiting 

resistor (RS) connected in series to the digital output of the 

Arduino Uno. Rs limits the current to ~4 mA across the  

10 cm tank filled with 0.9 wt. % saline solution 

(conductivity of ~16 mS/cm) (see Fig. 1a). Differential 

voltage measurement is realised with the use of  

2 analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) inputs of the 

Arduino Uno. The whole setup is built with prototype 

breadboards and standard prototype wires. We use  

16 electrodes made of M4 bolts. Rubber seals protect 

against water leakage. 
 

2.2 System control and image reconstruction 

Similar to the solution described in [1], the control of the 

device is developed using the Python language. With this 

project, we have prepared Jupyter Notebooks [3] that can 

be easily shared and modified by the user to experiment 

with the setup. Using the Gauss-Newton reconstruction 

algorithm implemented in the pyEIT library [4], time 

difference reconstructed images are displayed directly in 

the Notebook. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: (a) The proposed hardware 

device with a ϕ 10 cm tank filled with 

0.9 wt. % saline solution containing a 

non-conductive object inside and (b) 

reconstructed image.  
 
 
 

 

3 Results & Discussion 

To show the capabilities of the constructed EIT system, 

we present a recording of an image created with the 

phantom container holding a non-conductive plastic object 

(ϕ 3.4 cm), as shown in Fig. 1a. Resulting image 

reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1b. 

The speed of the ADC, which with Arduino is limited 

to ~100 µs per measurement, is the primary drawback of 

the suggested solution. It also determines the operating 

frequency of the system to 4 kHz as the differential voltage 

measurement (between the chosen pair of electrodes) 

requires two ADC runs. Together with the overhead time 

(electrodes set-up & image reconstruction) this results in an 

image refresh rate of about 3.5 seconds. 
 

4 Conclusions 

In order to lower the high barrier to entry for the application 

of EIT in various fields, a basic, but fully functional, 

adaptable, and scalable EIT system is proposed. It requires 

no electronic hardware development and provides a simple 

assembly process from off-the-shelf accessible, ready-to-

use components. The total estimated cost of the setup 

shown in Fig. 1a is < 100 EUR. The circuit described here 

could be expanded with a specialised current source and 

differential voltage measurement modules to further 

increase the functionality of the device. Future work will 

apply performance metrics to assess the performance of the 

system and the quality of the image. 
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Abstract: Stainless-steel electrodes were developed for use 
in an expandable vagus nerve cuff for EIT and selective 
vagus nerve stimulation (sVNS) in humans. Electrical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used for 
characterisation. Three different electrode surfaces were 
compared (1) laser-patterned; (2) laser-patterned and acid-
etched; and (3) PEDOT:PTS electro-coated; no significant 
impedance differences were observed at the operating 
frequency (6kHz). 

1 Introduction 
We are planning an acute study of EIT coupled with 
selective stimulation in the vagus nerve of humans. Non-
expandable cuffs were observed to damage nerves in 
animal experiments. A prototype non-crushing expandable 
cuff electrode was subsequently developed and tested in 
porcine models (Fig. 1). Fatigue resistance was a 
requirement for a cuff that may experience repeated 
expansion cycles due to post-surgical inflammation and 
also respiration cycles. Stainless steel is more fatigue 
resistant than platinum and thus was used as the track 
material (Fig. 2).  The electrochemical properties of pure 
stainless steel require additional surface treatment such as 
previously used PEDOT:PTS coating. However, it is 
unsuitable for use in human studies and therefore 
alternative approaches should be used. 

The purpose of this work was to investigate 
whether laser-patterning stainless steel used for human-
implantable stretchable design will give the electrodes the 
required electrochemical properties to function as 
electrodes for EIT & sVNS. 

 
Figure 1 –  Expandible cuff electrodes after 12 hours of implantation on 

pig vagus nerve caused no haematoma 

 

 
Figure 2 – Non-extensible tracks (top) made into extensible tracks 
(bottom) by laser cutting metal foils with alternating notches 

2 Methods 
The devices were fabricated as described in [1]. The metal 
foil used was 12.5μm 304 stainless steel (Advent Research 
Materials, UK). The exposed stainless steel electrodes were 
laser-patterned using bidirectional cross-hatching with 
0.1mm gaps at ±45° to the length of the electrode.  

The electrodes were 14 pairs of 3×0.35mm rectangles 
as defined in [2]. Of the 28 electrodes, 5 were chosen using 
a random number generator. These 5 electrodes were 
electrochemically characterised at 3 stages: (1) laser-
patterned; (2) laser-patterned and acid-etched; and (3) 
PEDOT:PTS electro-coated as the gold standard. 
Potentiostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (1 
< f < 100kHz) was used. The tests were performed on a 
Solartron Modulab XM (Ametek, US) in phosphate-
buffered saline in a 3-electrode set-up: (1) the working 
electrode was the electrode-under-test; (2) the reference 
electrode was a KCl-saturated Ag/AgCl electrode 
(Accumet: cat: #13-620-273); and (3) the counter electrode 
was a ⌀4mm aluminium bar submerged to a depth of 
~40mm. Electrodes were sprayed with 70% isopropanol 
solution before being submerged in the saline to remove air 
bubbles.  

3 Results 
The average contact impedance in saline for patterned 
stainless steel at 6.3kHz was 388±23Ω compared to 
375±24Ω for PEDOT:PTS (P>0.5, Fig. 3); the impedance 
of acid-etched stainless steel was 425±37Ω (Fig. 3).  

   
Figure 3 – EIS plots comparing laser-patterned, acid-etched and 

PEDOT:PTS coated electrodes 

4 Conclusions 
At the operating frequency of nerve EIT (6kHz) use of 
laser-patterned stainless steel is possible. Combined with 
the cuff expandability, this device can be safely implanted 
in humans, and can thus be an enabling technology for 
chronic neuromodulation studies in humans, including 
closed-loop studies that require both recording and 
stimulation. Work in progress is further characterisation of 
the electrodes using chronoamperometry at the expected 
maximum pulsing of the device (1mA/1ms biphasic) and 
further safety studies in animals. 
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Abstract: Real-time tracking of the exterior shape can be 
valuable in various medical imaging applications. It has 
also applications in soft robotics. Magnetic induction 
tomography (MIT) shows great promise in many industrial 
and medical applications. This study shows how the MIT 
data is used for shape imaging and topographic shape 
tracking. 

1 Introduction 

 In some medical imaging application the possibility of 
boundary shape tracking is useful, such as EIT lung 
imaging [1].  In robotic surgery, the detection of the size 
and geometry of balloons and catheters is critical [2]. In this 
work we use the mutual inductance between coils in  an 
array of MIT sensors to determine their relative position in 
3D space. This enables the  shape reconstruction as well as 
the quantification of  the forces that cause the shape change.  

 

2 Method 

 An 8 channel MIT system consists of (i) an array of equally 
spaced inductive coils arranged around the object 
periphery, (ii) a purpose build data acquisition system, and 
(iii) a host computer is used here. The shape reconstruction 
module extracts 28 MIT independent measurements with 
which to perform the reconstruction algorithm, displaying 
real-time updates of the reconstructed shape. The MIT 
device will allow 10 frames/s data collection, such that 10 
shapes per second can be recovered. In this study, we deal 
with the geometrical orientation of the coils concerning 
their mutual inductance. A topological derivative function 
has been implemented based on a mutual inductance 
calculation, allowing for both linear (real-time) and fully 
nonlinear reconstruction of the coil sensor positions. The 
array sensor can provide information on shapes by tracking 
the sensors’ relative positions in 3D space.  

3 Results 

Figure 1 shows the reconstruction of the shape changes  on 
a 2D circular ring array. The reference shape is a circular 
shape and changes from this reference shape can be tracked. 
This is done by tracking the displacement in xy directions.  
Figure 2 shows the reconstruction of normal forces applied 
to a surface that contains the 8 coil sensor array. This is 
measured by the displacement of the sensors in z direction.  
Figure 3 shows the dynamical response of a linear array 
when extended with a soft actuator. This can represent the 
shear force applied to an array of sensors aligned along a 
line. This is done with tracking displacements in x 
direction. Calibration steps are needed to link these 
displacements to the force applied. Due to high sensitivity 
of the sensors to their own positions, sub mm displacement 
can be detected using this method.  

 

Figure 1: Shape tracking with 8 sensor arranged on a  circular 
array, displacement in xy directions 

 

Figure 2: Normal force over 100 frames, showing increasing and 
decreasing applied force; 8 sensors are distributed on surface of 
the plane.  Image of displacement in z direction and its dynamical 
tracking in 100 frames 

 

Figure 3: Shear force applied to a linear array at various 
frequencies. 8 Sensors are arranged in a line, displacement in x 
direction.  

4 Conclusions 

This paper shows the shape tracking using mutual 
inductance in a coil array. Sensors are arranged in circular 
array, distributed on a surface of a plane and in arranged in  
line,  producing a variety of shape recovery methods. A low 
frequency MIT device will only be disturbed by presence 
of metallic or magnetic objects, making it a reliable shape 
tracking device in many situations.  
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Abstract: We present a method for classifying typical 

tumours in the brain. It utilizes the electrical properties, that 

are determined using a tetrapolar electrode arrangement in 

a frequency range between 1 kHz and 10 MHz. After 

adapting the measured impedance to a corresponding 

equivalent circuit diagram, its elements are used for 

classification using a multi-parameter analysis. We present 

results based on real tissue measurements after ectomy. 

1 Introduction 

Impedimetric methods for diagnostics in neuroscience are 

employed since decades [3]. Besides, as described in [1] 

impedance measurement is a promising tool for assistance 

during operations. However, due to the often used narrow-

bandwidth or even one-frequency measurements [3] stable 

discrimination is challenging.  Wideband measurements 

followed by fitting to proper models allows the extraction 

of more useful information about the biological tissue. Here 

we demonstrate this approach. 

According to [1] development of EIT system for 

neurooncology is an extremely challenging task since 

human scalp and skull attenuate useful signal. It was 

reported in [2] that no correlations between the tumours and 

multifrequency EIT measurements could be found after 

testing seven patients. However, we consider our work as a 

step towards the development of tomographical methods, 

for instance with electrode arrays inside the skull during 

surgery. 

2 Methods 

A tetrapolar system where one current injecting electrode 

together with a voltage pickup electrode are arranged 

interdigitally with an electrode surface of 2.4 mm² was 

mounted at the bottom of the chamber while in a distance 

of 1.9 mm a second pair of such electrodes was mounted at 

the sealing. Since the cut tumor slice had a thickness of 2 

mm, a good contact with homogeneous pressure was 

ensured. The chamber was completely filled with the tissue 

sample. We measured in time domain, making use of a 

periodic voltage step function as a stimulus. After 

averaging over ten periods measured signal was 

transformed into frequency domain and, impedance over 

frequency range of 1 kHz- 10 MHz was calculated. 

Moreover, logarithmic averaging in frequency domain was 

used in order to improve signal to noise ratio. 

The model for a biological tissue between electrodes 

consists of the electrodes including electrode-tissue 

interface and the bulk tissue. A suitable equivalent circuit 

as shown in Fig.1 reflects two dispersions: the one related 

to tissue inhomogeneity but is also influenced by the 

electrodes (R0,R1 and CPE1) and the one reflecting the cell 

properties (R2 and CPE2). The dispersion caused by cells 

is modeled as CPE2 in parallel to R1 which together with 

R0 yields a Cole element. The second CPE/R – 

combination results mainly from inhomogeneity of the 

tissue but is also influenced by the electrode behavior.  

 
Figure 1: Equivalent circuit for discrimination of tumour tissue 

The results of several measurement campaigns on different 

tumor tissue are shown in Fig. 2. Data were scaled on the 

parallel resistor R3 and subsequently fitted to the two-

dispersion circuit. It can be seen, that when using three 

parameters of R2-CPE2 dispersion, measurements of 

different tumors usually form different clusters. This can 

serve as a basis for detailed characterization of tissue. 

 

Figure 2: Three fitted circuit parameters for impedance 

measurements. n2 is the distribution parameter for the CPE2.  

3 Conclusions 

The feasibility to discriminate different intracranial 

tumours by means of impedance spectroscopy is 

demonstrated. In the future it could serve as a basis for 

development of a tool for assistance during surgery or even 

full-scale EIT 
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Abstract: We analysed EIT data from 5 patients with 

Parkinson’s disease during tidal breathing. The patients 

were in various disease stages and had different lung 

function. We demonstrated that intra-tidal gas distribution 

showed different patterns characterized the disease stages 

and maximal voluntary ventilation. 

1 Introduction 

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive motor 

extrapyramidal disorder leading to disability and 

immobility. While most prevalent PD symptoms are motor 

function impairments, non-motor dysfunction may present 

earlier before motor impairments. PD may cause 

respiratory dysfunction [1]. However, due to their muscle 

weakness, spirometry such as forced vital capacity 

manoeuvre might not be conducted properly, so that the 

assessment of lung function could be sometimes difficult.  

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) may assess 

inspiratory efforts [2]. We conducted a preliminary study to 

assess whether an EIT-based parameter (intra-tidal gas 

distribution, ITGD) can be used to evaluate the degree of 

respiratory dysfunction in PD patients. 

2 Methods 

The study was approved by Ethics Committee of Beijing 

Rehabilitation Hospital, Capital Medical University. A total 

of 5 PD patients were included (modified Hoehn and Yahr 

stage, H&Y 1.5-3). The age ranged from 48 to 70 years and 

body mass index ranged from 19.8 to 25.4 kg/m2. Only one 

patient was a smoker. Pulmonary function test was 

performed after oral administration of Parkinson's disease 

drugs. EIT measurement was conducted during quiet tidal 

breathing in sitting position. ITGD index calculating the 

tidal volume distribution during inspiration [3]. 

𝐼𝑇𝐺𝐷𝑘 =
∑ (𝐼𝑗,𝑘−𝐼𝑗,0)𝑅𝑂𝐼

∑ (𝐼𝑗,𝑘−𝐼𝑗,0)𝐿𝑢𝑛𝑔
× 100%  (1) 

where ROI, region of interest, represents the dorsal regions 

or ventral regions. Pixel j and i are pixels that belong to ROI 

and the defined lung regions, respectively. Time point 0 

depicts the beginning of inspiration. Inspiration time was 

divided into 8 equal parts (time point k). Averaging data 

from 1 minutes were conducted to reduce the variation 

during spontaneous breathing. 

According to a previous study [4], predicted value for 

maximal voluntary ventilation (MVV) was the most 

sensitive parameter distinguishing the severity of PD. 

Therefore, the results were presented qualitatively 

according to the H&Y stages and MVV% predicted.  

3 Results 

Patients MVV% ranged from 37 to 102% (Fig. 1). The 

ITGD patterns were very different among patients. For 

patients with higher H&Y stages and low MVV%, ventral 

and dorsal distribution within inspiration separated from 

each other. As the PD severity decreased, the distribution 

between ventral and dorsal regions became more 

homogeneous.  

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

Respiratory muscle dysfunction is often presented in PD 

patients. Consequently, the reduction of the respiratory 

muscle strength might lead to the deterioration of 

pulmonary function. In a previous study, we have 

demonstrated that ITGD might reflect diaphragm activities 

and predict weaning outcomes [5]. In the present 

preliminary study, we found that it also reflected the H&Y 

stage and MVV% in PD patients. Further studies are 

warranted to confirm this finding. 

In summary, the severity of respiratory dysfunction in PD 

patients might be assessed with EIT during tidal breathing.  
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Figure 1: The intra-tidal gas distribution showing ventral (blue) and dorsal (red) regions distribution during inspiration. Mean and 

standard deviation of the inspirations during 1 minutes at different inspiratory fractions were plotted. Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) stages 

and maximal voluntary ventilation (MVV) percent predicted of each individual patients are indicated underneath the plots.  
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Abstract: Fast neural EIT (fnEIT) with depth arrays has the 

potential to image neural circuit activity in the brain with 

high temporal (~1 ms) and spatial (~100 μm) resolution. 

Here we present preliminary data in the rat brain showing 

the feasibility of fnEIT to image the propagation of 

thalamocortical circuit activity.  

1 Introduction 

Novel techniques are required to study the brain at the 

mesoscopic level of neural circuits. Fast neural EIT (fnEIT) 

provides images of brain activity at a higher spatial 

resolution and with more accurate image reconstruction 

than existing techniques such as local field potentials (LFP) 

[1].    

The purpose of this study was to investigate if fnEIT 

with an optimised depth probe geometry[2] is capable of  

imaging the propagation of thalamocortical circuit activity 

in the rat brain at a high enough resolution to distinguish 

between activity in specific thalamic nuclei. 

2 Methods 

Adult Sprague-Dawley rats were maintained under 

isoflurane anaesthesia with vitals continuously monitored. 

A dental drill was used to create a craniotomy window 

exposing most of the right hemisphere. A 38 electrode 

epicortical array was placed on the cortical surface with a 4 

mm square aperture centred around the primary 

somatosensory cortex.  

The contralateral forepaw, whisker and hindpaw were 

separately stimulated with current at 2 mA, 2 Hz for 2 mins. 

Once the presence of somatosensory evoked potentials 

(SEPs) had been confirmed, the depth probe was inserted 

into the centre of the aperture to a depth of 8 mm.  

The depth probe had 36 PEDOT-coated gold electrodes 

(500*100 µm) arranged in a 4*3*3 grid, spaced by 2 mm in 

the vertical axis and 1 mm in the horizontal axes. The 

electrodes were mounted in nine 120*50 µm silicon shanks 

with gold tracks.  

SEPs were evoked continuously while fnEIT was 

performed. Current of 20 μA was injected through the set 

of 35 linearly-independent injection pairs, and the resulting 

voltages measured. The voltage changes were used to 

reconstruct conductivity changes on a finite element mesh 

of rat brain tissue.  

3 Results 

In a preliminary experiment performed in one rat, two 

distinct brain regions were active after the stimulation of 

the forepaw (Figure 1). The first appeared at 3 ms after 

stimulation. centred 2.5 mm posterior and 3 mm lateral to 

bregma at a depth of 5 mm below the cortical surface. The 

second appeared 8 ms after stimulation, centred 1.5 mm 

posterior and 4 mm lateral to bregma at a depth of 2.5 mm 

below the cortical surface.  

The location, timing and size (maximum diameter 1.5 

mm) of the first active region are consistent with activity in 

the ventral posterolateral nucleus of the thalamus. The size 

(max diameter 1.4 mm) and timing of the second active 

region are consistent with activity in the forelimb region of 

the primary somatosensory cortex, although the region was 

centred 0.5 mm more lateral than expected.   . 

4 Conclusions 

These preliminary data show that fnEIT is capable of 

imaging thalamocortical circuit activity in the rat brain at a 

spatial resolution high enough to distinguish activity in 

specific thalamic nuclei. The spatial error in reconstructing 

thalamic activity was ≤0.2 mm. This is the first time that 

circuit activity in the rat brain has been imaged at such a 

high spatial and temporal resolution.  

The higher error in localising cortical activity was likely 

due to inaccuracy in probe placement. Future work will 

focus on acquiring statistically significant dataset, 

improving probe placement, increasing signal-to-noise-

ratio, and attempting to image activity during multiple 

somatosensory stimulation paradigms in the same rat.  
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Figure 1: The propagation of thalamocortical circuit activity in the 

rat brain, as imaged by fast neural EIT. Thalamic activity appeared 

after 3 ms and cortical activity after 8 ms.  
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Abstract: This paper presents a pilot study using brain EIT 

to monitor external lumbar drainage in patients with 

subarachnoid haemorrhage. Preliminary results show that 

EIT can detect changes in intracranial impedance caused by 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) drainage and indicate the 

possibility that EIT may characterize the reduction in CSF 

volume which reflects the earliest compensation for 

cerebral edema. 

1 Introduction 

Stroke is one of the diseases seriously endangering human 

life health, characterized by rapid onset, high mortality, 

slow recovery, and often led to various degrees of 

neurological dysfunction. It is the second most common 

cause of death after ischemic heart disease, but, it ranks first 

in the Asian regions that have the highest population in the 

world. 

Cerebral edema is the most common complication after 

stroke and develops in the hours to days after stroke [1]. 

This pathological increase in brain water and hemispheric 

volume can lead to mass effect with a rise in local 

compartmental pressure which may lead to midline shift 

and neurological deterioration. Up to now the time course 

and implications of edema formation are not well 

characterized across the spectrum of stroke. Previous 

studies focused primarily on measuring and comparing the 

electrical impedance properties of healthy and edematous 

brain tissues. However, dynamic brain EIT monitoring in 

cerebral edema is still unreported. 

According to the Monro-Kellie law, intracranial volume 

should remain constant and volumetric compensation 

should be achieved by the progressive displacement of 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from all these CSF-containing 

spaces for edema-related brain expansion during early 

cerebral edema. As ΔCSF reflects the earliest compensation 

for brain swelling [2], we propose that imaging ΔCSF may 

allow us to recognize cerebral edema at the earlier time 

points. 

2 Methods 

Six patients with subarachnoid haemorrhage who 

underwent external lumbar drainage (ELD) were 

included.ELD was performed by (1) a single lumbar 

puncture on intermittent drainage via a lumbar catheter and 

(2) measuring CSF pressure with a spinal manometer and 

(3) intermittently draining 6-10 mL each hour via a lumbar 

catheter placed at the level of the foramen of Monro for 

decreasing ICP slowly when intracranial pressure (ICP) 

exceeding 340 mmH2O. All patients underwent CT prior to 

ELD to confirm the presence of open and definable basal 

cisterns and absence of a space-occupying lesion. 

EIT data were measured in real time using an EIT 

monitoring system FMMU EIT5 developed by our group 

for brain imaging [3]. 16 electrodes were placed around the 

head and 1mA-50kHz alternating currents were driven in 

turn through pairs of electrodes opposite each other and 

voltages on other adjacent electrode pairs were measured. 

Each data frame is comprised of 192 independent potentials 

over 1 s. The reconstruction algorithm is the damped least 

square method incorporating the patient-specific finite 

element model which contains the realistic multilayer 

boundary of the head. 

3 Results 

EIT images of ELD within the first 1 h from all patients had 

shown continuous impedance changes inside the cranial 

cavity and Figure A illustrated the image change process 

for one of the patients. As the amount of lumbar CSF 

removal increased, blue area in EIT images gradually 

became deeper in colour, which suggested that the 

parameters derived from EIT could respond to CSF volume 

changes in the subarachnoid space.  

 
Figure 1: EIT images of lumbar CSF removal 

4 Conclusions 

CSF volumetrics provides quantitative evaluation of early 

edema formation and ΔCSF could be reflected by EIT. The 

results suggest that EIT is a potential approach for 

recognizing the development of cerebral edema and 

accessing worse neurological outcome. 
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Abstract: Image reconstruction was performed with EIT
and MDEIT for 4 simulated perturbations representing neu-
ral activity. MDEIT with 1 or 3-axis measurements recon-
structed images of higher quality than EIT.

1 Introduction
Fast neural EIT with scalp electrodes has been shown to be
infeasible, partially due to signal attenuation by the skull
[1]. Biological tissue does not attenuate the magnetic field,
so MDEIT has the potential to overcome this problem and
provide a method of non-invasive neural imaging.

2 Purpose
The purpose of this work was to compare reconstructed im-
ages of simulated perturbations using MDEIT and EIT for
three different noise cases.

3 Experimental Design
Noise was simulated for scalp EEG and MEG as follows 1)
current measured EEG noise and literature MEG noise dur-
ing current injection, 2) 60-fold reduction in current source
noise and 3) 60-fold reduction in current source noise with
a 1000-fold increase in magnetometer sensitivity (Table 1).

4 Methods
Forward and inverse modelling was performed on an
anatomically realistic finite element model of a human
head comprising 3.2M tetrahedral elements and seven tis-
sue types with 32 scalp electrodes of 5mm radius in the
EEG 10-20 positions for injection and measurement, 34 ad-
ditional electrodes placed by eye for measurement and 64
magnetometers at a distance of 7mm from the scalp. AC
was injected at 1mA between 31 pairs of electrodes and four
perturbations of 3.86cm3 and 1% increase in conductivity
were considered (Figure 1). Forward modelling was per-
formed using EIDORS and custom code and the Jacobian
was calculated using the adjoint state method in COMSOL.
Images were reconstructed using 0th order Tikhonov Regu-
larisation with noise-based correction and simulated noise
at three different levels (Table 1) for 1 and 3-axis MDEIT
and EIT. 100 reconstructions were performed and the er-
ror was compared using repeated measures ANOVA with
multiple comparison tests. The reconstructed images were
assessed on their total reconstruction error, comprising vol-
ume and position error.

Noise Case Magnetic Noise Electric Noise
1 21.2fT + 3.67×10−3% 0.0880µV + 3.67×10−3%
2 21.2fT + 6.57×10−5% 0.0880µV + 6.57×10−5%
3 0.436fT + 6.57×10−5% 0.0880µV + 6.57×10−5%

Table 1: The noise cases considered in this work. Multi-
plicative noise is expressed as a percentage of the standing
field.

5 Results
EIT reconstructed images with a significantly larger recon-
struction error than 3-axis MDEIT for all noise cases and

perturbations (P < 0.001). EIT reconstructed images with
a larger reconstruction error than 1-axis MDEIT for all per-
turbations and noise cases which was significant for all per-
turbations for noise case 3 (P < 0.001) and perturbations
1,2 and 4 for noise cases 1 and 2 (P < 0.05). 1-axis MDEIT
reconstructed images with larger total reconstruction error
than 3-axis MDEIT for 11 of 12 noise-perturbation combi-
nations which were significant in 9 cases (P < 0.05). A
rank analysis of the Jacobians concluded that the EIT Jaco-
bian was more rank-deficient than the MDEIT Jacobians.

Figure 1: One example of a reconstructed image for each
perturbation, noise case and technique considered.

6 Discussion
Summary of Results On visual inspection, MDEIT re-
constructed superior images to EIT and 3-axis MDEIT re-
constructed superior images to 1-axis MDEIT (Figure 1).
This was supported by an analysis of the reconstruction er-
ror and a rank analysis of the Jacobians.

Does MDEIT reconstruct superior images to EIT?
Yes, MDEIT reconstructed images of superior quality to
EIT for all cases considered; this may be explained by the
Jacobian for EIT being more rank deficient than for MDEIT,
which could correspond to the skull blurring the signal.

Technical Considerations The MDEIT Jacobian was
calculated using different software to the forward modelling
whereas the EIT Jacobian was calculated using the same
software as the forward, which could favour the EIT recon-
structions.

Future Work Future work will include performing
MDEIT and EIT in realistic head-shaped saline-filled tanks
and in vivo.
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Abstract: Thoracic electrical impedance tomography (EIT) 
is a promising tool to measure vital capacity in 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) patients. Multiple 
linear regressions with EIT and patient data (29 subjects 
with ALS, 25 healthy controls) have a strong correlation 
with raw lung volume measured with a spirometer (r2=0.7).  

1 Introduction 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is the most common 
degenerative motor neuron disease in adults with an 
incidence of 2 to 3 people per 100,000 individuals [1]. 
Primary symptoms of ALS are progressive muscle 
weakness and spasticity. One of the main clinical metrics 
for prognosis and planning interventions is pulmonary 
function testing (PFT) [2]. However, patients with orofacial 
weakness have unreliable spirometry data due to the 
inability to form a seal around a mouthpiece [3]. We 
propose to use an impedance (Z) metric [4] combined with 
inspiratory and expiratory time constants [5] from electrical 
impedance tomography (EIT) data as a relative measure of 
lung vital capacity.  

2 Methods 

2.1 Data Collection 

EIT data was captured by positioning a custom 32-electrode 
belt circumferentially around the patient’s chest to record 
during standard of care PFTs. An EIT Pioneer System 
(SenTec AG, Landquart, Switzerland) with a 3 mA 
injection current at 195 kHz, 47.8 Hz frame rate, and 4-skip 
injection pattern was used. Data was collected during 4 
types of PFTs: upright forced vital capacity (FVC), supine 
FVC, upright slow vital capacity (SVC), and supine SVC. 
Two baseline EIT measurements of normal tidal breathing 
were recorded for 30 seconds, one at the beginning of the 
study and one at the end. ALS functional rating scale-
revised score (ALSFRS-R) and presence of orofacial 
weakness was recorded on the day of the study [6]. Healthy 
controls were age and gender matched to the ALS 
population (±5 years). All procedures were approved by the 
Institutional Review Board of Dartmouth Hitchcock 
Medical Center (DHMC) and subjects provided written 
informed consent. Data collection was performed at DHMC 
and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.   

2.2 Impedance Metric 

The Z-Metric looks at the difference in the global maximum 
and minimum over time of the average Z across a set of 
IIVV patterns and is normalized by patient specific baseline 

measurements (eq. 1). This metric was developed as a 
relative measure of the Z change between maximum 
inspiration and maximum expiration [5]. Zmax is the 
maximum average Z over time during a PFT effort, ZFEV1 is 
the Z 1 second after Zmax and is used to approximate the 
clinical forced expiratory volume after 1 second (FEV1), 
Zavg is the average across the average Z for an interval of 
normal tidal breathing. 

𝑍𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐  100  (1) 

2.3 Inspiratory and Expiratory Time Constants 

An inspiratory time constant, 𝜏 , and expiratory time 
constant, 𝜏 , were computed from the global average Z 
during normal tidal breathing intervals using  

𝑍 𝑡 𝑍 exp 𝑡/𝜏 𝑍 ,  (2) 

𝑍 𝑡 𝑍 t 𝑍 ,   (3) 

where constant 𝑍 , 𝑍 , 𝑍 , and 𝑍  are chosen to match the 
curves start and end of inspiration/expiration, and 𝜏 , 𝜏  
are calculated to best-fit the shape of the curves. 

3 Conclusions 

To date, 29 individuals (20 males, 9 females) with ALS and 
25 healthy controls (16 males, 9 females) have been 
recruited. A multiple linear regression including the Z-
Metric, 𝜏 , 𝜏 , and height was used to predict the raw 
upright FVC volume. A strong positive correlation, r2 = 
0.70, exists across all participants first visit (n=47) for the 
multiple linear regression described above. Data from 7 
visits was not useable due to bad electrode contact. Future 
work focuses on continuing data collection to evaluate the 
use of EIT as a relative measure of vital capacity in patients 
with and without orofacial weakness. 
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Abstract: Capacitively coupled electrical impedance 
tomography (CCEIT) is a new contactless alternative of 
electrical impedance tomography (EIT). This work focuses 
on the application of CCEIT in 3D brain imaging. 

1 Introduction 

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) has been widely 
studied and applied in medical field since it was proposed. 
Due to the various advantages such as safe, fast and 
portable, EIT is now a very promising technique for brain 
imaging [1]. However, traditional EIT suffers from the 
electrode-skin contact impedance problem, which is usually 
high and quite variable or sensitive due to body surface 
condition and body movement [2]. In the past decades, 
efforts have been made to model or calculate the contact 
impedance, but the adverse influence of the contact 
impedance is still exist. Capacitively coupled electrical 
impedance tomography (CCEIT) is proposed as a 
contactless alternative of EIT, which provides a new 
effective and totally contactless approach for biomedical 
applications [3]. Our previous work has introduced CCEIT 
to biomedical applications [4-5]. This work focuses on the 
application of CCEIT in 3D brain imaging. First, a 3D 
CCEIT phantom will be designed and optimized for brain 
imaging. Then, mathematical model of the CCEIT phantom 
will be established to solve the forward problem and get the 
sensitivity matrix. Finally, image reconstruction 
performance of the 3D CCEIT in brain imaging will be 
investigated. 

2 Measurement Principle 

AC voltage
 source

Excitation 
electrode Detection 

electrode

Insulating layer

Current C2C1 Z

Equivalent 
impedance

Measured 
medium

C1 Z C2

 
Figure 1: Measurement principle of CCEIT.  

Fig.1 shows the measurement principle of CCEIT (assume 
that there are 8 electrodes visible on the cross section), 
where an insulating layer is introduced to keep the 
electrodes and the measured biomedical medium not in 
direct contact. For each measurement electrode pair, the 
excitation electrode and the detection electrode will 
respectively form coupling capacitances C1 and C2 with the 
insulating layer and the measured medium. The measured 
biomedical medium can be regarded as an equivalent 
impedance Z. When the excitation AC voltage applied, the 
current reflects the conductivity distribution of the 
measured medium can be measured.  

3 Forward Modelling 

Brain layer

Scalp
Skull

Insulating layer

Stroke

 

Figure 2: The geometric model of brain. 

Fig. 2 shows the geometric model of brain, including the 
internal brain layer (0.15 S/m), the stroke (0.6 S/m), the 
skull (0.06 S/m), the scalp (0.44 S/m) and the insulating 
layer (0 S/m). Based on the geometric model, the 
mathematical model of CCEIT is developed as 
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where σ(x,y), ε(x,y) and ϕ(x,y) are the spatial conductivity, 
permittivity and potential distributions. w is the angular 

frequency of the AC voltage source. n


 is the outward unit 
normal vector. Γ represents the boundary of the electrode. 
a, b and c represent the excitation electrode, detection 
electrode and floating electrodes, respectively. With this 
model, the sensitivity matrix is calculated. 

4 Image Reconstruction Results 

Experiments were carried out with saline to simulate the 
brain layer and sodium chloride mixture to simulate stroke 
and other parts of the brain model. Fig. 3 shows the image 
reconstruction results reconstructed by LBP at 15 MHz. 
Results show that the reconstructed images are in 
accordance with the practical medium distribution. 

 
Figure 3: Image reconstruction results 

5 Conclusions 

This work verifies the feasibility and potential of CCEIT in 
3D brain imaging.  
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